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summary:
“Onr antagonists are not sat is lied with
the gold standard. They compel us to a
second battle upon the same lines upon
which the first was lost and won. In all
three platforms itlie silver’-Democrat, the
populist and the silver-Republican) these
purtio announce that their efforts shall be
unceasing until the gold act shall be blotted from th** statute books and the free and
unlimited coinage of silver at 1<J to 1 shall
take its place. Whatever is ‘paramount,*
this i> •immediate.*
—

“Instead of diminishing, as was predictfour \»*ars ago. the volume of our currencs i" greater per capita than it has ever
been. «*m total money on July 1, ism;, was
>
1.:vhi,4:gf.‘.•<;«;. s_M.in per capita: oil Sept. 1,
I'.hmi. it was
i,i s-j,per capita.

“During isms, ism* and i'.»oo we sold abroad
>l,<»S'.t,77n.I'.Ni more than we bought, nearly
live times the balance of trade in our favor
lor the whole period of los years from 17U0
toJune;>u, l<s‘>7, inclusive.

H H l,( H K.l.

The only two items of increase in the public expenses of 1‘MHiover ism* are for pensions
ami the public debt.
“Unless something
unforeseen occurs to reduce our revenues
or increase our expenditures, the congress
at its next session should reduce taxation
very materially."

Neutrality maintained in the Anglo-l>oer
war.
The United States was the only
power, and all were asked, to tender its good
a

Ocean transportation costs us .Slitf,000,000
year : American ships should get that business; subsidy plan indorsed.

Nicaragua canal should be built; congress
should make provision therefor after receiving tlie full report of the commission
now

at

work.

Combinations of capital which suppress
natural or ordinary competition are obnoxious to the common law and the public welfare, are “dangerous conspiracies" and
should be made “the subject of prohibitory
or penal legislation."
The best >ervice which can be rendered
to labor is stead\ and remunerative employment.
A short* da\ is better than a short
dollar.
Civil sci vie** reloim has alwa\s had the
support and encouragement of the RepubliI hc m» it s\stem will be exteiidpart}
ed w herever practieabi'e.
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arrying out its traditions of many years
w ith but one break, Maine went
Republican
in the State election, Monday, by agood, oldtime majority. The entire ticket headed by
John F. Hill of Augusta for Governor, was
of course elected, as were all four of tlm
Congressmen, Allen in the 1st Reed's old
district): Littlefield in the jd
Dinglev\
old district): Rurleigli in the ;d : and Routellein the 4th. six Republican Presidential electors were also elected and all will
cast their votes next winter, for McKinley
and Roosevelt.
There was every incentive for voting.
The campaign has Wen a -piritcdone. there
were enough local contest- to arouse interest,
while the day was un.-urpa.-.-ed. It waclear and cool from .-unrise to -.un-et.
tiiat
the voters in every one t the .'u cities,
towns and plantations had little -\cu-e for
staying away from tlm p<»ll>. and there
w»uv few that had to make one.
The campaign throughout the Mate, except perhaps in ■ umb-riand niim:y. wafought entirely on national --ues. prominent speakers from outride tin- Mate being
imported by both parties. The Repuhl'eans
held many meeting-, and the Democrats
were
not tar behind, and marly ail the
gatheriims were w
att'-mied by -ntliu
ia.-t it* m ow d>.
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the Windsor Hotel.

Messrs. 11. L. Kochersperger of Chicago
and M.R.Knowltonof the Windsor Hotel are
preparing to enlarge that establishment and
make it a first-class hotel.
It is centrally
located on High street in the business portion of the city, and has been a hotel continuously for more than 50 years. It was
built in iso; by benjamin Kells for a dwelling house, but was converted into ahotel,
called the New England House, and opened
as such by Luther Coombs July 4, 1S4S.
It
was remodeled and enlarged by the addition
of a third story in ISOi. Its landlords since
Mr. Coombs have included baker & Edwards, Col. J. I). Rust, Gen. 11. W. Cunningham, E. R. Ellis, X. W. Holmes, W. R.
Holmes, C. II. Crosby, 11. F. Tucker, W. G.
Cox, Staples
Haugh, Robert browurigg
and M. R. Know Ron. Mr. Cox changed the
name to Windsor Hotel in lkkii.
The lot is
17:1x74 feet. A right-of-way extends north
of the hotel from High street to Cross street
giving the place the advantage of a corner
lot.
It is proposed to move the present
structure back, remodel it and build on a
modern front, making a hotel of about 75
rooms, and fit it with all modern conveniences. The plans are not yet fully perfected, but will doubtless assume definite
shape before Mr. Kochersperger starts on
I his European tour about a month hence.
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The country has been fully advised of the
purposes of the Fuited Mates in China,
and the.x will be faithfully adhered to as
already defined.
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A Reminder of
In

“the

a

Sad Event.

Conversation Corner”

of

the

Congregationalist of Sept, (ith is an account
of a visit to Provineetown.Mass., from which
we give the following paragraph of local interest :
In place of the Mayflower, on the day
when we three pilgrims were exploring “ye
Cape harbor” was a forlorn-looking threemasted schooner, one of the many wrecks
of “the great November gale" of isos, in
which the steamer Portland was lost, and
some thirty vessels destroyed in this harbor. The name may not show in the picture, but it was the Lester A. Lewis of
Bangor, in the rigging of which the crew
were frozen to death, although so near to
land.
Many thrilling tales were told of
that fearful gale—the most terrible of all,
the secret of the loss of the Portland, was
never told.
Belfast, Searsport, and Islesboro mourn
for lives lost on the Portland and Lewis.
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As one looks over the September number
The Kudder the wonder is how any
yachtsman or yacht builder can get along
without it. It is not only of practical use,
but of interest from cover to cover.
The
subscription price is only $2 a year. Kudder Publishing. Co., 0 Murray street, New
York.
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Sept. 7th, the game at Old Town between
the same teams was more interesting, and
sharply'contested at every point. Belfast
there got her first white-wash of the season,
the score standing old Town,
Belfast, n.
Crockett and < ashman met v. this game.
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The Belfast Base Ball team closed the
of liXM), with a record of 43 games
played and 33 victories. The last three
games were as follows:
September nth, with Old Town at Old
Town; score, Belfast, 1.3; Old Town, 1.
Conroy and Barrington were Belfast’s battery; Cushman and Davis, Old Town’s.
Conroy struck out 4 and Cushman 3. Old
Town got but n base hits, including a home
run by Davis; Belfast got 15 hits, all
singles,
old Town was charged with »; errors and
Belfast with but 3. Following is the score
season

tr»t»-.|gar <•
Pratt, Ksq.. ,«>w of New
ri«
,f the mHi.-pdi-. i,„t A
young law ye
tive i.f Belfast
Mr Pratt
addles* *,*forcible and witty abounding n bright

I I rt 11
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Liberty.....
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next

said there is no imperialism in our dealings
with Cuba or Porto Rico. MeKinle\ advised free trade with Porto Rico, but
on,»
Frye to the Senate of the United States.
comparison* and Tallin*,; p*unt«
lie
She has re-eleeted all her Republican Con- press voted otherwise, ami there is now a
referred to the glor ion* r*-v**rd <•( rh# He
tax on both exports and imports.
This h«*
gressmen, in each instance by an increased
publican party wh h h»- unf mhing
plurality over that given in isd*.
Hon. called taxation without representation
met ever> i -*l|e p| esetite«| to t
Amos L. Allen is returned in the First
It d#** |>Uistrict b\ a vote even exceeding that of When we bought the Philippines we paid no vote* on an ambiguous
platform It a
his illustrious predecessor, Thomas Brack- Spain ^ Jo,000,000 for goods she could not dewa\* stand* for plain
**»jes.
It
ett Reed.
Congressman K. C. Burleigh of liver, and we are now trying to govern a
ha> able leaderllowtwr w«s#» ma> b.*\#
\ugusta goes back with the biggest pluraliwithout
their
consent.
people
been the fathers of the nation, we now ba\.
ty he has ever received.
Ur. .1. F. Hill, Republican candidate for
Mr. Thompson then introduced R. F. men
equal 1> w -e and able
\round the
governor, received the returns by telephone
v
1 Hinton, Ks<|.,
ho argued that the om* constitution w.and wire Monday night in his study in the
p:.ne the *ul»*g>ii4rd of
This nation colilllion sells#* Jtrid
old Blaine mansion, surrounded by his fam- great issue is imperialism.
111#
.ern e .f
,»ir I
ily. He was in a happy frame of mind, and has always insisted on the Monroe doctrine, pie. The 1 >e|||iM"ut* te,.
lh*l il»lp*M
gave the following statement to the press :
and the opposite idea of America keeping •Mil i*»
the ..lie great 1-- c*. “If I were a-k
“The Republicans of Maine have t«*da\
her hands off lands in other
of tie- ed.'' -aid Mr.
uou a
Pratt, “to name two promi
yicton that is complete and decisive. world has been tacit observedparts
< Uir nirtjoi it\ exceeds
as
a
sort
of
I.\
hi,\ most sanguine exnent imperialist- I should
unhe-,t.iting>
pectation. Four years ago the Uemocrats unwritten law. What was at first referred name
Andrew Jackson and W .1 Id >an
yyie Vidh disorganized. They had two to as criminal aggression has now become There
tickets ia the field, and thousands of them
never was a greutm
nipei ali-t than
benevolent assimilation, lie argued that
were x(. disgusted that they refrained from
liryun. He had the treat; rutitied b\ mu*
tie* Filipinos are capable of self governvoting altogether.
and
lie
vote,
dominated tin* polic y «f tin*
'in
aum-miauy large lo-piinncan ma- ment and it should be given them.
He
Democratic national convention. Th.s mi_
:«»rit \ tliat y-ai was to a considerable dequoted an editorial in The .Journal in April tioii makes its dollar worth
-i<
'iii- to tin* falling off in tie- 1 >eniocrat ie
a hundred cents
vote.
This year the Democrats are united, ls«io, as a true statement of tin* policy of
everywhere. Tin* Democrats should put in
active and alert, and t was expected that the Administration on the
Philippine ques- | operation their favorite
plank of state rights
th-y would poll their average vote, at least. tion, as follows:
’1 li-ir failure to do so indicates their disin dealing with tin* trusts, and
manage them
“The
commission
trust of IJiyanism and the sane- disinclinawill consider no propby States rather than by fed. nil legislation.
tion to arr-pt his theories tliat existed four osition that does not
contemplate his i The trouble with the Democrats is
The Republican vote wn> larger
y •■■ar> ago.
they are
Aguinahlo's absolute and unconditional behind tin* times.
than would naturally be expected, since it
The silver issue and
surrender and his acceptance on behalf of j
was only a question of
and
shows
majority,
free trade are not dead, but-steeping, one
remarkable interest and enthusiasm.
the Filipinos of any form of government
Democrat asked “Would you tax a poor
‘‘It is evident that the people of Maine the
United states ma\ see lit to establish in man's
are in now iso disturbed by the new
issues
parlor carpet'.'" and the reply was
that have been raised, but fully and un- the islands.”
another question, “In what other country can
The absorption of the Philippines is for
reservedly indorsed the wise and patriotic
a poonuaii have a
parlor carpet;’'' it is
administration of Pres. McKinley/'
business, not for humanity. The question
The vote on the resolve providing fora
poor policy to blame the party t hat has prois asked “Who would haul down the AmeriMate auditor was small, but was overduced this prosperity, ileware of tin* man
whelmingly against the measure.
Pour can Hag:'" It is a laudable and patriotic, or
party who make promises they cannot fultowns ia Waldo County failed to report to idea, but if the
Hag Hunts over a land which lil. 1 his
The .Journal the result of their vote.
The
country was born in blood, and
its customs or otherwise disgraces it,
by
remaining i'l towns, and lielfast. give :;i}
nurtured in strife. Its mission is tin* en1 or to 7-4 against.
lielfast and Islesboro the Hag should be hauled down there. The
largement oj civilization, ami i? is true to its
were the only places giving a
majority for emblem of liberty should not float over a
mission.
it. lielfast land Islesboro s.
land of poligamy, slavery and piracy.
The election passed off quietly in lielfast
Mr. Pratt received an ovation from the
and a vote was polled considerably larger
audience, which included many of his old
than two years ago. The Democrats cenThe Republican rally Friday evening was schoolmates and associates, and his address
tered their work on County Attorney and
Representative to the Legislature, and cut attended by a large audience, who were is highly commended by all who heard it.
down the pluralities considerably. The both instructed and
entertained by the able
voters have not yet mastered the Australian
ballot when it comes to voting a split ticket, speakers on the platform. James II. Howes
The Republican meeting held in Jackson
and many ballots were spoiled by neglect to called the meeting to order and introduced
Thursday evening, Sept nth, addressed by
make the cross or by covering tlm printed Gen. Adam K.
of Maryland, whose
King
Hun.
S. IIichhorn of Augusta, was one of
name by a sticker.
address was both logical and eloquent. He
the largest and most enthusiastic meetings
is proud to be a citizen of the United States
held in this section for years. People came
Vermont All Right.
and paid a glowing tribute to the genius
from miles around, the church was Idled,
and patriotism of Blaine, at whose invitathe band discoursed,excellent music, and the
The Republicans have gained a great vic- tion he first visited Maine.
The history of
speaker held the rapt attention of the auditory in Vermont. They elected their State the country shows two great parties standence for an hour and a half while he vigorami congressional ticket by 3l,4d;> plurality, ing respectively for the right and the
which exceeds by 2,ii!il the average for the wrong. The effect on business of Demo- ously expounded the questions of the day.
All were loud in their praise of Mr. llichlast three presidential years ; the senate is cratic administrations was compared to a
born’s address, lie is an eloquent,convincsolidly Republican, and in the house they hypodermic injection of some deadly drug
ing speaker, and handled the political issues
have 200 of tire 240 members. The various into the body politic.
Democratic rule proof the day in a masterly manner.
county tickets are as usual, Republican. duced what Mr. Cleveland would call inThis is more than Republicans expected or nocuous desuetude.
Bryan believes all our
Destructive Fire on the Mountains.
claimed: Mayor Thomas N. Iiart of Boston troubles can be cured
by his universal pan
says:
acea, free coinage of silver, 10 to 1. His
The lires which have been raging on the
“Thirty-eight thousand is the largest plu- gloomy predictions of what would follow mountains of Camden
and Lineolnville
rality the Republicans ever had in Vermont. the election of
McKinley were not fulfilled. were extinguished by the rain
Tuesday's vote is a wonderful vote considerTuesday.
Gen.
the
restoration
of
busIf
the Republicans
King compared
ing the time of year.
The tires started several days ago on Raid
vote like that in all the States at the national iness under McKinley with that which ocMountain. .Some say they were carelessly
election the Republican candidates will curred in
France when Richelieu was re- set by
campers-out, and others that persons
surely win.
“Tire only hope that the Democrats had, stored to power. We have changed from a interested in blueberry picking attempted
as t
understood it, was that they might debtor to a creditor nation.
The country to burn over a stubble growth
hoping that
make the plurality less than 30,000 votes was never so
prosperous as now.
Bryan is blueberry bushes would come up on the
this year. 1 do not see that they have anythe
most
of
an
to
pronounced
burned
crow
over.
example
imperthing
Indeed, the result
ground. The territory burned over
doesn't give them a leg to stand on.”
ialist in history. He dominated the Chicago extends for nearly three miles around Raid
in
to
the
wishes of a Mountain, through the detile and
platform
opposition
along the
The Portland Advertiser lias always been majority of the Democratic party.
He has northerly side of Meguntieook
nearly to the
and
a new dress
typographically attractive,
stamped 10 to 1 on his sword and wrill not Turnpike, covering an area of over l-'oo
makes it look better than ever. Best of all, lay it down until he has cut down the tree acres. A large quantity of valuable standit is as good as it looks.
of American prosperity.
If you think the ing wood and timber was destroyed, as well
tariff question is settled you are very as large piles of cord-wood in the wood-lots.
Harry Morrill, wife and two children of much mistaken. Stephenson says the tariff Tile fire did not reach the old growth spars
Good Democrats stood on the mountain, nor
Natick, Mass., are visiting at 11. B. Cun- must be modified.
destroy any buildings,
with the Republicans in l8fM>, and voted but the loss to
ningham’s.
growing trees is heavy.
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down the Hi to l heresy.
The RepUblican party has fulfilled its every
promise
and it will continue to do so. It has never
refused to meet any issue that has been
presented to it. Gen. King briefly reviewed
the events leading up to the Spanish war,
which, with McKinley at the head,was aided
by the brilliant achievements of Dewey,
Sampson and Schley. Bryan is resopnsible
for the ratification of the Philippine
treaty,
and in those islands we are confronted with
a condition, not a theory.
We would not now
give up an acre of that ground, consecrated
No people in this
by American blood.
country ever got freedom except by the help
of the Republican party.
That party has
pulled the country out of many a slough.
The Democrats would establish a protectorate over the Philippines, which would take
away our power to govern them and leave
us responsible for their acts towards other
nations. When the call came to protect our
citizens in China we had a tieet and an
army in Manila, near by. Had it not been
so hundreds of lives might have been sacrificed before we could send aid from our distant shores.
The position of some Democrats in encouraging the Filipinos in their
resistance, is dangerously near treason.
The Filipinos must serve a time of probation to prepare themselves for self-government as did the people of Now Mexico, \i izona and other possessions.
The Democrats oppose every forward movement
unconstitutional.
Buchanan on Id find no
authority in the constitution to
k tieadvance of slavery.
I.irnoln .|,l ,-,.j iT
The Ameri- an flag now in* an* more than
ever bf fore and a great re*{...n*il,;
t> !>*•*
upon all loyal citizens to aphoNi t
Tie
people of the countr> are |«N»kiiig to Ma n#».
and she should do her full dot1

and at the close.
Jesse E. Wilson called the Democratic
meeting to order and called upon Wm. P.
Thompson' to preside. Mr. Thompson introduced Wm. II. McLellan, Esq., who
made a characteristic speech, dealing with
both local and national issues. There is,
he said, one local issue of importance, the
prohibitory law. He briefly reviewed the
history of the prohibitory legislation of
Maine, and stated that since 1855, when the
parties first divided on that question, the
Republicans have favored and the Democrats opposed it.
He believes that law is a
failure, even when its enforcement is in the
hands of 'its friends. He believes the constitutional amendment should be re-submitted,
and that the next Legislature will vote on
that question.
The voters should see that
the right men are sent to the .State Legislature.
In national affairs there is talk on
the one side and the other about a paramount issue. The Republicans say it is the
currency, which is in danger should Bryan
be elected, and the Democrats say it is im
He quoted from Republican
perialism.
platforms and speakers to show that that
party now opposes measures on the currency which it formerly advocated. The Democrats favor an income tax when it can be
made legal. The last income tax law, passed by the Democrats, was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme court by a vote

'd

offices for

RALLIES.

Opera House, Thursday and Friday evenings, respectively. The Belfast Band wa
in attendance on both occasions, and furnished music before the meetings, at the
intervals between the different speakers

■

j
\

LOCAL POLITICAL

37,000.

NUMBER 37.

The Democrats and Republicans of Belfast held the closing rallies of the campaign
prior to the State election, in the Belfast

lie is
force the prohih t«»r\ law to
pledg'd :•»
tie- ful’.-d .-xt.-lit. there will he much in11
iMiiont this
-.
F*v..-w of the whole Philippine nutter,] teiest as to tic n suit »f his endeavors.
;!.:
feet under water.
Ih foie tie- full fon-e
1i,n vit-ror\ had been
i.-.-la rut ion »if w ar agn •'* M‘:i m, the p» a •*
inan
*‘l 1
pain •• him. \i;. I V.u sonslid
j.roto -ol. the (•.-ace eoiuiiii"io|i and its .:.
't.'ia-tioas. tie* negotiation and ratification I am elected 1 dial! enter ••!• tlie mo-T solemn
woid
a
<*i m\ life.
For J7 >--a:> 1 have waited
d
>-j*t o\ cr M-uthe| ll o! tile |.e;ue float}. the T:i>t 1 'll i 1 i j»J * *1 lie
a"Mi ;■ da;, and Minda)
‘•on.nr "ion and
t> instruction.', unfniilfill and pra\ed that ^onie mi*- would enforce the
ia here, l»ut' 1 nev'-rthought of being called
A
!.*
ImmT
ue-*-t.at;oi,> with the Fii pmos. ..inbreak of
to do it.
There is nothing political to
It now
ag-.-iat. d.
the
ii'iin eet ion.
tie- sc.-om-I Philippine
■lii'.
It is an upiising for .-ivic rigliteo isd
w ill be npwai d
"inn .-ioi.. proclamatinn «•;
anmest. ivoinniissioii ..n tl..- eoml'itioiis m->s, that’s all.
i-o;;- "i the
In Knoxcount\, which was acknowledged
to property.
:l 1 lie ai'ehi peiago.
to be close, the l»emo a ats >uc«-eeded in win"I:
onr purpose t.» establish in the Philning a pro? ion need victory.elf cti ng all county
tf
t Waldo County.
ipp.ie-sa goxeminent suitable to the wants
officers with possibh the*e\ceptioni»f slier iff',
amt conditions of the inhabitants and to
which result cannot be readied until the
them
for
Hi!!.
and
to
1‘ottle.
piepaiv
self-government,
returns are in from Matinieus and < rie-:o- them self-government when tliex
42.s
are
read loi it audits rapidlv as thev are readv liaveil, sheriff rimer may he defeated or
elected 1)\ from one to three majority. 11.
font.
1 he American people will not make the L. shepherd of Hock port was defeated for
!llliiOlt.>.
Skidmore.
murderers of our soldiers the agents of the Senator by L. M. staples of Washington.
Rockland elected two Republican represenmi
sit
j republic to convex the blessings of liberty tatives, Ril'd
and Hix.
48
128
I and order to the Philippeans.
The State has elected a practically solid
“No government can so certainly preserve
117
111
the peace, restore public order, establish jus- Republican Senate, and lr»*» out of isi Ken72
;’,o
tice and stable conditions as ours. We resentatives,who will return Hon. William P.
42
54
could not do it as a protectorate power so
41s
458
Vote of Waldo County for Governor.
completely as we are doing it noxv.
“The American question is between duty
40
and desertion- the American verdict will be
,-1.898-s ,-1900Kneel a ml. Wentworth. for duty against desertion, for the republic
both
and
OS
51
against
anarchy
imperialism.
“There is a strain of ill-concealed hypoc101
04
108
31
risy in the anxiety to extend the constitutional guarantees to the Philippeans, while
52
45
their nullification is openly advocated at Belfast. 500 253 4 3 528 279 5 5
Belmont. 27
45 2
48
2
1
33
home.
380
221
Brooks
*.
57 1
86
78 2 2 101*
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President McKinley’s letter of acceptance
of the Republican nomination for President, published Monday,occupies more than
a page in the daily papers, and we can
only
present its salient points in the following

mo;

..a:!
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PLURALITY

Many Subjects Covered, With a History of
the Philippine Matter.

re-

!!idi.

*

REPUBLICAN

There has been added to the gold stock of
the United States since July 1, ltsiHj, S4:’.t>,-

Swept.

Storm
-w

A

l.

m.K

5

LETTER IN BRIEF.

1900.

Welcome to the verdant class of '<>;

Monday morning \\ is occupied in aligning book" and g:ving out lessons foi the
next day. Tuesday tlie ."eats were aligned
in

alphabetic}*]

order.

During vacation the High s.•!v•-»1 roon
papei.the seat> v nmi -died. u:d Nan.idon." other improvement."
was

Frank Keene, who

part of last yeai, has
joined his class.

wa"

absent tie‘greater

return-- i to

D.e• 1 and

A s the entering r!u."" mini b--i -about forty.
and there are not sii Undent "eats, tin- senior s
will be excused after recitations.

Ihe new schedule of studies in the High
.•school ha." gone into «■ ffe. t, and tic s? udics
are now very different fi >ui former years.
The Freshman take Algebra. Ancient Iks
tory, Latin, or Blmniie: the >ophomoies
Geometry, Khetorie, Medaeval History,
Latin, or Geology; the Juniors Geometry
French, /oology and Foundation Studies
in Literature ; while the Seniors take French,
General History, \nthmetm lb-view, F.nglish Literature,Greek and ! atin.
d'he smallest class in school D the Junior,
which numbers about twelve.
\ good many pupils from tie- Head of tin
Tide have entered the HighSchool this year.
A. Flitter Sibley. Jr., formerly of Ml, left
Monday to attend the Worcester, Mass.
Academy.

The class of MOis already widely scattered.
Miss Helen Brown has a school in Northport. Miss Kiiowlton is attending a.commercial college in Boston, Mr. Hannon has a
situation in town, Mr. Wood is teaching in
the Pitcher district, Mr. Poor has entered
Dartmouth, Mr. Hussey has a situation in
Worcester, Mass., Mr. Bailey enters a pie
paratory school.
The

Electric

Railroad.

understand the matter of a proelectric railroad from Belfast to
Northport the situation is as follows. The
corporators of the Waldo Street Railway
Co., who hold a charter for a road from
Stockton Springs to Camden, have turned
the charter over to Mr. 1! 1 Kochersperger.
who has given bonds to construct the road
to Northport before September next or return the charter. Sufficient stock has already been subscribed to assure the building of the road without bonding it foi ont
dollar, and Mr. Kochersperger says the
work of grading will begin at once. It is
proposed to build the road bed 111:fall, get
out the ties and other timber during the
winter, and complete the road in the spring.
It is expected that the road will be in full
operation by June 1st as far as the Northport Camp Ground ami perhaps as far as
Temple Heights, to connect with steamers
for Islesboro. The road w ill have branches
through Church and High streets and to
the railway station and steamboat wharf.
On leaving the city it is proposed to build
the road on the right hand side of the highway, where there is a good grade the greater
part of the way. The power house will
probably be located in Northport.
The books were opened Sept. 7th, and
$32,500 have been subscribed, with $10,<hm)
The capital stock will be
more promised.
$50,000, and when Mr. Kochersperger returns herein October the company will be
As

we

posed

organized.

m

50
105
103
>5
71

4

1
10

1969

F

William G. Dillingham of Bangor has
bought of Eugene M. Hersey of Bangor a
desirable lot of land adjoining “Edgewater”
at Camden.
Mr. Dillingham will build a
summer

residence there.

POLITICAL POINTS.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

J

ALWAYS KEEP ON HAHO
In his criticisms of the

platform

Mr.

Bryan

Philadelphia

not fair enough

was

HinK/lcrl

to concede that the

Republican nomistanding by every word of it
not striving to conceal any particplank.

nees are

and
ular

THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR 4
ACHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL, 4

THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT
LIEVE.

another sentence from Mr.
Bryan's speech of acceptance which
has a decided application to those Southern states where disfranchisement of

ernment and that others are not, and

J

PERRY DAVIS & SON.

J

BOTTLE*

upon and govern the
and you make, force—brute force—the
only foundation of government and

reign

despot.”

of the

Bryan might
truly great speeches just

tell us in the next

of his

heavy

a

take any chances on a ratification meet-

a

seize

invite the

4

right to ing.
incapable

capable people have

that the

^

OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBSTITUTES.
THE GENUINE
BEARS THE NAME,
LOOK

the negro is practised: “Once admit
that some people are capable of self-gov-

Mr.

RE-I

is

Ilcrc

how

“Men dare to do in crowds what they

would not dare to do

as

individuals,”

declared Mr. Bryan in his Indianapolis
speech. Yet, strange as it may appear,
this remark was not aimed at the Democrats of

Kentucky and North Carolina.

burden he would find an income

NEWS NOTES.

tax to be at the present time.
Let every person who has been benefited in his tinaneial condition and his

self-respect by
himself to-day
Diugley would
Mi

Bryan

Diugley tariff

the

ask

how the late lamented
vote in this

yet

lias not

campaign.

said

anything

the press of the economic independence of the Nebraska hog. which is
worth 'I,'." more per head now than it

in

It

lour

years ago.
idee ol the N eliraska
was

is

hog

really

not

to lie so very

valuable.
India!

and Ten Cent Cotton

Wia

McKinley prosperity.

tell the story ol
I hc

t

why

reasons
I

of tiie many
McKinley will carry

; 'ei haps tliis

11

ye

(

in

v

ii'-a

bank

v.orado now, an increase
a Immlved per cent, in four

depositors
of

thirty thousand

om

aie

is

one

hdorado rids time.

There were five new cases of plague
as Bio de Janeiro on August 30th.

apparatus for condensing sea fog
into drinking water has been invented.
An

A *100,0(H) school house for colored
children is to be erected at Bristol,
Tenn.

London is reported
Americans
home.

ii-t

hi

■:,!■■' f

r

least

snb-

copy of his tiook—without

a

ladeipli

P

i

they might

lotig-talk. elf her.

tin

"i

v

II

handsome for'Richardson

me

uiessee: a'

to take

steamers

to

Seattle.

lias begun the direct importation of South African wool, owing to
the Boer war.

Germany

of Providence, B. 1.,
increased 3* per cent, in ten years, being now 173.000.
The

population

The British bark Dcnreggan, IP days
from London, went ashore near Honolulu. but w as saved.
Coins bearing the names of emperors
who existed over goooyears ago are still
in daily circulation in China.
band of masked brigands, operatBorne, have recently robbed a
number of tourists, killing one.

1!ceord is another

a

near

A

miner brought his 7-weeks-old
daughter in a clothes basket all the way
from Dawson Cit\ to New York. 7,000
miles in all.
i lu-question was raised in Honolulu
whether Hawaiian public buildings belong to the Unite,1 States or the Territory of Hawaii.

business-wanting
Ti:e new forts at Dover, England, are
v
e’
eagi'vly and persis- to have six n-iiirli wile-wound guns,
Bry an. while pretending having an effective range of eleven
mill s. They are nearly 4n feet long.
This month Iceland is celebrating the
ixty-tliree persons ninth century of Hie introduction of
iiristianity m the island. < Mat', King
Anti Imperialist
ol Norway, sent over the first priests.
an.;'
.pe:i-. Probably
A fruit tree propagator has produced
they \\ ere alI t here.
a si edless apple.
These new apples are
superior in llavor to the odinary kinds.
ii;a
:. the 1 hist is stated to
I hi 1
High prices are being paid for the trees.
he ! iii'e.i t" o
I'll McK'ldey- based,
\ snake short-circuited the telegraph
i
si

p

'h

''ams

i*■

.-

d"

no

it.

;:

1

i.i

he ha rd

a

ml

c

dd ealeula-

line of tiie Missouri. Kansas and Texas

Railroad, recently, by climbing

a pole
twining liis body about two wires.
During the fiscal year, ending June
Mi Iiearst's pa pi is are still against
:’>u.
produced gl.Tsn.Tg'J galthe banks, the National hanks, the lons Kentucky*
of whisky, an increase over the
‘savings banks, the private banks, and preceding year of about
g.ono.ooo galall kinds of good, safe places where the lons.
Senator Depeu. in an interview in
people who leave money now can keep
it.
London, said New York would soon be
a dangerous rival to London and Paris
in linancing the world's government enCinii-ral" Coxey is also too busy with
terprises.
liis steel plant to lead an army of the disThe heat is so great in Muscat that
contented on to Washington just now.
three men belonging to the British

prosperity

that

tion

will win.

and

At las' accounts "Coin”

llarvey

was

farming a farm, l aving made all the
money t! a! : e could farming the farmers..

hammering

is still

Georgia
Philadelphia platform;

llaeoii ol

(mV.-nil'

the

ah rigid, its we suppose it is a
case of root i >g oi lie with Bacon.
eh

»i

is

Mr
Bryan needn't worry about the
safety of tie- IB-public. There is not a
good American in the whole country
who would not give his life to save that

lb-public.

saint

It

seems

are

(low

that the Indiana Democrats

organizing Bryan Soldiei Clubs,
terribly Imperialistic!
Bryan

continues to talk about
money being the master. And Chairman Jones goes right ahead collecting
Mr.

tie- "master"

for

campaign

purposes.

Dictator broker sits on his Saratoga
throne and his sway is as absolute as
was Mr. Bryan's control
City convention.

of the Kansas

Mr. Bryan says the Hepublican
puts the dollar before the man.
does, and it is much better than
an

empty dinner

pail

So it

placing

mental unit.
Prof. .11illn C raig. head of the department of horticulture in the Iowa Agrij cultural College, has resigned to accept
a similar position in
Cornell University. Ithaca. N. V.
In each of the past three years the
exported from the United States
has exceeded all previous records s74,ino.ooo in is;is, juts. !*77,two in lstiti, and
>s.7,ooo,iiik) in UMIO.
corn

An octopus has been added to the
New York aquarium. It came from
the waters around Bermuda, and measures
feet in length from tip to tip of
its extended arms.
A papal communication, issued front
Home, condemns and forbids the recitation in Catholic churches of the Queen
Dowager Margherita’s prayer in memory of King Humbert.
A man claiming to be .John W. Graham of Irvington-on-the-IIudson, X.
Y., who insanely imagines that lie is to
marry Miss Helen Could, has been locked up at Indianapolis.

which includes about fourteen coal companies, to be a trust, and
i in violation of the United States law.

the consent of

logical reasons for
urging the election of McKinley and
Roosevelt have had a rather depressing
Hoar’s

In a

local celebration at Duxbury,
Mass., recently the state coach of Daniel Webster was brought out and joined
the parade. It was lent for the occasion
by the present owner and occupant of
the Webster estates.

Democratic editors.
upon the
have suddenly discovered that he

The

plea that

Mr.

Bryan

as

President

step in and repair the damage is not

enticing
Bryan

one

an

to the voters.

is not so slow.

lie determined

band, the fireworks, the
speeches, the whoops and hurrahs at
the notification meeting rather than
to

have the

"coughs

rf

of

every

BUREAUS

a

sixty years. You k
can’t afford to be with- l

3

I

Pectoral

duced to

hand;
for coughs

1

ain

—

—

j

—

j
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Beef Bones.

In the show window of James Mansfield
Son’s grocery store, Gloucester, is a most
exquisite piece of workmanship. It is the
model of a full rigged ship, which was
made by an American prisoner in Dartmouth prison, during the war of 1812, from
the beef bones which he saved from his rations. It is a piece of work which will
bear the closest scrutiny, every portion of
which bears evidences of marvelous genius
and perseverance. It has been in the Mansfield family for some eighty years, being
purchased in London by Capt. Elias Davis,
fCape Ann Advertiser.
A

soldiers and
placed upon
sailors’ burial lot at Mt. Hope cemetery, and
the fifth is for the Union Veterans’ Union
of Brewer and will be placed on the Soldiers’ monument lot in the Brew er cemetery.
The howitzers are 24-pounders, and there
came
of the lo-iudi
along with them
shells. The story of these guns is an interesting one.
They were used during the
War of the Rebellion for the defense of
Belfast and Castine harbors.
At that time
earthworks were thrown up at commanding
points along the harbors and six of the guns
mounted on them for use in case any of the
Confederate privateers attempted a raid.
At the close of the war the guns were taken
back to Fort Knox, where they have since
remained.
Last spring the Soldiers and
Sailors’ Burial Lot Association of Bangor
and the U. V. IT. of Brewer began making
efforts to secure the guns.
They were assisted by Senator Frye.
At first the goveminent refused to allow them the carriages,
but Senator Frye interceded for the associations, with the result that the carriages
were sent along with the guns.

I Hardwood Wardrobe
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hxtension fables ranging ii

have

e

on

840.00

"nly a tew left,
of tlit*in now.

fused

all ami look our stock over. \ouc ,:;
want, at some price.
Xu re isou
any article.

on

for sale

Quite an assortment of these, will sell below eost ot
manufacture.

cheap or

VELOCIPEDES
l»uy

tin* buy a \ clocipuiU*.
Nu\v is tlu* chance, oniy a
them lett.
Iieiiioinbur tins
tlu* onU chance
you will have t<> buy out* at such low prices.

Disease is the opposite of ease. Webster
defines disease as “lack of ease, uneasiness,
trouble, vexation, disquiet.” It is a condition due to some derangement of the physical organism. A vast majority of the “disease” from which people (.suffer is due to impure blood. Disease of this kind is cured
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla which purifies, enriches and vitalizes the blood.
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cures scrofula, salt rheum,
and
all
It
tones
the
pimples
eruptions.
stomach and creates a good appetite, and it
gives vigor and vitality to the whole body.
It reverses the condition of things, giving
health, comfort and “ease” in place of “disease.”

j

will exchange for om*-lu>r»

I*" i'11' delay, we must close rent I, c mu'
If you want to yd your share of the Kara dim
1 ivs arc dan.uvroits.

tew ot

R. H. COOMBS £ SON, 70 <£72 Main
Sunset at Cobbossee:ontee.

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE

The late Samuel S. Cox. Congressman
from Ohio, ami later from Now York, a
widely known wit and author, in his young- The LKA1HXK N \TIn\AL KKIT 111,1 (
AX NKWM' \!'l [;. •;
e.
er days wrote
a description of
a sunset
a stanch advocate ami
supporter of liepuhlii an p m-iph -. wiP
that won for him the lasting soubriquet always
of “Sunset” Cox. Howard Owen, in a letter reliable news of
in the Kennebec .Journal, lias indulged in a
like piece of word-painting, but the prefix
Sunset would ill beJt ore so perennially
He writes:
young as Owen.
including discussions, correspondence and speeches of t he abb*,*
j, .;
I)id ever you behold a sunset at Cobbosseecont-ee? 1 f not, something has dropped limit editorials, reports from all sections of the land sliowin^ p;-..mv^
out of your life.
In looking upon this wonand will commend itself to the careful perusual of
i.
derful scene, we recall .lie words of that ; etc,,
wonderful mail, .James O. Blaine, out of wlio has the true interests of his cuntr> at heart.
whoso great soul the 1 rnstery of politics
could not crowd the love of the beautiful in
Published M*-11<!;i ,\Vt-I
New
art and nature
U'vda\ and l-'i da
He was standing on the
1- i;i
a line. iie-h'
vr\
shores of Cobbossee. with his friend and V7nrUr
reality
1
^
York
"t her-dav
ha 1
a
in_
pastor, Key. Dr. Webb, at the sunset hour,
when he pronounced the scene equal to that
witnessed at the far fai led Bay of Naples.
Tribune
An artist was asked to describe what art is
u lii.-li ah
and he said it was the rejection of nature in
emu u ai hew
f,
a lake.
This was indeed the rejection 1 pears in TIIK I* \ 11.\ I l;i I'.l \ i;
"f rill- n.vil.v ri;ii;',\i
also I >i •'!!•-• t ic a in j Foreign <
r«
-,x »i
|
looked upon, the other light, “just as the
Stories. I levant Half-lone 111 •;-T it •■,- Mumoi
iim• 111i
III.- t'.Ttnih <>!.I j’iViTi
sun went down.”
The rejection is even on- It.-ms. Industrial
lntoi mat ion. |
\.. t.
whir! :,|-r an-; pi.-.l
more beautiful than nature itself, because
Airrieult ural Matter- and t '■•mi-r■•■!..■■
ml |;,
»T' nib I
ui-o rh;i i,;
:,i
cnuiilry
the sharp outline." are saaded, subdued and liable l*’itian<*iaI and Market ivpoii-.
!
t»‘
softened, and buildings and fields and for"!•!».
Keirular
liptmn priee,
ests and the spiivnf the villlage church, are
p,
Ir U i.-ir
!■'<■!
pli.Ol p
created anew w ithin the bosom of the placid
We furnish it with TIIK .ltd i:\Al. he
m
W,
;
lake. There's a gate-way of gold between ; er
K
year, in advjuie.-.
two familiar points of land, leading to a
in ....
i"T
secluded portion of the lake, which appears
like a stretch of smoke i glass, as though
Send all orders to
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The sky is gold and pink and green
dark blue, and this in turn is rejected
in the water.
What imagination easily
weaves into immense illuminated waterfalls
Canoes
appear near the western shore.
glide through this molten sea, bearing noble
men and fair maidens.
The
stillness
young
is broken by the voice of a housewife on a
distant farm, calling her children t<» bed.
“Homeward the ploughman wends liis
weary way
And leaves the world to darkness and to

eclipse.

J

The Republican Journal

and

Stood

Publishing Company, Belfast,

FAT!

FAT!

me.”
Death Off.

E. B. Munday, a lawyer of Henrietta,
Tex., once fooled a grave-digger. He .-av> :
“My brother was very low with malarial
fever and jaundice. I persuaded him to try
Electric Bitters, and lie was soon much better, but continued their use until he was
wholly cured. I am sure Electric Bitters
This remedy expels malasaved bis life.”
ria, kills disease germs and purifies the
blood: aids digestion, regulates liver, kidneys and bowels, cures constipation, dyspepsia, nervous diseases, kidney troubles,
female complaints: gives perfect health.
Old} r»0c. at K. H. Moody's drug store.

ers

the

men

of the Go's in

patriotism that proved

Fa- !

j

SPRINU BEDS, MATTRESSES, LOUNU IS an
EASY CHAIRS, FANCY ROCKERS,
CHAIRS and ROCKERS, all at cut pn

1,1...

FAT!
Some like it. some don't.
a matter of elioiee.
to lie fat

It is

.BUG DEATH

wholly

If you want

Kills all Bn:

AVOID

On Plants- A

..oil:.

Aug ::o.

Obesity Cure,

an

a

loyalty

Big

Mining

BE COMFORTABLt

Deal.

nmifiRisTs

i

LA'I’KST IIIKA I

...TRUSSES..
For ease and comfort

can

all

perfectly.
ijp’No charge
Notice is hereby given that a discount of 2 per
cent, will be made on all taxes for i;hh» paid to me
before Jan. 1. 1901. I shall ht* at the A Mermen's
Room in Memorial Building from 8.30 to 11.311 a.
m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to 4 i*. >1.
M. C. HILL, Collector.
Belfast, August 1,1900.—31 tf

The second
Halifax, X. S., Aug. 31.
largest coal deal in the history of coal mining in Cape Breton was completed to-day
when the properties of the General Mining
NOTICE OF SALE..
Association of Loudon were formally transPursuant to a license from tin* Hon. Judge of
ferred to the Nova Scotia Steel Company for
Probate for tiu* County of Waldo. 1 shall soil at
one and a half million dollars, the
price be- public auction on the 8th day of October. A. I*.
ing paid. The sale includes the mines, min- 1900,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, on the
arid
ing equipment
buildings at North Syd- premises, all the right, title and interest which
ney besides one hundred other properties. Owen G. White, late of Belfast, in said County,
had
The coal areas involved are l’I miles in extent. The purchasers are floating a gigantic
coai and steel combination in London, with
smelters at North Sydney and ship building
branch at Halifax.

THK

POOR & SON,
—

PRICE.

A. A. HOWES &

to

Albert I). Shaw, Commander in Chief.
Thomas J. Stewart, Adjutant General.
Coal

WE HAVE REDUCS
THE

and

inspiration

thousands of the fathers and rallied them
to the defense of the country in the hour of
danger; and led by Comrade MacArtlmi in
the Philippine islands, and Comrade Chaffee
in China, they are nobly maintaining the
honor, the glory and the dignity of the nation.
Regretting that important public
duties have prevented your attendance at
tlie encampment, we, however, convey to
you as the President of the United States,
our personal greeting and regard.
By order of the encampment.

(signed)

a

all BAKU AIM-

are

BICYCLE SULKY

A

CHILDREN’S CHAIRS and ROCKERS

Chicago, i

j

they

something; you

I’liKS. McKim.lv:
‘The Httli national
encampment acknowledges the receipt of
congratulations of their comrade, Wm. McKinley, the President of tile United States,
! and sends greeting to him, assuring him of
the great honor they feel in having a com:
rade of the Grand Army of the Republic for it will certainly reduce llesli without
j as the chief executive
harm to the patient.
of the nation, knowA sure reming flint the flag that he followed in the
edy. and endorsed by physicians.
dark days of the republic will he held in
Those interested may call for a
honor and glory.
“The comradeship of the world still gathcircular at the store of our agents,
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White Iron Beds

At this writing, Sept, a, the
the
heat also, with
occasional cool breeze and a cloud which
indicates a shower, but which passes around
to some neighboring town.
We thought
one day last week that wo were
surety to
Tuov. Tlie schools in town began Sept,
have a shower, but i: went around to Burnham where it struck and burned a barn and •“-rd v itli all resident teachers except the
High school at North Troy, which is taught
a set of buildings... It is getting to be
quite
b\ Mr. Littlefield of Newport. Fied Bagle\
here
now.
.1.
S. Davis is quite ill tosiekly
is teaching at Fast Troy, Auvena M\rick at
day.... Our village >chools began Monday,
West Troy, Mrs. Brace Bray at the Centre
sept. :>d, ami sojourners at the seaside are
and (tonic Ward on Bagiev Hill, with Lena
returning home on account of the schools
Fall on Ward Ilili.
There will be the
Mrs. Minnie Hammond,
opening s<> earty
usual exodus of teachers from Troy to
who has been passing the summer at Mrs.
various parts of the State. Misses Bertha
M. ,J Howe's, will return to her home in
and Minnie 1 lillman go to Pittsburg : Misses
Dover. \. 11.. this week-Granville Mason
Allie and Lilia lleald to Burnham; Mrs.
and Ins son Walter visited friends in Boston I
Lula Whitaker to South Levant; Bessie
and Lynn last week
Sylvester Phinney Weymouth to
Lagrange; Luna Ferguson
of Isle au I hint visited his brother here reand Katrina Harding to Temple; Maude
C.
Powers
of
Boston
visited
cently—
Munroe and Bessie Connor to Thorndike.
his mother at the old home in West PittsB. F. Harding will return to North Billerifield last week—1 was much interested in
ca, Mass., to teach another year at the
reading in The Journal of the “old Horne Talbot school
Sammie Mitchell, who has
Week” in Belfast, as the names of many
been spending his vacation with his father,
whom I know, or knew manj years ago,
T. C. Mitchell, has returned to Boston_
were familiar to me—Mr. and Mrs. Actor
Clyde B. llarding is at home for a few
P. Dunham, who have been visiting Mrs.
weeks' vacation from Boston
George
D. D. Winslow, returned to their home in
Fernahl and wife, Henry Fernald and famiPortland a week ago
Mrs. Frank Grover
iv aim -His. Liizzie iiarinon are atteiming
died last week after a lingering and painful
the Maple drove Campmeeting of the
illness.\ new concrete walk has been
Church of Cod in North Searsport.Mrs.
put in recently from the street to the BapM. .1. Ragle\ and Mrs. Laura ('alter are attist church, and several have been laid on
tending the Spiritualist Cainpmeeting at
other streets... .Miss FI la Hurd, one of the
Etna.R. E. Harding and wife attended
first music teachers of the Maine Central
the State fair at Rangor last week-TimoInstitute, visited in town recently.Miss
thy Hawes and wife, with E. E. Ragley and
Fva 'Pucker has returned from a visit in
wife ol' New York, visited in Plymouth reLowell, Mass ...Many improvements are
Valentine Nutt and wife are visit- !
cently
being made on Main street in the way of
ing their son Will at the old homestead.
enlarging buildings and straightening the Mrs.
Rowena Vickery Clary is stopping a
street. M Munson and Mr>. B. Thompson
j few days with her sister, Isabel Vickery, at j
are putting new fronts on their buildings. (
the Corner—Eimer Ragley left town Monwith cellars and substantial walls under- 1
day for Auburn to resume work in the shoe
neatli.Prof. O. 11. Drake, who has
Healdand wife are in town
been passing the summer at Wiscasset, has factory—Isaac
for a while—Mrs. Mansur and Mrs. How !
returned for a short time... .The new corn
of Pittsfield were in town recently, the!
factory starts up today. There is plenty of
of Mrs. M. T. J lodge.... We have
work of one kind or another for all who guests
been having some extremely hot weather of
j
have a mind to work.
The mercury was up to no Tuesday,
late.
Samiypoint. Many of the summer visit- at one o'clock, at the Corner. Rain is very
ors returned to their homes the
past week. much needed, as wells are getting very low.
The hearts of the church-going people
Among them were Mrs. K. Y. French and
family, Boston; Mrs. Ilarry Morse and of Troy are made sad by the deatli of Mrs.
children, Roslimlale, Mass.; Mrs. (i. Hutch- W A. Luce, the wife of their pastor, Rev.
ings and children, Bangor; Mrs. Herbert W. A. Luce. Mie was ill only one short
Banker and daughter, Brewer; Mr. Mansur week with pneumonia, and her going out so
and family, Bangor; Mrs. Carle and daugh- soon after the pastor’s return from his
ter, Portland; Mrs. Margaret Darling and London trip, it is very hard to realize that !
son, Providence, and Miss .Sadie Rice, Bos- we shall never see her again. She lived beton— Capt. J. P. Stowers left Monday for
loved and died lamented. Our hearts go
New York-Dr. Thompson and wife from out to our pastor in sincere sympathy. The
Boston are here for a short visit_Misses pulpit was tilled Sunday by Rev. .1. C. Lamb
Jennie Ilomer of Bueksport and Josie of West Troy, who gave us a very able and
Riddle of Boston are guests of Mrs. Dolly practical sermon.
Our pastor was with us,
Mrs. Ollie Bond from Needham, and conducted the opening service, and gave
Black
Mass., has been here for a week’s visit_ us the evidence that, although his heart is !
Mr. and Mrs. Partington left Monday for smitten by this great calamity, lie is sup-1
R. I. Dr. Adams of Bangor supplied the ported by the Everlasting Arms, from whose i
pulpit last Sunday. Mr. Partington will be source grace is sutlicient.
here Sept. nth. Many old friends listened
Historic Guns.
to the words of the clergyman who conan

1 Nice Hard Wood

Stepladders, Clothes horses, Wash
Benches, Clothes Baskets, Paper
Racks, Towel Rollers, &c.,

Write the Doctor. If
i'«»any
complaint whatever ami
b*--.t medical advice write ih
Doctor
freoly. Addro-,.
Dr. J. C. AYEP. l.owt-L. Mass

drought continues,

re-

$22 and .$-24,
$tln and «$l<;

>

o

*<>,.

CENTRE TABLES

A few

very bad

■.

812.50.

plate mirrors, price

*0.">. to close at

ordinary cold.

28,1898.

Price 75c., sell for

PARLOR SUIT

rough. The doctors and everybody
else thought 1 had a true «\i.f
consumption. Then I trim; ,\ r's
k a
Fherry Pectoral and it mid
bottle and h half to ur. in'
Oct.

'!l

CHILDREN’S EXPRESS CARTS

_

•«<

....

\\ ith large French
will close at

the 50c. size
you have had for some
time; the 25c. size for

Pittsfiim,i>.

5

In price from st.p'.’i upward,
price, and all AT or I!EL< i\v <

2 LARGE OAK HALL TREES

on

k.
i.. \

Even-

£tll>

1 REVOLVING BOOK CASE
•lust the thing for library or ofliee,
price

away.

F. Marion M

will have to

e

Price

Three sizes: the one
dollar size is the cheap-

a

v.,

“,*

>

OAK CABINET BED
Price $24. to close at

loosens the grasp of your
cough. The congestion
of the throat and lungs is
removed; all inflammation is subdued; and the

“For 15 years I had

these
t

von

_

ROBES

Very handsome, will close at 0>'E-IIALF price.
baby carriage should have one.

Cherry.

an

them left,

two of

have a lot of very line Husks at lie p.
will sell for
Have your bed refilled now.
\\

I

$2-2, $27. and $28, to close at

8 CHILDREN’S CARRIAGE

keep

Only

HUSKS

few of those Cane $eat Chairs left at

$17.50, 21.00. 22 50

est to

.

\

Hemember another year
higher price for them.

at

SIDEBOARDS

r

cough drops

CRADl.i

we

over

—

—

going quick

and

FAIRFIELD LAWN SWINGS
Price *4.."in.

CANE SEAT CHAIRS.
Only

ON.

few left.

a

at

We have a few nice Chiffoniers left,
greatly reduced prices.

for F

out it.

Only

CHIFFONIERS

r

have assisted each Sunday in the music
and all are very sorry to have them leave
for their city homes-Mrs. Wealthy Watts
returned last w'eek from Nortliport.
Morris Kalisky from Boston is atF. A. Maxiield’s for two weeks
Mrs. Ella Peasley
of Millinocket has been here for a week
with Mrs. Fred Perkins
Mrs. Fred Shute
and son Ralph have been in Searsport visitMrs. Clias. Richards and
ing her parents
Master Clifton have been in Bangor for a
week
Mrs. Bradford Blanchard returned
from Bangor Saturday ..Mrs. AbbieNickerson entertained sixteen cousins from Searsport one day last week. A sumptuous dinner
was served and the day pleasantly passed
at Oak View cottage.Lauriston Smith
and family from St. Augustine, Fla.,are vising Stephen Smith and wife.Miss Lucia
Shute has returned to Bangor after a three
weeks’ vacation.Isaac Jipson died Aug.
2tith at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Ella
Small, aged 73 years. He came here from
Massachusetts two months ago for a visit.
He leaves three daughters and one son.
The remains were taken to Rockport for
burial-Elmira Ann, the invalid w idow' of
the late Isaac Shute, died Aug. 27th. She
was over eighty years of age.
The funeral
services were held at the house the Friday
her
attended
following
death,
by Rev. It
W. Norton of Searsport. The Uurial was at
the Narrows cemetery... The remains of
the six-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alplieus Delano of Verona, who was burned to death last Wednesday, were buried in
the Narrows cemetery Friday morning.
The school in this Dist. began Sept. 3d with
Robert Webster of Fort Point, teacher.

SALE-

*

CHILDREN’S CRIBS

We have a limited number of Bureaus, complete with
mirrors, imitation walnut, imitation cherry, and finished light, price $(>.50, will close for
gg QQ

and colds

kina

GOING

_STILL

sumption. Stop
your cough by
using the family
remedy that ha
been curing

—

ERRy. Miss Addie M. Ginn
anil Miss Edna Collamore, who have been
spending the summer with Mrs. Mary Ilarriman, returned to their homes in Worcester,
Mass., last week. Their many friends wish
them success in their teaching in Worcester
for the coming year.Evander Ginn of
Worcester, Mass., is visiting relatives here.
Arthur McGrayall of Worcester, Mass.,
visited friends here last week_ Geo.
Gruby visited E. R. Ratchelder and family
several days last week, returning to his
home in Boston, Mass., on last Tuesday’s
boat, accompanied by his wife and niece
Miss Helen Thomas from A nnapolis, Alaryland.I. G. James of Ban gor and mother
visited ('apt. A. s. Wilson last Sunday.
Aliss Lizzie Wilson visited friends in Bangor
last week.(has. Ginn and daughter of
Belfast visited friends here last Sunday....
Airs. Everett Peirce and Airs. Geo. Grindle
entertained the Ladies’ Circle iast Thursday.
Elisha llarrinian of Lansville, Alass.,
called on friends here last Thuisday.
Frank E. Harding lias gone to Bangor,
where lie has employment for a time.
Airs. Jessie Harding arrived home from
New York last week.

ing so bad for a
cough as coughing. It tears the
tendermembrane
of the throat and
lungs, and the
wounds thus
made attract the
germs of con-

—

—

Made of
would not do the country so much harm
but what the Republican party could

—

—

Our Duty in China.

All true friends of the republic regardless
of party must admit that the administrais not a patriot.
tion’s conduct of affairs in China has been
unexceptionable. It lias acted with dignity,
J)ic k Croker is quick to attribute dis- promptness and efficiency, and our soldiers
have acquitted themselves with ability that
loyalty to those members of Tammany compares favorably with any of the allies.
who favor the nomination of an honest It is to be favorably hoped that the administration will not permit itself to be influenman for Governor of New York.
ced In the anti-imperialist clamour to prematurely recall our troops from China. We
have no desire to acquire Chinese territory,
If predictions were only electoral but if we are to have any future relations
votes Chairman Jones would be able to with the Chinese our duty will not have
been completed until order and adequate
elect several Presidents this year.
security of life, liberty and property of our
representatives and citizens in China is fully
established and the proper indemnity satisIssue hiding is by no means a new factorily guaranteed.
[Gunton’s Magazine
for September.
trick of the Democratic party.

They

—

PROSPECT

OUT

t

There is noth-

i

largest balloon ever constructed, ducted the communion at the
close of the
The sloop Perfect arrived at Bangor Aug.
caimble of lifting over six tons, will asThe G. A. R. to Pres. McKinley.
cend from Berlin shortly to make mete- morning service. Mr. and Mrs. Greene and 2Ptli from Fort Knox,
having on board live
Mrs.
Soilcn
from
Fort
Point
assisted with how itzers and their
orological observations. It will be supto
carriages consigned
Washington, Aug. 31. The President
plied with provision for several weeks the singing, w hich was much appreciated by (’apt. F. A. Garnsey. Four of the guns are
and two beds.
liag received the following:
all. Several visitors from French’s Point to be
the new
The

(loehelism in Kentucky are omitted
from all of Mr. Bryan’s speeches on

effect

English scientist. advocates a system of weights and
measures for the
English speaking
people based oil the inch as the fundathe

party Company,

lied shirtism in North Carolina and

Senator

Hyde,

Judge Thompson, in Cincinnati, has
declared the Chespeake and Ohio Fuel

before him.

“government without
the governed.''

man-of-war < 'ossack died from heat apoplexy while the gunlioat lay at anchor
at that port.
A. Lincoln

—

Hacking -s-GREAT«CLOSING

—

A

It would seem uudei all the eireuinvC. e. s as it t!a Sugar Trust ought Bp
:

swarming with

The steamer Boanoke brought *3,000ooo in Klondike gold from Dawson City

ing

(hi

waiting

as

[Deferred from last week.]
Waldo. Mrs. Cora Smith and daughter
Jessie of Somerville, Mass., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. E. G. Cummings-Miss Tilla
Harding is at home from Xew Limerick
Miss Esther Cilley has gone to Milford,
D. E. Sheldon
Mass., to visit relatives
and wife of Howard, K. I., are spending
their vacation in town
Mrs. Laura Xason
and daughter, who have been visiting in
town, have returned to their home in Lewiston... W. I. Xeal was in town over Sunday
visiting his family, who are spending the
summer here—The schools in town began
last Monday, except the Station school,
where the schoolhouse is undergoing repairs— The potato crop will be very light
and some are complaining of rot
Feed is
getting dry and stock has to be fed at the
barns. Water is growing scarce and many
are obliged to haul it some
distance
Fall plowing and seeding are out of the
question until we have rain enough to
thoroughly wet the ground.I. E. Ellis is
shipping spool bars to parties in Rhode
Island, ne expects to buy a large amount
of spool timber the coming winter.

in and to the following described
deceased,
real estate, viz: said White’s homestead situate
on High street, in said Belfast, and numbered 143
said street.
Dated this 31st day of August, A. D. 1900.
3w36*
JONATHAN BERRY. Executor.

on

for fitting

POOR ft SON, DRUCCMS
NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior :■ I
r.HMi. are requested to settle at the -t
ell & Trussell, lir. Hijrli street.
M. I. M I i
Belfast, Me.. June‘Ja. l'JOO—.20tf

CAUTION

NOTICE

Whereas, niv wife, Sadie Porter,
!>ed and board without eause. 1 her."
persons not to harbor or trust her on r■
is 1 shall pay no bills of her eoiitraetmCHAKLES mit'l
Searsport, Sept. 4. 1900.—3w30*

1

VALLADOLID
4
1

The

Old Pastil**, where
i-jilM-lla were Married. For
i.t -itlt-rn'es of King*. it was
iriicli Invasion. Now the
urn Trail**, with a Pt>|>»
I i%<■ Thousand.
im:i'.'

more

\

starvation

example

-addest

we

the ruin wrought by
-inn. Its modern name,

mimneed

it

as

accenting

id.

spelled

the third

ago, it was the
y. and is described in
a town of ttie V ac-

dig

id

ago that

Headache may be called a woman’s
ailment. Some men suffer from it. But
almost all women have to endure its pain
with each recurring month. This fact
_• centuries, and
after-! points at once to the intimate relation
t!
residence of the between the health of the delicate
organs, and the general health
cginning \\ it h .1 nan womanly
of the whole body. Dr. Pierce’s Favor: centli century.
Ferite Prescription banishes headache by
were married here
banishing its cause. It cures the diseases which irritate the delicate
womanly
I
I4c.il.
Valladolid
organs, fret the nerves and waste the
•-t glory in the time of
It
increases
the
strength.
vitality and
builds up the nervous system. " Favorite
el.ntied it with many
population exceed, Prescription” contains no opium, cocaine
or other narcotic.
.msatid, and its trade
”1 want to praise your medicine,” writes Mrs.
ll remained for
■mg.
Sarah J. Burney, of Cresent City. Putnam Co..
Fla.
"I have been sick for twenty years, and
only son. the mel- have been almost in bed five years, and now I
abk to work all day
I have taken eight
i Vo begin the undoing | am
bottle* of Favorite Prescription and four of
•
Golden
and one vial of
Medical
to
the
Discovery"
throne
..mins
‘Pellets." I praise your medicine to all. 1 had
ay-two, lie immediate- the headache but it is goue. My throat is well
and
pone, and all my old troubles are
apital to Madrid for better.cough
I tried many other kinds of medicine
and
four
doctors.”
ct that he found its

patched

the year ago. The i
trciptently met here

n

From the

day

Spanish Court.

VallaWhen

Pyrenees,
sent century, they strip.1 ns finest buildings and
id" on its dreary plain.

the very heart of the
that produces most of

men

■

river—it

for

its

silver

ini"., olives,

w

the

A

plate,

debris remain tins

products

urelies

a re

on

One of the

plan

fell

day

splendid sanctu-1
style and j
'.alien
In short, ii !

vent of s:ni Pablo,

a

V'si

Baldwin of

by

tiling

one

he

the wholesale.

is

locating

He has mi-

good enough to locate and record.
to ihitc

he

has

made

move

1'p

than 2m;

locations, and says lie is not going to
he has staked upon 1,000

stop until

the exaltation of the 1'rue 1 airli.”

I

n

disappea :ug:
dev Torquemada's inriuenee the numermy Historical edilices yet j
ous autos de fe, held in the main pla/.a,
and
tailing
dilapidated
eng them is the convent i became greater sport than the bullmii.nis died; also the an- ; lights and were attended by the Court
>!' the great sculptor, I in gorgeous array, the victims of the
architect, Juan de Juni, burning dressed in yellow shirts, on
last

■

ds ef IIernandez. the

equal-1

painted

which were

Haines and figures

artist: and the house in I of devils. The Cardinal was also an
enthusiastic patron of art and litera•on li veil during his stay in
■ mi whose
ture, and the inscription "operibus cre-

balcony hedaily

lirty-live

thousand troops,
'ded several years in a poor
alle de Kastro, where he

■

part ot Don Quixote,

.-t

from

•turn
e

eenas

iif

ne

referring to the
which he founded, is

dited'

his tomb.

splendid buildings
repeated around

The facade of San Pablo is

still a miracle of

labyrinthine

llothic

and so is the facade of San
slavery. Fabio tracery;
Valladolid, lived (iregonia, one of the magnificent founda-

which still bears his
old mansion with Corin-

1'iare

and remarkable

doorway,

tions of Cardinal Ximenez.

The latter

is the great show-place of Valladolid,
with its wonderful quadrangle and stair

a ally
quaint editiee in the case, its artesnado lmlls and chapel, and
iierhood is adorned with me- the portal, rich in heraldic ornament,

'■

11. and his queen.
than either is the now

nan

-ting

which runs up into an armorial tree.
by is the curious old house in

Close

I ng called "HI Oehavo,” in which PhilipII. was born. The museum
spoiled child of fortune, * is a nanasome mulcting externally, elat-

buna,

was

shorn of li is head

orning of

14.bg.

For

thirty

favorite of ,1 nan 11„ he
I eld the sceptre, keeping
c

urhulent

with a

II is

was as

aristocracy
royal master

and feeble a monarch as
mwn, 1 nit withal a merry

ent one.
urtiers and

ing hack to 1429, but hardly worth
visit.

It contains all the

a

paintings,

sculptures that could be
collected in the provinces when the
convents were suppressed. Several of
the ex-convents now do duty as barracks, factories and shops. The public
library is said to contain twenty thou-

carvings

and

Swayed alike by sand volumes. There is a line new hosalternately their pital in the spacious Parque de la Mag-

for some whim or
rted the bosom friend and

iiyant

A South Atchison girl is taking the
final steps in landing a young man, and
the neighbors are immensely amused.
A South Atchison woman recently
had roast beef without gravy, and the
neighbors have been talking about it
ever since.
An Atchison woman, who has been
sick a long time, prays so long every
night for strength that she forgets to
take her pills.
Airs,

l.ysander John Appleton

tertaining

a

is en-

visitor from the south,

and is already saying "cote house” instead of court house.

injustice

"t

the present

mining

Accepting the

Inevitable.

written hist

Bath. Sept. 5.

April

to

a

Arthur Sewall, who
stricken with apoplexy at his sumhome. Small Point, about Hi miles
from this city, last Sunday, died at s.:>o
o’clock this forenoon. He was 04 years
of age.
was
mer

>s

Atchison woman claims that
at church conventions hold
sunrise prayer meetings in order that
they may have better appetites for the
line breakfasts they expect to be furnished free to them.
A

An Atchison young man of nineteen,
who has been calling on a girl of seventeen three or four times a day, was surprised the other afternoon to see an express wagon drive up to the girl’s house,
and the driver unload his trunk: his
parents had sent his things, to save him
the necessity of coming home occasion-

masticate before swallowing;"
"Don't over-eat; there will be another
meal in five hours." “This isn’t your last
meal on earth,” etc.

oughly

It has been said for some time that
an Atchison girl writes such a beautiful letter that she should really write a
book.
A man who was curious to see
what a beautiful letter is like, wrote to
her and got six pages in reply : five
were devoted to a beautiful sunset
w Inch "I can see from my window as I
write."
He learned afterwards that
she wrote the letter at noon, to avoid
with
the dinner.
helping
An Atchison man who always spelled
his name “Tavlar,” though others
spelled it Taylor, died some j ears ago,
and it is rehited that on his death-lied
he feebly indicated to his wife that lie
had something of importance to tell
her. The watchers stepped to one side,
and the wife bent over him, hoping to
hear him say that he could seethe glory
of heaven, when he huskily whispered.
"Be sure and make the newspaper people in writing my death, spell my name
with an a-r."
Killed by

a

i'Aer son, Saint

I

Ferdinand,

in

Sold by
fast, Me.

Howes & Co., druggists, Bel-

3yrs24.
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COAL!

....ON ALL....

COAL!

...Stiff Hats...
For 30

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

days from date of this paper,

YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

July 1J. 1 will sell

■$3.00 Hats for $2.50
2 .60

“

“

2.00

2.00

“

“

1.50

These

are

all late

styles

and

strictly up-

First

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared
the

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

Straw Hats and Soft Hats
in endless

variety,

at low

Coal,

We offer to the citizens of Belfast and
vicinity
following well known coals.

j

to-date in every way.

LACKAWANNA, LATTIMER LEHIGH,
ELK GARDEN DUMBERLAND,

prices.

and WOODVILLE STEAM

I

A beautiful line of

Negligee Shirts and Neckwear,
GOLF HOSE, BELTS, ETC.

Prices at
V, 1l.iiI.

Delivered

Lehigh

Coal

Delivered
ami pul iu.

in

Dump vail.
$6.10
(i.tO
585
5 85

Chestnut Coal.$5 85
stove
0.85
5.60
K«S
Fnrnaee
5 60

INCOME IN' AN1) SEE US.

$6.25
6 25
6.00
6 00

25 cents per ton higher.

discount of 23 cents per ton will be made from the above prices to all customers for
CASH settlement within MJdays from delivery of their coal, prm ided their orders in ton
lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are read} to receive their coal at our
convenience anj time before November 1st.
A

Dwight

P. Palmer,

VVE GUARANTEE prompt delivery,

iTasoiiic Temple, Belfast.

CORRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL DELIVERY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
33, 35 and 37 Front Street,
Five Trips

Fall.

a

Week

to

and

from

Belfast.

TELEPHONE 34-3

Boston.
.Union Colson, aged do. of Woburn,
Mass., fell from tlu- roof of a house in
■>

(hi

Ids

•*

Thursday

Honolulu with the greatest
cargo of sugar ever carried into that
port by any single vessel. She carried
5.000 tons or 02,527 sacks, or about 25,ooo sacks more than any other vessel
bad carried heretofore into San Francisco. In coming up from Honolulu
the i’helps carried a crew of twentytwo men all told, including the master
and officers.
Of the above, fourteen
were able seamen before the mast, the
other eight being officers.
The I’helps
was very deeply laden and had but a
small free-board.
Referring to the
above the American Shipbuilder says:
•‘Comment seems superfluous.
Here
is a ship of 2,715 net tons carrying no
less than 5,000 tons dead weight of cargo,
or about 105 per cent, more than her
net registered tonnage, with twenty-two
men all told, or carrying 225 tons
cargo
per man. At $:’. or $3.50 per toil, the
usual freight rate from Honolulu, and
deducting all expenses, the I’helps must
have made so,non or more, counting in
her time of loading, sailing and unloading, a time certainly not exceeding
seventy-fivedays. As the capital invested in the vessel does not exceed $100,000,
and based on the foregoing earnings,
tlie annual earnings of the ship would
be equal to nearly $42,000 per annum,
or over twenty-six percent, on the
capital invested.”

GEO. T.

I
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Now is the time to buy

Chronic Diseases
Ai

*

a

BICYCLE

*

TIi**
r,.. iiar
"’"in a.. !»'
•sin |lu>
\
I’*i..-!i in. an*!
••ill
:■•«•'•>
;iin
I '"• a»r<!
I "ii'
'I llv K I n \ s.
I'iii'i* i.
1mac Ii
i.:vi r an.; !i an ..i:,: ail ,1m.
•:.sr,| Si..!- of
!n- r.-ivir
a
K I'I imI
uans
! a I'
ah
i\ n
:n of

|7

•1

■

nuirkly ri-li •Vi**!
lie 111

AT LOW FIGURES.

V

■: U

1

<

'V

ill''

Vll.

•

!

.:ini normaS | M' i' Ill's.

Send for '.• i.< ml s> nipioii: H! ,i U uni om- on
f: *;. I u-rrooiiDis.-ax,
.i \\oi,i."i.
Man;.
ii' lii
sidt red lioj.
iit-d
these (irent
lifincdii'x. I >•.••
Ma\ a in: .1
•opsidt.ition
five by mail. In Mi!' m ..mi
:11
!11-«*
al
Ills Boston <>?:;*■«
M- n’i >WYiihrsdn vs,
Thursdays ;md .-*nt ardn s :i 'in v a. m. to 4 |>. m
<Mher days hi> n uid.i! •■"ii'wltai n v,
c w d!
be charged. Monthly n aln.• io
t• enable
rates.
Address.
iiaki.ks ii. mi i< mi- ; i, m. h..
-1' I'm in.-Ill 'I ret,
I'liion Sa iugs I'.anlv Balding.
Next t«* Hotel '1 .'limine.
I'.o-toi
Mass.
at >. Mass
Laboratory. ; Howard I’laee IN
s

1

••

I have a few good ones which

<

I shall sell at agents' prices for

CASH.
exchange for

Will

second-hand

wheels.

PILES!

Come

in and

them.

see

F. A. FOLLETT,
51 Church Street, Belfast,

READ

PILES!

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

are

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Pi>s. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relict.
Dr. Wil
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, ami nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and Sl.tm per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’O CO Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio
For sale by K. H. Moody.

E. L, Stevens, M. D„
Residence 12 Church Street.

Is Agent for the

Offce, National Bank

COMBINATION WINDOW

WASHER

ana

g^~*()ftice hours from

CLEANER.

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.

On and after June 25,1900, trains connecting
at Burnham and .Waterville with through trains
for anil from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Boston, will

run as

follows:

FROM

Call

on

him for

POSTS’ WATERPROOF BELT OIL
and LEATHER PRESERVA IIVE.

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D, D. D. S,
The Nose and Throat.
Wo. 949

Newbury

Street

PM

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1900.—ly 45.

Experienced Teacher
.WILL OPEN A

....

Home School-Girls
in,the vicinity of PORTLAND, MAINE, October
Address Miss Stockbridge, 257 Benefit
street, Providence, R. 1. Reference, Rt. Rev.
3w35
Robert Codman, Jr., Bishop of Maine.
20. 1000.

1
tl

05
15
20
38
45
53
15
32
42

30
35

tl to
1 50
f2 05
2 15
2 23
2-15

4

Waterville.

3 15

A M
8 47
»• M
Portland.12 02
400
D..
»E
Boston
isoston,
| w D. 4 10

3 30
t3 38
f3 57
4 30
i4 48
6 20
5 50
0 25
+0 50
>7 08

A M

5 35
900
9 16

1 25
r'57
7 25

..

A M
9 00
S 30
p M
1 00

P M
(

j

E. D.. 7 00
w D.

Portland—.11 00
AM

A M

Waterville. 6 05
Bangor. 7 00
A

9 50

M

Benton.t6 13
Clinton.t« 27
Burnham, depart. 8 30
Unity. 8 48
8 57
Thorndike.
Knox. t9 06
9 20
Brooks..
Waldo. t9 30
City Point. to 40
9 45
Belfast, arrive

+10 00
tlO 15
10 46
11 20
11 45
fl2O0
12 30
tl2 47
tl 07
1 15

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

..

and

!<>

~

to H i*.

Til K (TRKOK...

4 10
1 40
p M
4 16
4 27
4 45

6 03
5 12
+5 21
635
15 45
t6 55
6 00
sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale By L. W. George
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Bootiiby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 18,1900.

BY THE

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD,
Dr. John Stevens,
OPERA

7 15

TO BELFAST.

D

4,

...SPECIAL ATTENTION tilV KN

PM

30

Bangor..

Boston,

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
BOSTON,

Belfast, depart
City Point.t7
Waldo.17
Brooks. 7
Knox .(7
Thorndike. 7
Unity. 7
Burnham, arrive. 8
8
Clintou.
Benton. 8

Building, Belfast, Me.

1 to

RUPTU RES

BELFAST.
AM
7 00

An

240z. Package

For the Season

....Fui;.

T

days

out from

HOME TREATMENT

Closing Out Sale

Winterport at o'clock Thursday after,'ept. fit it, and was instantly killed.
Mr. ('olson. who formerly resided in
U interport, c ame tic the town recently,
accompanied hy Ids two daughters, to
noon.

—

|

the'irritating

—

mean

i kvii n riarfrn>

A. A.

■BtSHttGFMM

men

In Arthur Sewall Bath loses her ablest
interesting among the latter
life-time and condemned is the Colegio de los Escoceses, former- and best known citizen, her greatest
shipbuilder, her leading financier, and a
ignominious death. Alvaro ly a Jesuit institution, founded at Mad- man whose
sterling worth was generally
on, courageously, as beeame
rid, by Col. Semple, in n>27, and trans- recognized even by those who were not
his
friends.
ml humbly, as beeame a ferred to Valladolid about a century
Everybody esteemed and
honored Arthur Sewall."
so say the chroniclers,
and a half later.
A score of young
Mr. Sewall was a Bathite through
1
intion, one would think the Scotchmen are always being prepared and through, lie was born in Bath of
a- of Valladolid were gloomy
here for the priesthood. The English one of Bath’s oldest and noblest families, and his whole life was passed in
ivr satisfied even the
royal | college (Colegio de los Ingleses' is an- the
that he loved. lie loved
who ahandoned it.
About other unique institution.
It was en- Bath city
well and truly and one of his
>m Madrid and so from Hurdowed by Sir Francis Englelield, one of chief delights was to picture a
great
ds at the nmliuenee of tbe the most zealous adherents of Mary future for the city when both banks
aid Haguera rivers, in the (Jueen of Scotts, who withdrew to Spain of the noble Kennebec should be lined
with great steal shipyards which should
>i
wind-swept plain, covered after her execution. I11 ljoo Philip II. surpass in greatness
"those of the Scotch
gray boulders. The view is granted certain privileges to this col- Clyde and the American Delaware.
all sides by steep, imt not lege, which it still enjoys. Forty-live The dream with him was more than a
ite ridges, behind which are students from the United Kingdom are dream, too, and much of Mr. SewaH’s
energy was devoted to striving for such
corn fields.
Hardly two the usual number in training for the legislation as should return the deep
ret above the sea and partiai- priesthood.
The Irish college at Sala- sea carrying trade to the ships of the
ted by the rocky hills, the cli- manca completes the trio of British R. United States and thus form a basis
for the realization of his dream. [Bath
■eptionally genial for northern C. institutions in Spain.
Times.
Fannie B. Ward.
the skies are generally cloudday is ample time to devote
A Great Record.
ta of Valladolid.
You begin
ventral Plaza, around which
The record of launching ion vessels in 14
d the best shops, its shaded years is one of which our hustling linn of
Spear & Co. may well be proud. It's
Kelley,
being the favorite lounging a hard one
to beat ami Hath is very lucky to
-ossips and idlers. In this his-j have such a firm doing business within its
limits. [Hath Enterprise.
sie grand spectacles used to
r e, such as
bull-tights, execuL1VERITA, the’up-to-date Little Liver
cake of White Glycerine Soap in every package of I I ^
"id autos de fe. On this spot Pill; 5c. boxes contain
|I The
15 pills, 10c. boxes
Ivorine, is delightful for Toilet and Bath, and for keeping ■ V V
"la made over the crown of contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills.
Most

>

p

p1'°p'ei If ’jless'"8-\“f1‘he,v

Commencing Tuesday. Sept. u. hum. steamers
sisters and various friends, will
ieave Belfast.
he was the guest ot a Ml i.
For r.uMnii. via Camden and Koekland. Mon) r. vi.: Tuesdays.
and Fridays at about
day's
Flemaut
in
the
and
in
the
and
.j■
\\
village,
made
early
personal friend,
only
and Sat unlays at r>.oo i\ vi.
afternoon went to the new residence of Thursdays
For Buck sport. WinteVport and Bangor at from
public, the late .iotm i. Ingalls, after
Cap;. John Philbrook. in process of con- T.oo to''.00 a. vi.. Tuesday''. Wednesdays. Thursmention of his occupations and the struction near
Saturdays and Sundays.
by. Desiring to speak to days.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
of
his
one
of tlce workmen, who was e ngaged
illness, concludes with
phases
Sundays at about s.oo a. vi.
in shingling. Mr. Colson climbed up to
these words:
11ET l* KNI NO.
the roof, and almost immediately after
From Boston, at .'..oo p. vi., every day exct pt
ou
the
one
I
am
not
hand.
much
If,
the
lie
fell
to
a
the
and
reaching
top
ground,
Sundays
Thursdays.
encouraged, mi the other ! am not par- distance
From Bangor, via all way-landings, except
of about go feet. No one knows
ticularly cast down. I have no right to what caused him to fall, licit it is
Hampden and Searsport. Mondays and Wednessuppos12 noon; Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturcomplain or repine. My life has been ed that he tripped or stumbled on some- days at
at 2.oo i\ ,m.
long already ; and in the course of na- thing and thus lost his balance. M r. <'ol- days
From Hampden at 12.20 r. >i., ami Searsport at
ture must soon end. though my mother
son struck the ground head lirst. and his 2.oo i\ m.. Mondays and Fridays.
yet survives in the full possession of neck was broken, causing instant death, FKED W. I'OTE. Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AFSTIN. (ien’I Sunt,. Boston.
her powers at so. I count it great good
while his ribs were crushed and his
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager. Boston.
fortune to have been permitted to live
bruised in various places.
body
badly
in an age tlie most fertile and opulent
The body was taken to the home of a
in history : when man has made his
sister of the deceased, Mrs. Young, and
greatest achievements and penetrated will later lie sent to his home
in Womost deeply into the mysteries of the burn
for burial. Mr. Colson leaves a
moral and material universe, liestiny wife, who is ill at
home, and two daughhas not denied me any of the gifts that ters. who
have been in Winterport with
are held most desirable- -a devoted wife,
him this summer. Other surviving rellovely children, friends, good repute, a atives are two sisters—Mrs. Jacob
resonalile measure of success, and for- Crockett and Mrs.
Charles Young, both
tune, not superfluous but sufficient for living near
Winterport village.
..OK..
my needs. 1 see many errors that I regret. many mistakes that I deplore,
Itch on human cured in ;?<) minutes by
Actual Business from the Start/*
many failures it is now too late to rem- Woolford's Sanitary Lotion.
This never
Book-keeping,' Shorthand, Typeedy, but I should be ungrateful to fate fails. Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., Drugwriting, Commercial Law, Penand unworthy the honors bestowed on gists, lielfast, Me. lyriti.
manship, Banking, Etc.
me by a great constituency, did I not
Elegant rooms. Bank and equipment. Terms
keep on to the end ; accepting the inA Profitable Vessel.
very low. Ke-opens first Tuesday in September.
evitable with dignity and enduring ad
For prospectus, address
versity with fortitude.”
H. A. HOWARD,
the
American
steel fourRecently
Koekland'Commercial College,
masted ship Erskine JI. I’lielps arrived
Arthur Sewall Dead.
51H54
Koekland. Maine.
in San Francisco, Cal., twenty-five
letter

■

I

—

delegates

visit

In a

del 311a, and several seminaries and col-

leges.

These unwelcome visitors usually appear in the
spring or summer, when the blood is making an extra effort to free
itself from the many
impurities that have accumulated during the winter ’norths
uarDuncies, which are more painful and
dangerous, come most frequently on the back of the neck
eating great holes in the flesh, exhaust the strength and often prove fatal. Boils are regarded bv some
patiently and uncomplainingly endure the pain and inconvenience" under
the mistaken idea that their health is
being benefitted, that their blood is too thick anvwav. and this is
Nature s plan of thinning it. The blood is not too rich or too
thick, but is diseased—is full of poison—and
unless relieved the entire system will suffer. The boil or carbuncle
gives warning of serious internal
troubles, which are only waiting for a favorable opportunity todevelop. Manv an old sore
running ulcer
even cancer, is the result of a
boil.
neglected
Keep the blood pure, and it will keep the
skin clear of all
impurities that
cause these
painful, disfiguring diseases.
S.
S.
S.
cures
boils
E&fftKS
and carbuncles easily
and permanently by reinforcing, nurifyintr and
mt. k. iu. mu, tJave, s. C.. writes
tne Dlood and ndding the
Dunamg
up
system of all accumulated waste matter.
“For
twenty years I was sorely
S. S. S. is made of roots and herbs which act
afflicted with boils and carbuncles
directly on the blood, and all poisons, no matter
how
caused by impure blood. It is imposdeep-seated, are soon overcome and driven out by this powerful purely vegetable medicine.
sible to describe
of
S. S. S. is not a new, untried
my suffering ; part
remedy, but for
Ihe time being unable tu work or sleep,
leveral doctors treated me. and I tried fifty years has been curing all kinds of blood and skin
|U the so-called blood remedies, but diseases. It has cured thousands, and will cure
you.
nothing seemed to do me anv good. It is a pleasant tonic as well as blood
purifier —imDuring the summer of i&SS I was perproves the appetite and digestion, builds up your
suaded to try S. S. S., and after
taking
several bottles was entirely cured, and general health and keeps vour blood in order.
have had no return of these painful
Our physicians have made blood and skin dispests up to the present time.”
eases a life study—write them fullv about
your case
uiu
imunuduuH
ur
auvice
waniea
win De cneenuiiv
aujr
W e make no charge
given.
whatever for this service. Send for our book on Blood and Skin Diseases-free.
Address, The Swift Specific Co.. Atlanta, Ga.

them

lie will then call the attention
of <'ongress to the matter, t" show the
broad

BOILS # CARUNClS

take a change of socks
when they travel, but an
Uchison man also takes a change of
lie has his every day
false teeth.
teeth, his full dress teeth, etc.
with

claims.

J

ig'i■ ni the old time. ( ed from her the promise that she would
devote herself "to the glory of Hod and

ii iv

■

have

put 'specters scouring the country
in all directions for ground that looks

which was

ills, with their half-dozen

se

They

me runs

Dominican insti-

days,

Fm

there.
claims

years old. Near the tunibie-duwn I’alacio Ileal of Philip III., is the grim contution of the earliest

felt that the

men

extortionate.

was

price

San Francisco is now at Nome, and has
gone heavily into a different scheme

j

eciebrated, j

$350 was the

extends through them all.
The notorious "Lucky"

in the streets of

the year 1310.
The l niversity. now the
best iu Spain since the decline of Sala-

11ness iii their

■a

I

theeamp

j laws, which allow one man t" dictate
rebuilt in l-bri by CardinalToi-quemada,
inyi long of ancient Va 1- j
the whole country if he has the means
w'.io had been one ot' its monks,
lie:
iieymoon tour ni Ferdito do it—certainly a magnanimous act
was the ferocious (’onfessor of Isaheila
ic
la.
uld bcttei come
on his part.
modernization lias dc the t 'atlndic. and he it was w ho extort

e

t

have vastly

ground,” with more sure to follow.
This, too. in sprite of the fact that sluicing was greatly handicapped by the lack
of water that has retarded mining in
Nome country during the whole season,
six more claims, covering the entire
length of the creek, have since been
located by others, and the pay streak

A more interesting church,-known as
Santa Maria ile Antiqua. was built in

and of
e

to

since taken over «>70,uoo from the “dead

Valladolid.

madder,

great

seems

ground.
the eight

and

sum

of the manca. has an average of lifteen hundred students. It was founded iu the
many houses |
lvlmiit. sl reel s widem ! year bi-m. Imt the present painfully
* I.
and several of its I ■■Uococo" building is not yet twenty
iural

a

.•

Business

is

Craeco-IJoman style

towers, 'there were four in the

i-ry. earthenware and
besides an extensive

a

1 he beach is strewn with the
of

’1 lie sensation of the hour in

down about a hundred years ago, and it
is characteristically Spanish that its

designed fur church purg ;ts other nianufacturies
linen and wuulcn stuffs,

m

of

towers were ever finished.

railways,

h ate with all parts of the
c city is lamed
through-

id
n

hetM)

stormy

weather.

WEAK

earth -either the money gave out or
the artist died, and only the nave and

lias added to

canals and

An Atchison young man, who likes to
hold girls' hands, is studying palmistry
for an excuse.

>nme

of

improved, and a more generally hopeful tone is noticed where
people discuss
the possibilites of Nome’s future.

soon afterwards and has remained a fragment ever since. Intended by its architect the celebrated Herrera to be the most magnificent speci-

ingly. Admirably situ,md manufactures, with
del
supply, and in the
murkably fertile region,
highway to the Atlantic
Mims

flits

coming

wreckage

vage.

assured.
nitury Valladolid lias stuck fast

T:

the

partial cathedral, began by the same pious
paid,
During the King, three centuries and a quarter ago,

life -corn—its

us

Globe.]

unexpected luck of a party of prospectors, who have actually had wealth
forced on them.
These prospectors,
the year 017. Here Charles V.. on a
in number, discovered a small and
splendid throne erected in the open air, eight
rich spot in the beach this spring about
shrewdly, but with much spectacular
display, pardoned the Comuneros. Here sixty miles from Nome. In order to ally.
his son Philip celebrated the first mem- secure a water right necessary for
Instead of such mottoes as “Eat,
orable burning of heretics, which led the successful working of their prop- Drink and be ilerrv,” “God Bless our
to
a
certain
buy
Home,” etc., an Atchison woman has
the van of many similar atrocities dur- erty, they weve(ohliged
claim which was looked 11)1011 as so put up in her dining room mottoes like
ing the rule of the Inquisition. The
these: “Eat your food slowly;” “Thormuch dead

the

over

ctoj't

schooners, lighters and
small boats, and the district court records are littered with libels for sal-

WOMEN STRONG
AND SICK WOMEN WELL.

of its

1U to decline.

(

'•!

nunc

changed by

iiv

Jiut

s'’}> to the deserted
nli by raising it to a

From the Atchison, Kansas,

An Atchison man has a double misfortune: his head is swelled and his hat
has shrunk.

ape Xorne
is vividly pictured by
"1 think it is terrible,” said a girl
passengers returnto
while she said
ing, at the goverment’s expense, on the to-day. who hadwas gasp
laced so tight, “the
it, because she
transport Lawton which arrived from manner in which the Chinese women
Behring sea shores not long ago. The bind up their feet.”
Lawton had rro passangers, and 140 of
A young man recently? attempted to
whom were wholly destitute, sent out read aloud to a girl one of the successof the country by the commanderef the ful novels of the day, and was prostrated with the heat arising from his
department of Alaska.
blushes, in the first chapter.

his
HAKES

at

the vessel to the relief of the

The seamy side of life at

••

temperament.

military authorities

natives.

|

i.etter suited to

the

Nome loaded the revenue cutter Bear
with provisions and medicines and dis-

Astariea to

from

irdone 11. captured it

■d

KANSAS WIT AND HUMOR.

The
Eskimos have been, and still are.
dying
by the score. In desperation born of
disease and starvation, native fathers
have killed their own wives and
children
to save them from
suffering. Grip,
measles and pneumonia have been
epidemic this summer in
nearly evennorthern native settlement. So alarming became the situation a short time

of The Journal. 1

■

",

Cape Nome.

has ever come from the
north than that told of the
condition of
the Arctic and Behring sea natives.

Allg. g, 1000.
city, tin- Moorish Be-

line

Side at

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 6. 1900. X0
pitiful story of death, disease and

j

vain.

11

Seamy

»*l

|.ita 1
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Hurdy Gurdy Music
W ill be furnished for private buekboard
parties from Belfast.< aniden. ete.. at the
Searsmont Hall. Refreshments will also
he served. Apply to
JOSEPHINE
riARV
Box HO.

It.tf

KNIGHT, or
McCORRISON,
Searsmont, Me

FOR RENT.
The store and office recently oeeupied by the
Condon Manufacturing Company" and “Banner
Shoe Store.”
C. O. ROOK.
Belfast, March 29,1900.—13tf

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

itself for the part with all the instrumentalities necessary to make its

ping

Yachts

and

Boats.

'"Little Strokes

will felt either

OBITUARY.

through pacific interW. G. Sawtelle, Judson Jewett, Walter
course and negotiation, or through force.
”
Capt. J. Ii. Durham, a native of Belfast,
and Will Decrow returned Saturday from a
Its
diplomatic agencies must, therefore,
died Sept. 3d, at his home in Malden, Mass.,
BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1900*
be greatly enlarged, strengthened and week’s cruising in the yacht Glide. They
aged 73 years. He was well known in mariimproved, while a powerful navy, up to visited Bar Harbor while the warships were
The giants of the forest must yield at time circles, and
Published Every Thursday Morning by the
during the 35 years he foldate in all points of construction, arma- there.
last to the continual blsros of the mjoods- lowed the sea he commanded some of the
ment, general efficiency and readiness
is
Journal Pub. Oo. for instant service, becomes of equal It reported that the Decrow Brothers man. When the human blood has become best ships sailing from Boston and New
have leased their yacht Glide to Ira M
clogged and impure the little drops of York. After retiring from the sea he had
necessity.”
Cube of Chicago for next season, and that
Hood's
a letter published last week this
CHAH1.ES A. 1*1 LS1U KV.
In
Sarsaparilla, properly taken, <will no settled abiding place, but after coming to
JB
during the winter her overhang aft will be
Belfast for a summer or two he bought the
the
same Hie hard Olney denounced “imoak of bad blood.
fell
lengthened, making her 40feet long overall
house on Church street owned and occupied
Suns< Kii-rioN Tkkjis: In advance, $2.09 a
and “militarism” and finds
perialism"
The schooner yacht Speranza, Fred Hill
year: $i.oo for six months; 50 cents for three
by A. A. Howes, and resided there a year
in them sufficient reason for advocating of
months.
or more. He then sold his property here and
Bangor, owner, arrived Tuesday afterAnvi:i{'i isiNo Tr ims: For one square, one
the
election
of
Hrvan, and wonderment noon and will haul up at the Maine Central
inch, length in column. 7.". cents for one week, and
moved to Malden and, with the exception of
25 cents tor each subsequent insertion.
is expressed at tins startling change of wharf. She will be taken out on the marine
a year spent in California, had since lived
there. He was a life member of the Boston
sentiment. The explanation seems to us railroad soon for cleaning and painting.
THE KUNNER KLUB
Her owner expects to go South in her in
Marine Society.
His wife, who survives
very simple. Mr.(fluey is a lawyer. In the
Make an Excursion to Bar Harbor.
him, was Miss Elizabeth Peirce of GloucesAtlantic Monthly lie no doubt express- January.
When the Kunner Kluh and its friends ter. Capt. Durham, “Barney” as lie was
ed his real views, which were those of a
The sloop yacht Ventura, Geo. P. Field,
aboard the little steamer Guenevere, called—his middle name was Barnett—was
got
patriotic American citizen. As to his left Boothbay Harbor Sept. 1st at 7 a. in.,
there were just as many of us as there were well known to all our older citizens, and has
later utterance lie has no doubt accept- and was at her moorings in Boston harbor
many warm friends here who will learn of
of the

Fell Great Oaks

I

Republican

ed a liberal retainer from the so-called
anti-imperialists, the allies of Aguinaldo

and his guerilla followers, and thus
seeks

to

make the worse appear the
Better things might be

better part.

expected,

even

of a

lawyer.

Meeting of Waldo County Grange.

apostles ot old, and if one of us had
been twins we should have been a little
cramped for room. Our weather was put
up for us at the factory, and was in the
original package, and two such days as we
The steam yacht Aria, with her owner, had cannot be
duplicated. Such weather
F.. H. Blake of Bangor, and Dr. Xealey on costs a little
more, but there is no waste to
board, came to Belfast last Saturday even- it; it is all good and you can use every mining and took on board II. L. Woodcock. ute. When you can sit in an open boat
Sunday they went to Matinicus, where 11. from noon till six o’clock p. m, in your shirt
1). Crie joined them and after fishing awhile sleeves, (shirt waists were not barred on
they stood out to sea until they lost sight of this excursion) and sail across Penobscot
land. They then returned, and after leav- and Blue Hill bay to Mount Desert island
ing the guests at Matinicus and Belfast, re. the grumblers’ stock is liable to go into the
mained here until Monday morning, when hands of the receiver.
at 10.30 p. m.
It was a great run.
During
the entire eruise east there was no delay
because of unfavorable weather, and daily
runs of 30 to 00 miles were easilj made.

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
annual meeting September 4th with Hon.
esty Grange, Morrill. The day was pleaswilliam mckinley
ant and the hall was filled to an overflow.
of Ohio.
The officers were nearly all present.
After
For Vice-President.
the usual opening exercises a class of 13 they went to Bangor.
was instructed in the fifth degree.
Remarks
THEODORi ROOSEVELT
Two 40-foot racing yachts are to be built
The
were made by the Worthy Master.
for summer residents on the North Shore,
>f New YoiT:.
following officers were then duly elected for
Xorthport, and will he completed for use
A now spapei should he loyal to the the ensuing year: W. >. Dolloft*, Master; next season. Mr. T.
George Dod worth of
town ii. w hici, it yets its support Ocala Edward Evans, Overseer : ,1. 11. Cilley, LecNew York has contracted with K. L. Macomturer: A. \. Jewett, Steward: C. K. Ring,
Panne;.
ber of this city fora sloop yacht of the folAssistant steward: James Cunningham,
Tliat's v hy The Moarnal is for Pelfast,
lowing dimensions: Length over all, 40
Howard
Treasurer:
C.
Murphy,
and ii-'
eat;*a: ji. anything tliat affects Chaplain:
feet; water line, 27 feet: beam, 10 feet:
A. Levensellnr. Secretary: Austin Marrilier welt ire.
draft, 7 feet. She will have 3 tons of lead
uer. Gab* Keeper.
The lady officers are
on her keel, and a Hush deck.
Mr. MacomMrs W. S. Dolloft', Mrs. Edward Evans,
ber has made a model, and it indicates an
N e\\
101 w;
Van Ni'.'S ft
York
Mrs. J. 11. Cilley and Mrs. ( 15. Ring. The
raised
poer May m front of his siunup-to-date and speedy craft. The yacht
at Pa: Harbor >-‘pt. ttb, officers were duly installed by Past Master
lner h * ’ii
will probably he built in what is known as
w 1
1 ’. ii:>i Meet made its appear- J. G. Harding. The Secretary ’s report gave the
head-house in Dyer’s yard, which will
ai“.< •!(.■
The Mai: was removed by eleven meetings held the past year with a
he enlarged for the purpose.
Mr. i todany;'rv eii liens.
one
good attendance at all the meetings,
worth will sell the sloop Helen in which he
Mi \ an N-ss lias succeeded in ad- hundred ami thirty-live w ere instructed in
has sailed the port two seasons. ,1. \Y. and
The Treasurer’s report
\1
a; aii-'Mi a
booi as well as a the fifth degree.
\\. S. Roberts of Reading, Mass., are havPot
iid Par Harb-'i society lias .'how ed an increase in the finance. Remarks ing a
yacht built by L. A. Coombs of Yinalthe newly-elected officers.
were
made
by
i ni t Pi cold shoulder.
l*'v''
haven, a noted builder of speedy craft, of
A vote of thanks was given Past Master
the following dimensions : Length over all,
Foster fur the able manner in which he had •Jo
"!
feet: water line, 2s feet: beam, 11 feet, «i
ifle
< base's
l<*ii‘' ('i.ase >>1
at
the
the
two
meetings
presided
years,
past
inches; draft 7 feet. She will have an iron
Mhi- was
i|n
Lewiston lair last
The rummiU'-c on assigning the meetings !
keel weighing ."Aon pounds, a trunk cabin
v''eK. ami !.■]>. ill-,! "Kvery thing's look
fe: tin- i:t yeai lepeited as follows : (»<•with all the modern improvements, and
t\ iii; asked as to the hog
tob.-i iii* ''tii. with Equity Grange, Kelfast;
have a knockabout rig.
Mr. ( oombs takes
0"i
!"• il I la: be replied
"There's \o\enib*’ meeting with Granite <1 range, tin*
sloop Marjorie in part payment for the
J >• eembei meeting with
Mursp< rt
Ii
u ii
the doliar as there
new boat and X. K. Patterson of Relfast,
4 ,;!!'iuil:t> Gic.nge, EincoliiviJle : January
a,
a
i ••
hut.'' i'tuu lnbed the Sage
tlie Roberts brothers' sailing master, has
I meeiinL with V then. Eight Grange, Win■i t I
m ill;., "there's good tunes
taken her to Yinalliaven. The performances
terport. IA-b.ua:\ meeting with Georges of
.
i' 1
o 1111 1 I
I
these boats will he looked forward to by
!.'iv<
March
Grange.
E'.herly:
meeting
with much interest.
yachtsmen
Tin Rob
Gurnet
Grange. Swanville: April
Herald iii a very coinpli- \oth
Ht* boat i> one foot longer on the water
me- Ting u it!; vi A
Harvest Grange.Waldo ;
v
a
:i"
ui llolrnan !•'. Day's
line and has one foot and six inches more
May meeting wit!. I'niun Harvest Grange. beam than
I' p in Mnine," say s
o- -K
|
the Dod worth boat; and ."on
Menty iile J mm meeting w ith South Kranch
w
itten these poems
pound.** ie» outside bulla.-;, and that in an
Da,'
(inii.m. Pio>ju ;
August meeting with
i liif .1 a sum!; j 'aper
iron keel, while the other is to have lead.
1
in
Liiiii
| Sandy Strmim Grange. I'nity. September
Lew iston .lourp- His I'-o i;. Maine, t,
with Frederick Ritchie
Fur President,

■

■

■

s

1

■

1

1

meeting

and lhey have
memory servo
."ted i i: o 111111 papers allovertlie

i!

im

been

a

,'i'uin

1 no ist

people

Mam

iy.

t unny

a'

!!

as

e

will liial

this

poems

Il'-ri is the key to the acceptance of
free silver by the Democratic party,
i ht- hulk of it- members did not heii*'\'e
it: we doubt if they have ever
believed in it
we are certain that they
do mu !"-iii'vo in it now. They clutched at it in tlie hope that it might, if not
secure t" i!" m the presidency, at least
save the party from disintegration at
Populist hands. Illnstcffi Herald.
And the result is that Populism has

triumphed

Democracy

over

and named

the rat,bulatcs and framed the
for the coming election.

platform

The

Herald

prospect for Democratic sucuntil the party ceases to run after by Equity Grange.

sees
cess

.strange ideas and returns to first principles. and tl inks that that will come
about after its defeat this year under
tlic

leadership

I’rvan.

ot

In-

l

Hryan.
had

establish Me- free

tlie (lower, would
coinage of silver at

the ratio of I-- to 1, and he insisted on
having that plank retained in the Dem-

platform,

lie would also del‘i'iv•• national hanks of the right to
issue papei money and have all our

ocrat:.-

paper euneiicy issued as greenbacks by
the government. At the present price
of silver tile dollar to lie issued under
this ratio would he worth just -in cents,
and there is no question with any.sensible person as to the serious results that
would attend tlie

putting

forth of such

debused currency.
That the presia national bank should he a

a

dent of

of

supporter

11 ryan is,

matter of great

therefore,

a

surprise.

There is no need to

multiply

words

Monday's election. The returns
other columns tell the story. The
result was at no time in doubt, and the

ovei

in

Republican pluralities
The large

far exceed ex-

pectations.

vote for Dr.
John F Jlill. our (lovemor-elect, testifies to his great popularity, and our
four aide and experienced Congress-

by increased majoricounty was lost through
issues, Cumberland county elect-

men are

ties.

returned

Knox

local

ed tin Prohibition candidate for sheriff,
and W aldo county will have one Democrat in 1 er delegation, but is otherwise

solidly Republican.

The Democrats
made every effort to elect their candidates for county attorney and for Representative from

Relfast, but failed.

No longer ago than last March, in an
article in the Atlantic Monthly, Richard

Olney rejoiced that events had put an
end to the long period of international
isolation and limitation of the political
activities of the United States to the
of the American continents.
"The isolation policy and practice,” Mr.

concerns

Olney

said

then,

“have tended to belit-

character, have led to
species of provincialism and to narrow

tle the national
a

views of
nation.”
that in

duties and functions as a
In the same article he argued

our

spite

of the Teller resolution
Cuba should be in point of law “what

she

Grange.

Waldo.
The entertainment given by Honesty
Grange consisted of several selections by
a very fine orchestra: recitation by Lena
May Ghurchiil of Melrose, Mass.: reading
by Mabel Clark : recitation by Alice Dickey:
declamation. “The Kook Agent," by c»ra
Vickery: declamation by Edward Parks.
The next meeting will be with Equity
Grange, Kelfast, October nth, with the following program: opening exercises : conferring fifth degree: report of Granges;
address of welcome by Mrs. Cunningham:
response by Nettie Marriner; remarks for
good (tf the order: appointment of committees : noon recess music by choir; topic,
Is the board of agriculture doing all it can
for the farmerto be opened by 15. F. Foster: remainder of program to be furnished

already

The New

School Year.

The city schools opened Monday morning
for the fall term, with the exception of
the South primary, which opened Tuesday.
There was no afternoon session Monday,
and Superintendent I Hinton held a teachers’
meeting. All tlie school rooms were in
line order, showing a great amount of work
done during the vacation by the janitor of
the city schools, Mr. II. W. Marriner. The
cellers in the North and South primary
buildings have been cemented, and all the
desks, tables and chairs in these buildings
varnished or shellaced and the woodwork
painted. The school-rooms on the common
have been papered as well, and minor repairs made wherever needed. All this has
been done at no cost to the city except for
the material used. The High school is still
crowded, and as there are not seats enough
for all the pupils the Senior class must be
dismissed after recitation. Forty pupils are
to be crowded into one room that cannot
properly accommodate twenty, and twnety
in another room that is hardly sufficient for
ten.
If the hall above could be utilized, as
it might at small expense, the conditions
would be greatly improved.
There are several changes in the corps of
teachers since last term. Following is the
present list:
High, W. R. Howard, Misses Caroline W.
Field and Fllen I>. Townsend.
Fpper Grammar, 11. K. Kllis, Miss Grace
A. Lord.
Lower Grammar, Misses Mary A. Mason
and bertha 1. bird.
Central Intermediate, Mrs. Lizzie S. Hall,
Miss F.lla M. Folson.
South Intermediate, MissJuliett y. Wiggin, Mrs. Ida b. Smalley.
South Primary. Misses Alberta Wadsworth and Marion Ilayford.
North Primary, Misses Grace E. Walton,
Annie L. Chaples and Ida F. Roberts. [Miss
Roberts is ill and her place is temporarily
supplied by Miss Delia llills.]
Head of Tide, Grammar, Misses Edith M.
Ladd, Primary, Arline li. Walton.
Brick .School, Grammar, A. D. Hayes;
Primary, Miss Lillian G. Spinney.
White, Miss Mamie Woodbury.
City Point, Miss Harriet Kimball.
Poor’s Mills, Miss Carrie Sheldon.
llayford, Mrs. Abbie L. Moody.
Board Landing, Mrs. Samuel Adams.
Pitcher, Alphonso Wood.
Music, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
L. L. Gentner is employed to transport
scholars in the Waldo avenue and Hartson
Districts.
He has a fine large barge of
modern construction for the Waldo avenue
route, and good teams and harnesses and
careful drivers for both routes.

point of fact, namely,
territory.”

is in

United States

Here is another passage from the same
article:
“The United States has come out of
its shell and ceased to beahermit among
nations, naturally and properly. It goes
without saying that the United States
cannot play the part in the world’s affairs it has just assumed without equip-

Bis Last Contract.
The last business performed by Mr. Sewall was on Friday, Aug. 31st, when he signed a contract for the materials to be used in
the construction of the largest steel schooner
in the world. The schooner will be a fourmaster and will cost SI80,000. Work on the
vessel will begin in December. She will be
feet over all, 323 keel, 42 2 beam and 28.9
feet deep. [ Bath Independent.
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NORTHPORT

NEWS.

Rev. 1; T Capen will preach at Saturday
Cove next Sunday at 3.1.1 p. in.
A. ('. ( under of Morrill is building a new
cottage on the new Sea .street on the Camp
Ground.
The Nortliport Hotel closed last week,
and the post oflice on the amp Ground will
close this week.
The last mail will he carried down from Belfast Friday.
Most of Hie North shore cottagers remain and have been enjoying the line September days. Geo. W. Burkett and family
have been at their cottage,and Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. Howes have been entertaining company at

Ilazelbank.

The intention is to have the power house
of the Belfast and Nortliport electric railway in Nortliport, and’that will no doubt
mean an electric light plant to
supply light
to the Camp Ground and the cottages on the
North Slioreand vicinity.
G. G. Hose, who recently sold his place at
Brown’s Corner, as reported in 'the Journal
last week, has lost no time in getting a new
location.
He has bought of Chas. K. Jennings of Everett, Mass., a pieceof the Capt.

Cunningham farm on the west side of the
road, and begun work on a cellar for a newliouse. Hon. S. S. Brown of Waterville,
who sold his cottage on the North Shore to
John Roberts of Reading, Mass., has bought
another lot of Oscar Hills above the C. K.
Perkins store and it is expected he will
build there. Thus two new buildings are
assured as a result of recent real estate
deals in Nortliport, and there will be others.
H. L. Koehersperger has begun on the
foundation of his cottage on the Wadlin
lot. John W. Nash is building the foundation, and the carpenter work will be done
by N. J. Pottle. The location is on a high
knoll at the foot of the road leading from
the Penobscot House.
The cottage is to
be 42 by (10 feet, with a 10 foot veranda
on all sides.
The cellar is 2(1 by 42 feet
and 7i feet high. A wharf .100 feet
long
will be built on the pontoon plan, and an
ice house to hold about 130 tons will bp
built near the school house.
The lot bought
by Mr. K. of Mrs. Mendall is a small piece
adjoining his George M. Know-lton farm.
The buildings were burned some time
ago,
and he bought the land to square iiis larger
lot. He expects to build live or six cottages
for rent along the shore front next season.
From time to time reports have been circulated that the Nortliport Camp Ground had
been sold, or w ould be sold, to this or that
company or syndicate: but to date there
is no doubt the property remains in the possession of the Wesleyan Grove Association.
For years the Association has been in debt,
with no apparent way of getting out of
defit, aim there is more or less friction resulting from attempting to combine a general summer resort with a place devoted to
religious observances. This leads to the
prediction that at no distant day there may
be a division of the property. It is thought
that tlie Association might retain the auditorium and society cottages and sell the
remainder of the grounds to a syndicate for
a summer resort, while the Boston and Bangor Steamship Company might buy the
wharf. We are not advised that negotations
to this effect are contemplated at present
but a well wisher of the Camp Ground—as
we all are—thinks this is a
probable outcome.

Mrs. Win. R. Roix arrived from Presque
Isle Monday and lias rooms at W. E. Marsh’s,
(1 Market street, where she will be pleased
to meet her friends. She will go to Boston
about Oct. 1st, to spend the winter.
Harold Thompson, son of Wm. P. Thompson, Esq., fell while playing on the school
house common yesterday morning, and received injuries which will confine him to the
house

a

few days.

At six o

clock

our

his death with regret.
A notable event in Capt. Durham's nautical career was his collision with the French
steamer Lyonais while in command of the
new bark Adriatic, built here in 1850.
The
steamer was bound from New York for
Havre and the collision occurred the night
of Nov. 2, 1850. Those on board the bark
did not know what craft they were in collision with, as it was very dark and a gale
prevailed. The bark put into Gloucester for
repairs, having lost her bowsprit and broken
in her stem, though no damage was done to
the main timbers or the fastenings. The
steamer was made a total wreck, and passengers and crew left her by boats and rafts,
and most of them were lost.
The owners of the steamer, Gauthier

watermooue steamed

into Seal Harbor, making the run of 48
miles in six hours and one minute. I believe in being exact when you make a state| ment. We
at once proceeded to the Seaside
Inn, where we were met by the proprietor,
Amos Clements, who stood in the door with
a smile in one hand and a hearty welcome
in the other. Behind the office counter stood
Herb. Ellis, the gentlemanly clerk of the
inn, whose face was lighted by a smile
and two large office lamps, though the lamps
were not needed.
He soon had us comfortably roomed and we were shortly in the big
dining room doing full justice t<> the good
supper. While I was well aware that Amo>
had a nice house, 1 was surprised at the size
and extent of his plant. There are some l*o
sleeping rooms, besides a large dining room,
parlors, office and reception room. At the
time we were there, notwithstanding the
lateness of the season, there were about 14n
guests. The Seaside Inn is in one of the
very best locations on Mt. Desert, the table
is excellent, there are lovely drives, excellent boating, splendid drinking water, nice
spoons and thin tumblers, but you have to
bring your own (' s. license with, you, as
there i.s none on the premises, not even in
the pudding saitee. And best of all, Am<>>
1 mis his house on rubber tires and ball bearings, so there is no noise or friction. Should
an\ one of The .Tournal readers desire to
spend a summer, and at the same time some
money, lie is requested to communicate with
Amos Clement, enclosing stamp. All communications coniidential.
The following morning, after a good
breakfast, we took a buck board for Bar Harbor, a drive of l:; miles, sending our watermobile around to meet us. The drive from
Seal Harbor is lovely. We took the shore
drive, and Ex-Commissioner Walker was so
pleased with the road that lie wanted to
wait until the dark of the moon and steal a
few miles of it, and tow it up home. When
the Almighty gathered up the odds and ends
that were left and dumped down Mount
Desert, as a sort of a marked down bargain
counter piece of real estate, probably lie
little thought what it would be in the year
11*00.
People who have traveled over the
whole world and slept in all its jails, tell
for bold and rugged scenery Mt.
me that
Desert island takes the bun, and anyone
suffering with the nervous prostration scen-

|

ery craze, had better hie himself hither at
once and get cured.
He can till his soul
with landscapes, water scapes, hair breadth
escapes, and lire escapes.
we iomm
war iiaroor m gala dress, l
think that is the correct term, in honor of the
two naval Heets in its waters, the English
and American. The buildings and windows
were trimmed with flags, there were Hags
across the streets to walk
on, there was
sweet Hag in the drug stores to chew, there
was a Hag on every stall' in liar Harbor hut
one, and that was on the grounds of Mr.
Van Ness, and the day before our visit that,
too, Boer a Hag, but it was taken in on that
day at the urgent request of the town authorities. It seemed “boss and boss'' with
English ami American Hags as to which
should be the more numerous.
I was standing in John Doe’s drug store
and saw a vehicle go by that I supposed
a police patrol wagon.
It was up in
the air so high that you needed a balloon in
[>rder to get on it. There were some convicts, as I supposed, on the top dressed in

was

prison uniform, and the thing

was drawn by
four horses. One man had a horn which lie
tooted now and then to let the Central station know they were coming with some
prisoners. I remarked to John that the Bar
Harbor police department rather laid over
jurs, and John gave me a pitying smile and
said, “good Lord, that is a four-in-hand tally
tio coach!” Sometimes it dawns on me that
[ used to be nearer up-to-date than that, for
1 certainly made a terrible break that time.
We walked around the town and down
the tow path, and when 1 saw those beautiful and expensive cottages and finely kept
grounds, and noted the costly yachts laying
in the harbor, and saw what one could do
with wealth, I am almost sorry that 1 had
not hung onto my money when 1 was rich,
and not given it all away.
The English fleet laid in the inner harbor
and ours outside. They seemed not at all
alike. The devil may not be as black as he
is painted, but the English war ship is.
There was
They looked like ocean liners.
one English topedo boat destroyer which
was three-quarters of a nine long ami
ten inches wide. She looked very “sassy.”
We did not go on board of her: they would
not let us.
Her name was the Quail, and
the deck officer said, “You can’t come
aboard, it is close time on Quail' in this
State,” and still they say an Englishman
has no sense of humor. We went on board
our battleship Kearsargei and she is a fighting machine from the keel up. If I were on
board her in a scrap 1 should ask the captain to let me go down cellar and see if the
cellar drain was all right.
There must be
more or less danger on deck, and while I
am not a coward, I am a little timid.
Our route home was up through the
bridge. It must be a very pretty sail when
there is any water, but when we went up it
was as dry as our streets.
They tell me the
tidejcomes in and makes a very pretty bay,
but I don't believe there was ever any
water there. There was no indication of it
when we were there. There is one good
thing about the steamer Guenevere.
She goes just as well on dry land as on
water. She w-ill make s miles an hour down
Xortlmort avenue when it is raining any
ways hard and not make any fuss over it.
We had a fair sail home after we struck
water again, and arrived here at 11 p. m.,
after one of the pleasantest excursions on
record.
Our George.

Brothers, began proceedings against the
bark in the French courts and obtained a
judgment of confiscation against her. Capt.
Durham was at Marseilles with the Adriatic
and when he was served with a copy of the
judgment of confiscation he resolved to make
his escape. The Journal of April 2,
gave the following condensed account of the
affair:
|

course lie nail to resort
stratagem,
lie had hei calked all around for about live
leet above the water’s edge, under the pretext that she wa> so oj>en she vcmld sink
light there in the harbor. What provisions
they got were put on board another vessel
and from thence transferred to the Adriatic
during the night. The crew was also shipped
for another vessel, and subsequently taken
on board the Adriatic, when
they were so
much intoxicated as not to be conscious of
what was going on.
('apt. J). commenced prepaiati ms to leav<
on the evening of the sth, his force consisting of ( apt. —-, two mates and a boy.
The vessel lay in the middle tiei, with both
anchors ahead and moored with a hawser
astern.
The vessel ahead was made fast to
the chain, and when the Adriatic slipped
they let go the fast of tin* other vessel : and
when the captain awoke and fo md himself
adrift lie cursed tiled- <i Yankees bitterly
The crew were got on board by four o'clock
‘»n the morning- of the nth.
When the Adriatic-got abreast of the guard ship, her boat
came off and demanded the
fort-pass of tinformer. ('apt. In when asked for bis pass,
replied “prennez garde la," a id threw the
officer a bit of paper with two sous wrapped
up in it. Tiie paper and money, however,
went over the boat and into the water. The
ottieer then inquired for the name of tin*
vessel, when < apt. In replied she was the
American ship Luna, that h id cleared tinday before. The Adriatic then proceeded
on her way.
She arrived at Spezzia on ‘.lie morning of
the Path of January, and anchored with the
kedge, having cut loose both anchors and
left them at the wharf in Marseilles. Having no bill of health the Sardinian authorities would not permit her to land
('apt. In
then went ashore himself, to tlie* pratique
office, where lie met the American Consul,
who informed him that tin* news of his escape had reached there an 1 that the French
government had telegraphed t«> all the ports
in the Mediterranean to stop the vessel in
whatever port she might be found. Soon
after her arrival orders ci.nie from Turin to
seize the vessel, and the officers actuallyplaced a gun-boat under her stern, with two
guns mounted, having received orders t<>
lire should any attempt he made by the captain of the Adriatic to n ove from* the .spot.
Subsequently orders weie received that the
vessel should not be molested.
Col. Long, the L. s. storekeeper at Spezzia, kindly furnished the vessel with all she
wanted. Just as she got her provisions and
water on board there came on a fresh blow
from the northward, and the vessel was
riding by the kedge and forty-live fathoms
of chain, w ith one of the chain boxes tilled
with stone to back it, and a hawser bent to
the other chain box.
The vessel kept drifting until ( apt. 1>.
was compelled to run a hawser ashore to
the lazaretto, w here lie made out to hold her
until he went to town and got his papers.
Returning to the bark, he put to sea.
The day following the Adriatic boarded
the ship Elizabeth Dennison, from which j
she got more provisions and an anchor.
The voyage from Maderia t*» the I'nited
States was a long and tedious one, she having encountered, alternately, calms and
headwinds nearly throughout the passage.
The crew finally exhausted all their provisions, except a small quantity of beef, and
it became necessary for the ship to make the
nearest American port (Savannah), which
she reached in safety.
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H J. LOCKE & SON
Herrick

A Progressive Belfast Farmer.

The farm of Uiles (I. Abbott, formerly the
.Jewett farm, is well worth a visit to
those interested in learning tin- possibilities of a Waldo County farm when properly
managed. The farm consists of
acres,
of which about'Jo acres are in lined
crops
ami grain this year. There an- \ acres in
o
in
and
1.'
in
wheat,
oats,
corn, potatoes
and other crops. Mr. Abbott has a rows to
supply his milk route in the city, \boiit
years ago Mr. Abbott bought the Fn»hock milk route in this city and had a .*"<»
acre farm in West Xorthport.
He has operated the milk route continuously and now
has both farms under a tine state of cultivation.
He has kept fully abreast of UpKrrold Gilman, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. times in adopting improved methods of
Herbert E. Morrill of Relmont, died Thurs- raising his crops, caring for his cattle and
day morning, Aug. :io, aged s weeks and handling his products, and sees the results
three days. He had been ill but a few days, i
in increased fertility of his land, and a brisk
Much sympathy is felt for the afflicted family in the death of their sweet little boy. j demand at the best prices for all his proThe funeral was attended by Rev. G. M. llai-1 ducts. A short time after buy ing the .lew
ley of Searsmont on Friday. The floral of- j ett farm he discovered thereon a bed of
ferings from relatives and friends were
gravel, and on opening found it to be of the
many and beautiful.
very best quality, with veins of different
Landlord Mitchell’s Success
coarseness, from line building sand to the
A recent issue of the Ticonderoga, N. Y.f various grades of gravel used for rooting,
He reSentinel had a paragraph about the Hotel concrete, macadam, and highway s.
O.noo bushels of building
Burleigh of that city, kept by Charles 11. cently shipped
sand to Dark Harbor for use in the new
Mitchell, formerly of Belfast, from which
cottages.
we take the following:

The seventh

A. (i.

rick

family

Family

Re

annua

heal
home ,,f Mr. and Mrw as

\
I

Northport a\ «•!in•
the family were present
the family circle an*.'
J tered
Het rick, one of the tm.
| Herrick of Northport an i
| that family. and lie u a

! "I

>

this reunion.
Then- haw
I "f those who 11a\ e thus m.
[time. The niornin- was st,
1

acquaintances, some

[

a

year.

At

noon

of

w

dinner

hi
w

! which the meeting was m!lithe secretary lead the repo:
reunion.
The officers for t!

were chosen, as follows
id Taber, Mattapan, Masdents, Kmer\ Cottrell ami
Belfast: Chaplain, Mrs
Northport: Secretary. M<>
Belfast: Treasurer, M
j rick,
\\ iIson, Belfast K\»***utiv, 1
Thankful Bndin, Northp
| Farnham. Belfast, Miss \ dV

;

1

colnville.
After the close of the l»
the follow ing program was
rendered:

song by the choir. .John Ha
k reeman Wentworth and w
The Hotel Burleigh is an excellent hostelMiller.
of
the
News
Granges.
ry and has always been conducted oil exceldohn \v
Heading,
lent lines. Mr. C. II. Mitchell assumed con.song,
f Bess,,- a
11c has a large
trol of this house in isos.
,1. ('.Whitten's orchestra is to pla\ for Hecitation.
\
experience in tin* hotel business and it was
1 diet.
M rs. Went wort h
therefore a matter of importance when he dances at Frederick Ritchie Grange Hall,
> t,-t: :t
assumed proprietorship of this house. The Waldo, Sept. 17th, Silver Harvest Grange Hecitation,
.song.
Hotel Burleigh is a commodious structure Hall, Waldo, sept. lsth. and Hill>:de Grange
Hecitation.
and lias accommodations for loo guests.
-'1st.
song.
Hall, Thorndike, Sept.
The house is furnished throughout in a
Prayer.
Mrtasteful manner; large sample rooms are at
The members of Dirigo grange, Freedom
A vote of thanks w as
the disposal of commercial travelers; the
pa-'
Moon
who
were invited to visit Harvest
All apprei a: d the -micro
dining room is ample, light and conveniently arranged, while the cuisine and ser- grange, Thorndike, on the afternoon of ami
hearty welcome given b\
vice are such as to insure a return visit Sept. Nth and enjoy a lecture b\ W. W
< ottrell. and their
from all who once partake of a meal at this
untiring
of Augusta, turned out in goodl>
Stetson
is
Mitchell
a
landhouse. Mr.
pains-taking
every one enjoy the oceasio
lord, doing all in his power to make it numbers, but all were doomed to disapoin/ afternoon the
company sep
for his guests while staying there. meat, as from some cause Mr. Stetson
pleasant
next year, the time an
He is widely known to the traveling public
The members of Har- again
his plans.
changed
ami maintains the high reputation the house
appointed by the executive
vest Moon grange felt the disapointment
enjoys.
could
did
the
best
under
but
they
keenly,
the circumstances and presented the follow- state ok < >m<», ( 11 v ok T«
Ll ( AS Coi sty.
ing program Music by the choir, which conFuask .1. Cm sky miik*sisted of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rollins, is the senior
partner of th*
Mrs. Daniel Gordon, S. A. Cotlin and Miss < ill-:si:a A- * ’n., doing busimXina YanDeets of I’nity, with Mrs. Addie of Toledo. Counts and state
that said firm will nay the
Rollins Fogg as organist: topic, “Why are
HlMHiKD IM >1.1.A liS fol e
1*. W. Ayer of ease of Catarrh that cannot
we patrons?” opened by
c \ r akkk
F.
Mrs.
M.
1».
the
followed
use of 11 a i.i
Foster,
by
Freedom,
Fli A \ K
A. 1*. Say ward, Geo. E. Files and Mrs. McSworn t«» before me and su
C’ool of Colorado: another line selection presence, this nth day of In
lssn
was rendered by the choir: recitation b\
Maud Ware: recitation by Flora Ward:
A. \Y. (il l \
J?:,T »
\**ia
singing by the choir ; closing with the grand rj:
old hymn, America, after which the pat- Hall's Catarrh is taken intern.i
rons of Freedom returned t<» their homes,
directly on the blood and mu.and if they did not “shake the dust from of the system. Send for testin;
The most effective skin purifying and beautiF. .I.i llKNKY ,v( e
their feet” they surely did from their k^’Sold b\
fying soap in the world, as well as purest and
Hruggists, 7."*e.
sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery. The
clothes.
Hall's Familx Fills are tie
only preventive of pimples, blackheads, red,
rough, and oily skin, red, rough hands with
It j
The Monroe fair is on this week.
itching palms and shapeless nails, dry, thin,
TO Cl KE A COLO IN ONI
and falling hair, and simple baby blemishes,
operfed Tuesday,but owing to the rain the ] Take Laxative Hromo
because the only preventive of the cause, viz.,
c^uin>*
It
races were put over until Wednesday.
inflammation and clogging of the Pores.
All druggists refund the mone\
will be fully reported in The Journal next cure. E. \Y. Grove’s signa*- /■.
Sold everywhere. Potter D. A C.Cobp.. Prop*.. Breton. How to Have Beautiful Skin, Hande, end Heir. free.
box.
week.

BEAUTIFUL SKIN
Soft White Hands
Luxuriant Hair

_

_____________________
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JHow To
Gain Flesh

Fred Smith and wife of Dedham, Mass.,
visised relatives in Belfast yesterday.
The W. C. T. U. will meet to-day, Thursat 2.30 p. in. with Mrs. Dunning, 14
Pearl St.

Tuesday, Judge day,

reunion will be held in
Waldo, Sept. 27th. If

l

Joseph C. Townsend is building a dam
his farm to How a pond for cutting ice.

Persons have been known

The meetings of the Juvenile Temple will
be resumed next Tuesday, and will be held
in the afternoon after the closing of the
public schools.

gam

taking

Powers has made the following
among other nominations:
Inspector of
Dams and Reservoirs—II. P. Farrow, Belmont Centre; Coroner, Charles R. Coombs,
Belfast: Trial Justices, John O. Johnson,
Liberty; Williard K. Overlook, Washing-

Scoffs flMISlOO
You will find it just as useful in summer
as in winter, and if
you are thriving upon
it don’t stop because the weather is warm.

: Notary public, C. W.
Wescott, Belfast.
The Board of Registration made their
usual revision of the voting lists last week
and the completed lists contained urns names

ton

North Bfi.fast. Miss Rose Woods gave
a lawn party to a large number of friends
last Thursday evening
The delightful
evening wa~ t ho rough] \ enjoyed by all pros
ent.
lee eream and cake were served....
Mrs. Man Roberts celebrated her »Cith birthday last Friday. A company of lady friends
gathered at her home to tender congratulations.
Mrs. Roberts has possession ol her
mental facultie s to a high degree and takes
a liveh interest in passing events.
She is
of a high Christian character, and has exemplified the art of growing old gracefully.
Messrs. Alonzo Beckwith, Moses Hurd,
George Mayliew and Albert Lane went to
Dark Harbor, lslesboro, last Monday to
work upon the foundation for a house to
he erected this fall.Edgar Hatch of
Lynn, Mass., who has been visiting in this
vicinity, returned home last Saturday_\
large number of our young people are attending school away from home thi> fall.
Harold Bailej and George Hatch wen* to
Westbrook Monday to attend the seminary.
Miss Mabel Smith went t-1 V-w Haven. Ct..
to resume her studies at the High school in
that city. Dick Gurney is attending BucksThe following pupils have
port Seminary.
entered the Belfast high school: Leona
Bucklin, Caroline Hatch, Alfred Walton,
Florence Kimball, Mamie Hurd, Blanche
Thurston, Ruth Brown. Grace Roberts ami
C. s. Calhoun, who has
Lylla Sprague
been supplying the church pulpit during
the summer, completed his labors with us
Sept. 2nd and has returned to New Haven,
Conn., to finish Ills studies in Yale Seminary.
...

—

sfmfnts.
The Bangor Commercial
says of the Geo. W. Wilson Company which
opened at the Bangor Opera House Sept.
»d:
George W. Wilson cieated a new era in
the history of the repertoire plan in theatrical business in the Bangor Opera House on
Monday night when, to what will be one
of their record-breaking audiences for many
seasons, lie opened his annual week's engagement in Harbor Lights, one of his famous successes; every seat in the house had
been sold in advance of the performance.
At 8 o'clock only a little standing-room remained and every bit of that had been
taken ten minutes later.
Though the
weather was excessively hot, and the night
was one of the most uncomfortable of the
year, the house was by no means large
enough to accommodate the people who
wanted to see the play and Mr. Wilson in it.
Mr. Wilson, in the Commercial's opinion,
has the best repertoire company that ever
visited Bangor.
If the work of Monday
night is to be taken as a sign, it must be
rather frankly said that he has put himself
far and away over all others in the popularprice class. The company was strong in
practically every part. Its people acted
with good sense, and dressed tiieir roles
uncommonly well—a very strong feature in
repertoire work, as Bangor audiences will
The women were pretty and the
agree.
men looked stout and vigorous.
Everybody
was cheerful, happy, sparkling, smiling and
apparently enthusiastic and paid up to date.
\ et this w as the first time the
company had
before an audience, this performance
played
being its opening for the season. Considering this the evening's work, in which even
the most keen in the audience saw scarcely
any slips, was remarkable.

Ami

J ins

repertoire company will be
seen at the Belfast Opera House this week
beginning to-night, and continuing Friday
and Saturday nights, with a matinee Saturday afternoon. See advt. for plays and
prices. Mr. Wilson carries special scenery
for each of his productions and it will be
used at each performance here. One great
feature of this company is the Ladies’ Orchestra, which gives a half hour picture
concert before each performance.
This
alone is worth the price of admission.
Dunne & Ryley, the theatrical managers,
will this season present an elaborate and revised production of Hoyt's “A Milk White
Flag.” They promise to make the scenic
equipment and costuming the most complete and costly ever given to the piece.
The military band and orchestra required
will be enlarged and a special feature made
of the musical program. Little Chip, the
versatile and eccentric commedian has been
specially engaged for “The Private.” A
Milk White Flag” conies to Belfast, Friday,

Sept.

great

21st.

Broad in sentiment, deep in humanity,
strong in incident and most satisfactory in
termination is the story of Lewis Morrison's “Faust,” which will soon make Its
annual local appearance.

produces

made.
A certain amount of flesh is
necessary for health; if you have
not got it
you can get it by

(iov.

In the Knifed States District court at
Portland Sept. Otli was tiled a libel by Horace Sargent of Falmouth, et als., vs. the Belfast Light and Power ( ompany. The libellants. wlm are owners of the schoonei Cumberland, claimed she was chartered by the
1 ihelloes on June 1st last, for a
voyage to
New Volk, bet cargo to be discharged within a stipulated time, and that she was unnecessarily detained after airival. whereby
Beniamin Thompthey claim demurrage.
son for the libellants.
We find this report in the daily papers.
The facts are that the Belfast Light and
Power Company sold the ice in tlieii houses
oil the east side to be deliv ered free on board
vessels to be fur n ished by the bu\er. Their
part oi the contract was completed when
the ice was placed on board tin- vessels.
The Cumberland came to them, as did
others, under charter to the buyer of the ic>and was loaded by them, and there their
There is evidently a
responsibility ended.
mistake somewhere.

ounce

is

Brock of Searsport is surveying
cottage lots on the Warren and Drink water
estates on Seven Hundred Acre Island,
Islesboro. The owners will probably build
cottages in the near future.

the September election in
of the assessors showed
1421 elegible voters in Belfast, but the check
lists show that 21:1 have neglected to appear
and have their names put on.
Three men
went to the polls at Ward :; Monday to vote,
supposing their names were on the list, and
were surprised when they learned that a
name cannot
be put on unless the voter
appears personally.

but it often'

food, which he could not do before, and that is the way the gain

J. W.

canvass

strange,

the pound s it seems to
start the
digestive machinery going properly, so that the patient is able
to digest and absorb his
ordinary

sunset party was given at the home of
Mrs. Sarah J. White at the Upper Bridge
Saturday evening. It was largely attended
and a very enjoyable affair.

12P2 at

is

Somehow the

A

The

It

day by taking
SCOTT'S EMUL-

happens.

An examination under the civil service
rules for clerk and carrier for the Belfast
post office will be held at the post office
Wednesday, Sept. 20th.

ISIS.

to

pound a

SION.

Rev. (5. K. Edgett is negotiating with Rev.
M. C. B. Mason, D. D., of Cincinnati, to
deliver his lecture on “Heredity" in Belfast
in tlie near future.

against

a

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
& BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

2

p,

in.

The steamer Penobscot got aground at
Searsport Monday afternoon on the ebb
tide, and was obliged to remain there about
four hours.
The next meeting of the Belfast Village
Improvement Society will he held next Monday afternoon at the usual place and hour.
A full attendance is desired.
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
Belfast post office Sept. 11: Ladies—Miss
Emma Field, Mrs. Julia Fletcher, Miss
Marion C. Green. Gentlemen—Mr. Everett
Richards.
Tissue* “Life of uur Saviour” max be
It has
at the Belfast Free Library.
been loaned bx the courtesy of Prof. G. T.
Little from the Bowdoin College Library.
The four large volumes will be here a xveek
longer,and all who desire to look over these
remarkable pictures max have the privilege.
seen

W. K. Chapman, of the Maine Festival
horns will meet the members of the Parlor
Musical Society at tin* Pniversalist vestry,
Kridax morning, Sept. It. at in-ao o’clock.
PlieSoeietx xvillhold a meeting for rehearsal
that evening at eight o'clock. It is hoped
that there will In a full attendance at
(

both meetings.
Post ,vr. Niitks.
The North port Camp
Ground postollice will close to-morrow, Sept,
Th. and mail addressed to that office will
be sent to East Northport-The change of
the Islesboro mail route to one trip per day
The regular
goes into effect next Monday
xveighing of the mails, which occurs once in
four years for the purpose of lixing the
compensation of the railroad companies,
w ill be had during the month of < ‘ctober.
—

At the annual meeting of the North
Church Parish, held Momlax evening, the
usual routine business xvas transacted.
The following officers xvere chosen : Moderator. Edxvard Sibley : clerk, James Puttee:
collector, 11. M. Prentiss; treasurer, 11. P.

Thompson:

standing committee,

A.

<).

Stoddard, H. M. Prentiss, c. M. Craig:
agent for care of parsonage, Edxvard Siblex ; agent lor care of church building, II.
P. Thompson; committee on music, P. M.
Craig, c. o. poor, John Parker. There xvill
be

an

adjourned meeting

ing. Sept. 17th,
Steamer

at 7.:;n

next

Monday

even-

o’clock.

Kocki anu.
The
new steamer City «•! Boekland, built at Fast
Boston for the B A B. s. Co., was launched
at l'J.p. m.jSept. lltli. Miss Marion Hill,
daughter of the president of the company,
christened the steamer with the customary
bottle of champagne. The steamer is ;»oo
feet long over all, as feet beam over hull and
iL’
feet over guards. There will be 20o
state rooms and parlors, and she will have
all the modern improvements, she will
have speed of “Jo miles per hour, and will be
completed in May, ll»ul, when she will be
put on the route between Boston and Bangor
with her sister ship, steamer City of Bangor.
City

Clarence Shuman
Lewiston.

spent

last

week in

Clarence M. Knowlton was in Boston last
week on business.

of

Mrs. T. S. Stoddard of Lowell, Mass., is
visiting at J. F. Sheldon’s.
John R. Beckett of Haverhill,
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Mass.,

is

Meetings will be held at the Peoples' Mis
sion in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o'clock. All
are

welcome.

Follow ing

the Baptist church notices:
SunThursday evening scripture Acts 25.
day preaching service, Sunday school and
evening prayer meeting at the usual hours.
are

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45
a. m., regular service, preaching by the
pastor: at 12 m, Sunday school; at G.15
p. m., Young Peoples’ meeting.
A cordial
invitation is extended to all.

Miss Gertrude Carrow went to
Tuesday for a short visit.

Belfast

last week from Seal Harbor.

Tuesday

on

D. P. Palmer

Agent,

on

Tyler II. Bird spent a few days the past
week with his parents in Belfast.

Fall Style, 1900

Miss Frances J. Dyer of Boston is
visiting
her parents. D. W. Dyer and wife.

Wilbur Macomber, wife and daughter
Ruth spent Sunday in Brooksville.

day from

Clark and wife returned home Tuesa business
trip to Boston.

Mrs. Sadie Blood and son Guy of Camden
visiting at Robert Bradstreet's.

Walter 1\ Carter of Malden, Mass., returned home Monday from a visit in Belfast.

Fred R.

Miss Blanche L. Sullivan returned Monday from a two-weeks’ visit in Newport
K. I.

Poor went to Hanover, N.
Monday to enter 1 >artmouth College.

II.,

Mrs. A. M. Park of South Framingham,
was in Belfast last Thursday.

Mass.,

Mrs. Bessie Thomas returned home last
a visit in Brooksville.

Thursday from

1>. F. Cushing and wife of Bosto larevisitng her parents, B. b. Staples and wife.
Mrs. George Jackson of Xorthport visited
her sister, Mrs. C. S. Webber, last week.
Maurice K. Davidson arrived home last
week from Xew York for a short vacation.
D. E. Sheldon left for Howard, R. I., last
Thursday from a visit in Belfast and Waldo.
('apt. J. W. Burgess returned home last
Friday from a business trip to Woonsocket,
R. 1.

Capt. John Eastman and wife of Nebasco,
Me., visited ( apt. T. G. Bartlett the past

week.

Frank Logan left Monday for Poughkeep.
sie. X. 1 to attend the Eastman Business
.,

'ollege.

Sewell Staples and wife of Boston arrived
yesterday to visit his parents, II. W. Staples

and wife.

Abiram Merrithew returned to South Boston Tuesday after spending the summer in
Belfast.
Le Forest Allen wood and bride returned
ern

chusetts.

Misses Lena and Lucy Leavitt returned
home last Friday from a visit to their
grandfather in Clinton.

('apt. Ernest G. Patterson of Charleston.
S'. (

of

a

arrived last
few weeks.

Thursday

for

a

vacation

t\. .1. Price and wife have moved home
from Xortlipurt Camp Ground, where
they
spent tlie summer
Miss Margaret Hillings of Swanville left
Saturday to attend a preparatory school in

Mrs. S. W. Lothrop and child of New
^ ork left for home Saturday after
spending
summer in Belfast.

Mi s. Sidney B. Keen of Somerville,
Mass.,
arrived last W ednesday to visit her
brothers,
Hr. E. A. and Ned Wilson.

I

Miss Sara B. Russ left Tuesday for New
where she has a position as
teacher in the public schools.

Bedford, Mass

Mrs. Hattie Foss of Portland returned
home Monday from a visit in Belfast. Her
sister, Miss Emma Wood, accompanied her.
1). L. Smith, w ife and daughter Martha of
Hartford, Ct., visited the family of Adelbert
Knight recently and left for home last Friday.
Rev. .1. M. Leighton and wife returned
yesterday from their vacation, which the\
spent along the coast of Maine and Massachusetts.

Mrs. Alfred A. Small and son Houston returned home last Thursday from a visit in
Wintlirop and Lewiston.

Mrs. Isaac L. Wilband and daughter Della
left Saturday to visit her old home in Harvey, Albert county, X. B.
Carroll W. Thompson is taking his annual
vacation as letter carrier, with C. L. Fletcher as substitute on
duty.
Horace Chenery spent Sunday in Belfast.
He has changed his headquarters from
Pittsburg, Pa., to Boston.

PRICES—Evening., Children, 15c.; Admission 25c.
part of the house, 25 cents

any

NEXT

Fred Barker, Esq., of Elmira, X. V., arrived by Saturday morning’s boat fora short
visit in Belfast and is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Quimby.
Mrs. Emma Wise Roberts is president of
E. D. < arver Relief Corps of Vinalliaven,
and visited her parents in this city when the
corps was in Belfast last week.

Miss Carrie Russ, all of Chicago, left lielfast Tuesday. They are to visit in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, and will sail
from Boston Oct. 17th for Europe by the
Dominion Line Steamer Commonwealth, on
her first trip from this side.
She is COO
feet long and 13,000 tons.
The itinerary is
as follows: London one month, Paris three
months, Berlin and Germany two weeks,
Switzerland two weeks.
Thence to the
Holy Land two weeks; to Italy, taking

Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples,
Algiers, Genoa, Monte Carlos, and thence to
Nice, where they will remain until April
in

Mr. and Mrs. K. will return to Belfast
Oct 10th for a few days to look after the
building of their cottage in Northport.

nessey.

signature is

Arthur l’aine of Camden, Bliss Coombs
and wife of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Roscoe
Robbins and wife of Union visited friends
in Belfast last week.
Miss Mary McCarthy of Bangor, who has
been stopping with her aunt, Miss Maggie
Havey at the Catholic parsonage, returned
home to attend school, last week.

Benjamin P. Palmer, who began his newspaper work on the Bangor Daily Whig and
Courier, and who was managing editor of
the Boston Globe from 1876 to 1883, went
from Bangor to Caribou last week. He lately passed a week at N'ortliport and Rockland
writing up the seashore towns for the Globe.

Prayer meeting at the North church this,
Thursday, evening at 7-30; topic, “Renewing our Vows.” The Sunday services will
B. A. Roundy and son Ferdinand of Midbe as follows: Sermon by the pastor at
last Thursday for a
10-45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m; C. E. dleboro, Mass., arrived
short vacation. Mrs. Roundy has been here
meeting at G.30 p. m.; topic, “The broad
sometime. Mr. R. is taking an outing down
way; the narrow way,” Matt. 7:13-14; lecJennette with a party
ture by the pastor at 7-30 p. m. Miss Susan tlie bay in the sloop
of friends, aud Master Ferdinand is stopping
E. Dinsniore will sing at this service.
with Capt. J. F. McKeen.

on

every box of the

the

remedy

Bromo=Quinine
that
cold In

Seats, 55c.

Matinee—Admission to

cures

a

genuine

Tablets
one

day

War Declared

hee.hjuarters

Loaded Shells and
Amelia

Agate Goods,
Tinware,
Stoves, Ranges,

....OF ALL KINDS, Is AT....

F. A. FOLLETT’S.

street, engineer of the Maine Savings Bank
Building a gentleman well-known not only in
Portland but in the surrounding country. Any
one is at liberty to write him about the subject
he discusses, when minute particulars can be
obtained, he says;
“Doan’s Kidney Pills are a valuable remedy
and 1 cannot urge their use too strongly for anyone suffering from kidney complaint.
My back
was a great source of discomfort to me.
1 have
been

so

lame from it that I could not do my

w

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

ItcliGll & Trail.

Graphophones
and Records.

me

in and hear the beautiful selections
ot instrumental and vocal music

F. A.

51 Church

FOLLETT,
Street, Belfast,

DOWN

Me.

•

■■ 11

PRICES

...ON....

Uuited States.

‘Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take

Perfumed with wood violet, for the

BEES

Toiletand Bath.

LAMB,
PORK,

(Mice use»l al\\ay> used.

VEAL,

25c.

CHICKENS,
DICKS, Eto.
For CASH you can buy
that will surprise you.’

Cold

at

Storage

no

ar

City Drug Store,

Market,

N'KXT 1)00K TO I!INN \ FiFLI>.

D. A.

A BOTTLE.

For sale only

prices

93 MAIN

McKEEN, Proprietor.

STREET,

EDMUND

WILSON

Prop.

BE COMFORTABLE
THE

LATEST IDEA IN

...TRUSSES...
For
all

ease

and comfort

can

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

suit

perfectly.
o charge for fitting.

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Safe

POOR 4 SON, DRUGGISTS.

#8
Our
and

FOR SALE.

depositiboxes for
new

vault is

rent at
a

S. Pendleton of 12 Northport
Avenue, otters for sale au upright EverA bargain if sold before
ett Piano.
October 1st.
Belfast, August :>0.1900.—&>tf

unequaled

Eastern Maine
:tire

burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from tht
b anL.

R. A. French & Co.
-SUMMER GOODSto make room for their
fall and winter stock.

^CASTILIAN

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior to February 1
1900, are requested to settle at the store of Mitch
ell & Trussed, 115 High street.
M. L. MITCHELL.
Belfast, Me., June 25,1900—,26tf

TALCUM
.BEST

GIRL

FOB SALK
I offer for sale the house formerly occupied by
myself in Searsport village. House with L ami
stable in good repair, and centrally located.
Terms reasonable.
CHARLES O. SAWYER.

Searsport, Sept. 4,1900.—3w36

CREAriss-

for removing grease, ink and fresh paint
on clothing, constantly on hand: also

_

POWDER,
yi Ar.ITV.

WANTED”

To do goueral

housework.

Apply

at the

tf

G1KLS’ HOME,
Northport Avenue.
””

LOST.

WANTED.
companion in

A. B. MERRILL.

Belfast, Sept. 13,1900.—Iw37*

in

have MAV.KED DOWN all their

The house ami lot on Wilson Hill. Main Street,
in Belfast, known as the Avery place, will be sold
at a bargain. For terms, impure of
DUNTOX & DUN’TON.
Belfast. August 30,1900.—3ni35

or

$0.50 aud

ernl

Mrs. ti.

A situation as housekeeper
out of town. Address

$3, $5

vear.

UNEXCELLED i»f security [against

ork

without getting on my hands and knees. At
night it was impossible to sleep for any length of
time. They relieved me from the commencement.
Before 1 had finished the treatment the urinary
difficulty disappeared, the backache had gone
and at present I am able to attend my duties, not
inconvenienced by any trouble.”
Call on Edmund Wilson, the druggist, for jus
as convincing proof in Belfast.
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster,
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

substitute.

Furnaces.

S

I have just received a large stock
direct from the factory, which I
shall sell at lowest L ASH prices.
(.’all and see for yourself before
purchasing elsewhere and save money.
I have the agency for

Columbia

mi

Pearl

FOR SALE.

dle

receiving our fall stock of
I.ami's. They are XKW <,(n ids
in new styles, at lower
prices than
ever.
We respectfully invite all
to cal! ami examine them.
W e are also

Proof we Give in Belfast.
There must be something stronger than imagination behind expressions of such representative
citizens of Portland as Mr. S. B. Day of ids Mid-

are

e

On all game in the State of Maine,
ami the best place to buy.

Investigation will only Strengthen the

George Scott is in Belfast from East Boston, where he is a motorman on the electric
cars. lie w ill move his family to East Boston soon.

Reserved

WEEK^^^^

Laxative

1st.

her vacation with her aunt, Mrs. ,1. ,1. HenMisses Gertrude Burdin and Lillian .Spinney returned last week from Seal Harbor,
where they have been employed at the Seaside Inn.

;

Children, 15 cents.

;

Friday, Sept, 21,-Hoyt’s “A Milk White Flag.”
Saturday, Sept. 22,-J, W. Gorman’s Alabama Troubadours.

L. L. (Jentner has moved into the Geo. O. «'<
Hailey house on Church street, which lie I
bought recently, and is making general re-1
i
pairs on the buildings.

Frank B. Knowiton arrived home Sunday
from a trip in Europe. Jle left Belfast duly
-ttli, and sailed from New York on the North
German Lloyds steamer Kaiser William Ud
with one of the Cook excursion parties. The
George Herbert and wife of Providence,
steamer steamed around the Azores and
It. 1., who has been visiting W. W.
Cates, re- called at Gibraltar. The
party went through
turned home last Thursday.
Italy, Germany, Switzerland and France,
Mrs. Leander Sprowl and
granddaughter spending three weeks in Paris. They then
Bessie Sprowl of Union are visiting Mrs. S.’s
went to London, where they spent a week
daughter, Mrs. John G. Black.
and came home via Plymouth on steamer
Mrs. Charles Howard and daughters Ethel Patrician of the
Haniburg-Ameriean line.
and Sadie of Limestone are
visiting her Mr. Knowiton is very enthusiastic in his acparents, Thomas P. Logan and wife.
counts of the trip.
Everything was perT. P. Gates of Isle au Haut wijl take a fectly satisfactory and carried out exactly
as
planned.
post graduate course at the Bangor Theological Seminary during the coming year.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Kochersperger and

Miss Grace E. Walton arrived home last

LIT-

TLE EfllLY—Saturday Night, THE FACTORY (URL.

Mrs. Geo. W. Varney of Dorchester
spent
last week with Dr. and Mrs. G. I*. Lombard
at Xortli Shore, Xorthport.

Friday from Helena, Mont., where she spent

£

MR. CEO. W. WILSON.

Thursday, HARBOR UQHT-Friday. ROSEDALE -Saturday, natinee,

Mrs. R. L. Smith of Patten returned home
Tuesday. Her brother, L. H. Murch, is so
much improved that her assistance is not
needed here.

X. II.

relatives in Belfast.

jj

Temple, Belfast,

Supported by the Beautiful and Talented Actress. MISS AOXES FARXHAM, and a company of erceptional merit, also MISS I.ENNA HOWE'S LADY ORCHESTRA. Pleasing Novelties Between Acts. Repertoire of Plays:

I. D. Robinson returned to Boston Mona visit
to his wife’s parents,
Thomas P. Logan and wife.

Mrs. 1. M. Cottrell and daughter Alma of
Laconia, X. II., returned home last Monday
Mrs. I liarles McDonald and daughter night, after
spending a few weeks in Relaroline of Knoxville, Tenn., are
visiting fast and vicinity.

Farmington,

The Eminent Actor,

This

A. C Tuttle went to Boston Monday to
attend the New England Photographer’s
Association.

Miss Jane A. McLellan returned to East
Boston Monday after spending her vacation
with her parents in this city.

D. P. Craig and wife of
Washington, D.
c., left for home Friday, after a visit to relatives in Belfast.

Hasonic

Maine.

Tliursdaj.

(too. C. Lane left last Thursday for a visit
of a week or more at his old home in .stratham. X. H.

D. P. PALMER’S.

Edgar L. Harding and bride returned
Tuesday from their wedding trip in Massa-

day from

Thursday.

3
J

In all the fashionable shades. | HOSIERY, GLOVES,
CAPS, UNDER'NEAR, NECKWEAR, in all desirable shapes and colors. | You will
find everything all right at

Tuesday from their wedding tour in north-

F, II. Humes and wife of Providence, R.
I., were registered at the Revere House last
Miss Frances Franke, who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Fred Timm, returned

COLORED SHIRTS

Misses Mary Jackson and Mary Wood
went to Mars Hill Tuesday for a week’s
visit.

Leroy staples and wife returned last
the
Thursday from a visit in Prince Edward’s
Island.

jj

....

Toledo,

Mrs. E. L. Macomber and children returned Friday from a visit to Deer Isle.

are

|

ALL RIGHT. *

i
JUST RECEIVED, A LARGE LINE OF

Tuesday

John MeLellan left Monday for
Ohio, to join his brother Harry.

II. \\.

|

WELL nADE,
STYLISH anJ

business.

James L. Janies returned home
from a visit in Massachusetts.

Hat in every par-*
ticular.
J

Temple.

Boston

up-to-date*

An

Masonic

Mrs. Addison Norris of Chelsea,
Mass., is
Principal Allen of the Camden High School
visiting at Geo. W. Miller’s.
was in Belfast last Saturday.
Albert L. Thayer went to
Providence, K.
Arthur F. Brown was at home from NewI., Monday for a short visit.
port a few days the past week.
E. W. Capen of Boston visited his brother,
Rev. R. T. Capen, the past week.

j

This is a cut of the I
Lamson & Hub-!
*
bard Hat for

Lamson & Hubbard

A. Cutter Sibley, Jr., left
Monday to atPliny Hussey went to Worcester, Mass., tend
Worcester Academy.
last week, for employment.
Capt. A. W. Fletcher of Burnham was in
Herbert K. Ellis and wife returned home

Tuesday.

The Methodists are preparing to repair
the roof and tower of their church, put a
new carpet on the Hour, and make other improvements and repairs.

Monday

A. P. Mansfield and wife went to Boston
Monday for a few days.

—

The regular services will be held at the
Unitarian church next Sunday, with the
sermon by the pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton.

Edward Johnson, Esq., arrived
from Boston.

Rev. Norman La Marsh of Castine was in
Belfast last Friday.

Nkw Advertisements. 1). 1*. Palmer,
Masonic Temple, has the fall style of the
Lamson & Hubbard hat, which is up-to-date
in every particular. He has just received a
large line of colored shirts in all the fashionable shades, and has hosiery, gloves, caps,
underwear and neok-wear in all desirable
shapes and colors....The Cold .storage Market
in The Journal building was opened Monday with a good supply of meats and poultry.
_A reward is ottered for a small box lost
Miss Juliet A. Wjggin arrived home last
containing three old gold rings. Leave at
Thursday after spending her vacation with
Adams’ jewelry store, 75 Main street
her sister, Mrs. J. E. Cousens, in Biddeford.
The game season is on, and F. A. Follett’s,
j
Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Davis and son
r>l Church street, is the best place to buy
George
of Madison came to Belfast to attend the
pins, lilies, revolvers, loaded shells and
He lias just received a large funeral of his brother-in-law, E. J. Roberts.
ammunition.
stock direct from the factories and will sell
Ross Patterson, son of Capt. and Mrs. E.
lie has the | G. Patterson, left Monday to return to Heat the lowest cash prices,
agency for the Columbia Grapliophone and bron Academy, after spending his vacation
records... Situation wanted as housekeeper at home.
or companion, in or out of town.
Ralph Critehett left last Friday for Franklin, Mass., to enter Dean Academy. 11 is
mother accompanied him and returned
THE CHURCHES.
The subject of G. E. Edgett's sermon at
the Methodist church next Sunday will be
“Christ’s estimate of sin.”

B. 0. Norton was at home from Portland

Monday.

Chas. W. Lancaster went to Boston
business Monday.

Misses Bertha 1. and Helen Bird returned
last Friday from a visit in Rockland.

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. E. P. Alexander, 24 Court street, Mon-

day, September 17th, at

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

or

A small box containing three gold rings. The
owner has left a reward for the tinder at'
ADAMS' JEWELRY STORE,
75 Main Street, Belfast.
lw37*

yet been made public.At
Chicago, Aug.SOth, the following officers
Maine Matteiis
From Old Town were elected by the Woman’s Relief
to Washington, 1>. ('., in a birch bark Corps for the ensuing year: National
canoe.
That is the trip Big Thunder, President, Mrs. Mary L. Carr, Longwhose proper name is Frank Lorin, and mount. Colo.; national senior vice presil’eter Nicola, two well-known Indians dent, Mrs. Relic M. Satterlee, St, Louis;
of tlie Penobscot tribe, will make. The national junior vice president, Mrs. I
start will be made from Old Town, Alibie R. Flagg, Rattle Creek, Mich.,
Sarah E. PhilSaturday. Sept. 1.')....Massachusetts is national treasurer, Mts.
talking of having an Old Home week. lips, Syracuse.So far as the War ]
It might have it in September, when its Department has any plans for the re- |
the
people are getting home from Maine. turn of the volunteer troops from the
|
Sockalexis. the Penobscot Indian who Philippines, it is intended to begin
a few years ago promised to become one homeward movement about the middle
been
of the greatest ball players the country of N ovember. Xo orders have yet
lias ever seen, is a good example of what issued on the subject, but it will take
Once practically all of the transport service
drinking will do for a man.
cheered and feted, he is now shunned at the command of the department to
and forgotten, and is serving a 30 days’ accomplish the return of the 31,000 volsentence in jail as a vagrant.The unteers between the date named and
Maine Tract Society of the Seventh dune doth of next year when their term
law.
Day Advents has elected II. C. Barney of service expires by operation of to
of Portland as president, and Miss H. It is the intention of the department
samein
the
return
the
organizations
II. Morton of Portland, secretary and
to
treasurer.... Mrs. Marion Howard Smith, relative order as they were shipped
the
islands, thus equalizing, as near as
sister of Blanche Willis Howard, the
well known authoress, whose famous possible, their terms of foreign service.
NEWS

OF

THE

WEEK.

story. One Summer, was located in Wiscasset and Edgeeomb, is living at Wiscasset for the summer in the old Bov.
Smith homestead.
The Smith family
was very talented.
Joseph K. Smith
wrote Oakridge, and the daughter of
Mrs. Marion Smith. Miss Marion Stuart,
is a tine singer.The annual meeting
of the Sunday School association of the
seventh Day Advents of this Stale was
held in Ellsworth Aug. Jnth. and the
following officers were elected: President Charles W. Kenniston. Maohias;
vice president.
Winfield
Richmond,
shawmut: secretary and treasurer. Mrs.
l-illian M. Brant. Biddeford: executive
committee, Beorge M. Howard, (’anaan,
and Hollis II. Esler. East Washburn.
Bovernor Powers did not go to the
State fair m Lewiston this year, on account of the press of other business.
He delegated Adjutant Beneral Richards to go in his place, and accordingly the adjutant general with other
members of the Governor's staff went
to the fair. sept. 7th.From Kittery
Point to East port the fishermen are one
on the lobster question, and however
they may diff er on expansion and antiimperialism they are solid and united
in the belief that the Maine law which
forbids the taking of lobsters under 10 1-3
inches in length is the sole cause of the
reduction of the species to its present
depleted condition.The Maine Agricultural Experiment Station is now
sending out the second of the bulletins
mi the inspection of fertilizers for 1000.
The bulletin issued in March contained
the analyses of the samples received
from the manufacturers. The present
bulletin contains the analyses of the
samples collected in the open market by
the inspector,.The F. s. S. Prairie
arrived at Portland Sept xnd from Newport to take the Maii.e naval reserves
on a week's raise.
The Prairie is commanded by Captain William Swift and
has a blue jacket crew of about three
hundred

men.

tliis has as

MANY VESSELS BUILT.
Tin*

Only

literary news and notes.

“Gleanings

Nice Diplomacy. lie: “I am the bearer
of a charmed life,” She (sarcastically:)
“Indeed!
What great danger have you
lie: “None. But I have
ever escaped?”
looked into your eyes and heard the sound
of your voice.” [Chicago Times-llerald.

is

Schooners, schooner barges and sloops,
too, of 100,005 gross tons: Great lake
steam vessels, 25, of 07,847 gross tonnage; canal boats and barges, 525, of 74,800 gross tons; ocean screw steamships,
20, of 00,MOO gross tons; river steamers,
375, of 44,282 gross tons, square rigged
vessels 4, of 0,205 gross tons.
The steam vessels built—420, of 202,

After Vacation—IIis purpose

was

Doan’s Ointment cures.
any drug store, 50 cents.

Never fails.

At

foregoing figures do

or

—

Working Niglu and I>av.
busiest and might ii-st lilt it* thin;, that
■V i- was mad** is
lir.ivng's N« w I,if»* pjis.
Tli.gse pills change weakne.'.'- into strength,
list 1 ess 11ess into energy, brain-fag into mental power.
They’ro wonderful in building
up tin* health,
only •J."»c. per box. Sold b\
li. II. Moody, dmggi>t.
im:;u

|

Yoi no Simonton.
Brilliantly lighted
throughout, the beautiful lionn* of Mr. and
Mrs.Fred J. Simonton presented Monday
evening,. Sept. .">d, every appearance of testivity. The occasion v»a> tin* marriage of
Miss Grace Simonton to Or. Ernest l>.
Young of Boston, and tiie wedding was tin*
most successful social event that has occurred for many moons.
Shortly after s o’clock, the strain of the
wedding march pealed forth under the skillful touch of Mrs. James Wright.
The bride entered, leaning upon the arm
of her father. She was beautifully attired,
and tin* two were preceded by Rev. C. A.
Moore, the officiating clergyman. Following came the groom accompanied by the
best man, Fred .1. Simonton, Jr., a brother
of the bride.
The beautiful Episcopalian
marriage service was read by Mr. Moore,
after .which the bride and groom became the
recipients of heartfealt congratulations
from their many acquaintances and friends.
A dazzling array of presents were received
and were very beautiful, being a substantial
testimonial to the wide popularity of the
bride and groom.
The happy couple were hurried to the
railroad tation, in a carriage that had been
prettily decorated for the occasion, where
they took the night Pullman for Boston,
amid showers of rice and best wishes from
their many acquaintances and friends.
Or. and Mrs. Young will travel until the
latter part of September, when they will
take up their residence on Beacon street,
Boston.
Among those present at the wedding from
without the city were, Mrs. Reuter and
Miss Reuter, Jamaica Plain; B. C. Adams
and family, Camden; Reuben Leland and
family, Camden; Mrs. Henry Alden and
daughter, Camden; Miss .fessie Lewis,
Miss Sabine, Camden; Miss Dillingham
and Miss Chapman, Bangor; Mr. Peirce
and daughters, Winterport; Miss Walker,
Miss Catherine Walker and Don Walker,

Liberty; Ralph C. Johnson, Washington,
J). C.; Mr. and Mrs. Roland Mann, Boston ;
Mrs. Stephen J. Young, Boston; Stephen
Young, Jr., and Arthur Young, Brunswick ;
Harry Farwell, New Orleans and Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin F. Smith and George Smith
of Warrenton. [Rockland Star.
The Weather for August.

Abstract of ineteon (logical observations
taken at the Maine Agricultural Kxperinient
Station, for the month of August, 1‘ino.
Lat. 44 .-,4' 2" N. Lon. (IS 40' 11 W.
Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
Highest barometer, August 5—:;o.05 inches
Lowest barometer, August 11 ...211.48
Average barometer.20.83
Number of clear days.
11
Number of fair (lays.
o
Number of cloudy days.
11
Total rainfall..’. 1.58 inches
Average for August for 32 years. 3.57 inches
Total movement of wind. 40(15 miles
Average daily movement of wind. 150.5 miles
■

TEMPEBATIKE.

Average for the month.
Average for August lor 32 years.
Highest, August 20.
Highest for August for 32 years.
Lowest, August 4.
Lowest for August for 32 years..
Average of warmest day, August

and 27.
Average of coldest day, August
15.
20

66°.3
(15°. 1
04°
no .7

43°
35°
711°

market basket with them.”
For Over

\

Flicy Years.

A Desirable Equipment—lie:
“Oh, yes,
J have heard him sing.
I admire him very
much." she: “Keally, you don’t mean it .’"
He: “It isn’t his singing 1 admire; it’s his
nerve.” [Chicago Evening Post.
#100
Dr. K. Detolion’s Anli Diuretic

May be worth to

than 6100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
61. Sold by A. A. Iiowes A Co.,
Druggists, Helfast, Me. lvrlSi.
you

more

History's Notorious Fault—“I must insist,"declared Diana, who w as the acknowledged leader of the Olympian Woman's Sufage party, “that the purity of the ballot
would be conserved by allowing us to vote."
“Nonsense,” protested Mercury, leader of
the opposition, “you wouldn’t be'able to control the Muse of History; she's a naturalborn repeater." [Philadelphia Dress.
The Keeley Cure w ill run as long as there
are drunkards to reclaim.
This important
formula is known to the members of the
parent Company, but to none others. Write
to Portland Keeley Cure for information
about the treatment.
ly;>7
Too personal. Aunt Ilattie (anxiously.)
—“Hoes yo' s’pose, honey, dat census man
gwine ter ax enny berry pussonal questyuns?” Uncle Hen—“Ah dun’no’. But
l's made up mall mind dat w’en he comes to
de chicken questyuus, de ole man's gwine
to be mighty close-mouthed, ef he gits fined
fob cdntem’t ob co’t." [Harpers Bazar.
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
and Dills for the complexion; 10 days treatment .joe., :i0 days treatment 61.00. "Sold by
A. A. Bowes & Co., diuggists, Belfast, Me.

3yrs“4.

He Died.

The scorcher bad collided with

trolley-car. Four hours later when his
patient regained consciousness, the doctor
remarked, seriously: “Dm afraid it'll go

a

bard with you, old man." “Tell me the
worst, doctor,” feebly murmured the battered man ; “1 am brave enough to bear it.”
“Your spine is injured so,” said the doctor,
firmly, “that hereafter you will be forced to
ride with upturned handle-bars.” With a
pitiful moan the poor scorcher again lapsed
into insensibility. [Brooklyn Life.
What Khali We Have for Dessert?
This question arises in the family every
(lay. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-0,
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavor:
—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
lylo

50°

Night of Terror.

“Awful anxiety was felt for the widow of
the brave General llurnham of Hacliias,
Me., when the doctors said she would die
from Pneumonia before morning” writes
Mrs. S. U. Lincoln, who attended her that
fearful night, but she begged for Dr. King’s
New Discovery, which had more than once
saved her life, and cured her of Consumption.
After taking, she slept all night.
Further use entirely cured her.” This marvelous medicine is guaranteed to cure all
Throat, Chest and Lung Diseases. Only
50e. and $1.00.
Trial bottle free at R. if.
Moody’s drug store.

■
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Evening Star.

The Kickers.
There are those who kick even at
Maine’s beautiful summer weather.
They kick at Maine’s splendid winter
climate. They kick when the weather
is hot because it isn’t cold, and when it
is cold because it isn’t hot, when it rains
because it isn’t fair, when it’s fair because it doesn’t rain, when it’s muddy
because it isn't dry, when it’s dry because there is dust." They want sleighing when there isn’t any and none when
there is some.
It doesn’t make the
slightest difference to those people
whether the temperature is high or low,
they kick just as vehemently. | Kennebec Journal.

Johnny

County

Fairs.

Waldo County, at Belfast, Sept. 18-10,
B. H. Conant, Belfast, secretary.
North Waldo, at Unity, E. B. Hunt,

Unity, secretary.
West Waldo, at Liberty,
Liberty, secretary.

W.

H.Moody,

Jell-O, The New Dessert

pleases all the family. Four flavors ^Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day. lylo

Get Your Gun!

The big game season in Maine opened
Sept. 1st. Under the license law residents
may kill one deer, to be consumed at the
camp where killed, upon a payment of a fee
of

Waldo
A

>

Washington

An Old and Well-Timed
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their 'children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-live
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable, lie
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.

Bryan continues to harp in a way
discreditable to his candor and ability
on the string of hauling down the llag.
In his speech at Marysville. Kansas,
recently, he said:
“The Republicans say we cannot haul
down the llag where it lias once been
If that is true, how are you
hoisted.
going to get the flag away from Pekin?
Our soldiers are there and carried the
Stars and Stripes with them, and if yc ur
doctrine that whenever the llag ilo.its
over a land the land cannot be given
back is true, you cannot get your soldiers away from Pekin, and if von follow the doctrine that you followed in
Manila you have got to take the whole
Chinese empire.”
No expansionist, whether Repubican
or Democrat, has ever taken any such
position as this. The llag came down
in Mexico, and it will come down m
Cuba, and everybody knows the reason
why. It will come down in Chin;., and
for as good a reason.
'When Spain
seemed slow and stubborn about, confessing defeat. arrangements were made
to send a squadron across the Atlantic
and attack her seacoast.
Suppose that
had been done, and one of her cities
had been taken, and the Stars and
Stripes under the guns of the American
ships been hoisted over it. There would
have been no hesitation about lowering
the llag there.
It would have been
done as soon as the war ended.
The flag was hauled down in Mexico
by a triumphant American army. It
will be hauled down in Cuba by ;i government which lias triumphed completely in taking it there. It will be hauled
down in China as soon as American occupation is no longer necessary to vindicate and protect American rights.
It
will not come down at China’s comnor
because of any admission on
mand,
our part that it should never have been
raised there.
Hut .Mr. Bryan s proposition as to the
flag in the Philippines is of an entirely
different nature. lie cannot take the
ground, as some of his followers do, that
it ought never to have been raised in the
archipelago; that Dewey ought to have
sailed away as soon as lie had sunk the
Spanish fleet. Mr. Bryan in asking for
the confirmation of the treaty of Paris,
indorsed the raising of the flag at Manila
and its right to fly there.
But he wants
to lower it because there has developed
a temporary expense in sustaining it,
and because a few of the inhabitants,
led by a rascally adventurer, whose
perfidy is a matter of record, are in
arms against it.
He would lower it at
the command of its enemies, and to
save the bills that the suppression of an
insurrection necessarily entails.
He
puts thus the dollar above the flag.
Of course Mr. Bryan masks all of this
under a fervent cry for liberty and a
shout for the Declaration of Independence. But thedifference between hauling the flag down in honor and in humiliation still shows. | Washington, D. C.,

S4, and non-residents have the

same

privilege upon payment of $6. This is the
second year of the September license law
and it is regarded as a success, for while no

deer ar^iilled than before the passage
of the law, tne State gets something for its
game. The duck shooting season also began
Sept. 1st.
The partridge season will begin Sept. 15th,
and reports from ail sections of the State
say that birds are more plentiful than for
years. This increase is due to the law limiting the number shot to 15 a day for a sportsman, and prohibiting the shipment or sales
of the birds out of the State, or their sale in
the State. The plover and snipe season is
at its height, and the sportsmen have had
fair luck.
more

0 Lord, the fields are ripe w ith corn,
The laborer goeth singing;
IIis joyful heart is heavenward borne,
On music's pinion winging;
The sky is fair, w ith here and there
A downy cloudlet sweeping;
Lord, in this time of happy cheer
What do I with my weeping?
(Hi, shame, among the golden sheaves
To stain the day with mourning!
Oh, shame on him who idly grieves,
God's harvest blessing scorning!
The heavens above look down in love,
The earth smiles back victorious;
By hill and vale where’er you rove
The harvest fields shine glorious.

Genuine

it

Mr.

Star.

J

as

Hauling Down the Flag.

“An International Courtship” the new
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melville Kirke, has been described by a leading
1 ondoii weekh newspaper as “a remarkj
able novel." It is the story of marriage be- !
tween American girls and titled Knglish-1
men.
Published by The Neely Co., Ill
Fifth \ve„ N. Y. Postpaid si.no
3yrs24
A Stud\ in Servants.
“Remember,” said
senator Sorghum, impressively, “that a
high official is merely a servant of the publie.” “Yes,” answered Miss ( avenue ; “blit
some of them are of the kind of servants
who go home every night and carry a big

j

intelligently

of Table Talk
article entitled
“In An (lid Restaurant (If Mexico City”
by Olive Percival; also one entitled“Ilow
Other Peoples Marry" by Mrs. Burton
Kingsland. The author is a veteran
traveler and lias visited the nooks anil
comers of the world rarely visited by
travelers and it is of these curious people she writes. “Nutriment, False and
True” is a most valuable short article
for the home, written by a trained
nurse.
“Chemistry of Food" treats of
the subject m a plain and simple manner. Its regular departments of “Housekeepers' Inquiries," “All Through The
Year” and its “Fashion” articles are
always tilled with practical information
for the housewife.
Table Talk is an
ideal housekeeping Magazine and spares
neither pains nor expense to give the
best information to its readers. A free
sample copy of a recent number will be
sent to our readers by addressing Table
Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

■

Wedding Bells.

news so

September issue
contains an interesting

not

Tin-

foreign

The

At tnis season oi me year mere are always many deaths, particularly among children, from summer complaint, diarrluea,
dysentery, cholera morbus, cramps, etc.,
and every one ought to know that a sure
and speedy cure can easily be obtained by
taking Pkuby Davis’ Pain-Kij.lki; in
sweetened water every half hour. It never
fails. Avoid substitutes, there is but one
Pain-Killer, Perry Davis'. Price 25c. and

government vessels.

by

The September issue of the American
Kitchen Magazine is an educational
number. It contains "Suggestions for
a
Professional School of Home and
Social Economics," as embodied in a
paper read at the Lake Placid Conference, by Henrietta I.Goodrich, director
of the School of Housekeeping, Boston.
It has a brief sketch of the way in
which cooking is taught in the, public
schools of two boroughs of New York
City. Home Science Publishing Co.,
Boston.

|

acids

paper

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.
Carter’s

But on my soul a sadness lies,
Made deeper by the stor\
Of Nature's patient sacrifice
Thus perfected to glory.
Each faithful heart hath borne its part,
The autumn treasure sharing,
But I, I only know the smart
of failure and despairing.

Little Liver Pills.
Must Bear Signature

of

OpLord, had all these

The September Cosmopolitan opens
with an article on the African-Boer by
Olive Shreiner. Certainly no one is
better fitted from personal observation
to convey a correct impression of that
sturdy race than Miss Shreiner. A
prize article on “The Human Eve and
How to Care for It." written by Dr. II.
(>. Beik of Johns Hopkins l'Diversity,
covers that subject as completely as the
brief limits of a magazine article will
allow. Irvington, N. Y. Price 10cents.

Watered stock.
Costigan—“Av Oi had a
booncli of money Oi’d never put any of it in
the lee Trust.”
Bystander—“Why not?”
Costigan—“Bekase there’s too much water
in the stock.” [Judge.

gross tons, followed by Newport News, 50c.
7 steamships, of 28,202 gross tons; Chi“How was Admiral Dewey’s naval rank
ago, 5 vessels, of 24..504 tons and Detroit,
reduced when he got married?” “He bedethe
4. of 15,003 tons. During
came Mrs. Dewey’s second mate.”
past
cade, the steam vessels built in the
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
United States aggregates 405 of 742,830
gross tons, of which iso of 450,080 tons,
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuwere built on the Great Lakes.
ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its acFor comparison it may be noted that tion upon the system is remarkable and
the British board of trade reports 827 mysterious. It removes at once the cause
steel steam vessels of 1,423,344 gross and the disease immediately disappears. The
tons were built in the United Kingdom first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold
during isoo. During the past 10 years by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
fiO steam vessels of 104,080 gross tons
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
were built at Cleveland, and 110 of 138,City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
503 gross tons at Philadelphia.
‘Mystic Cure* for Rheumatism, and two
The total tonnage built and document- doses of it did me more good than any other
ed on the Great Lakes during the year, medicine 1 ever took.” Sold by A. A. llowes
& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
125 vessels of 130,011 gross tons, is the
largest in the history of that region.
Editor ar.d Poet. “I am afraid,” said the
The total for the Middle Atlantic and
poet to the editor, “that you don’t exactly
Gulf coasts. 005 vessels of 135,47:1 tons grasp the depth of the ideas expressed in
exceeds any record since 1872. The my blank verse
“Perhaps not,” said the
total for the New Kngland coast, 100 editor. “They may be beyond my mental
“1
reach.”
think
wrong yourself,” said
you
vessels of 72.170 gross tons, lias not
been equalled since isoi. while the prod- the poet kindly. “Let me test the point.
Here is a line at random : ‘She swiftly passuct of the Pacilic coast. 000 vessels, of (
ed him down the silent way, and in her path
4o.:',nn tons, is surpassed only by the re- a subtle perfume lingered.’ There, that
turns of isos and isoo. < oust ruction on 1 doesn’t seem confused to you, does it?”
the Mississippi river and tributaries.
“Nut at all,’’replied t-lie editor briskly,
217 vessels, 14.500 ions, is 0,000 less than “that’s easy. You are simply trying to say
that a gasoline automobile went down the
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
i
pike!”
The
cover
\

charmingly desultory

a

sent

to gent-

—

gross tons— surpass the record.
The steel vessels built, oo, of 100,851
gross tons, exceed the previous record
year 1800, when 01 such vessels of 131,:170 gross tons were built. Cleveland,
Ohio, ranks first as a builder of steel
vessels, with nine steamships of 42,110

Oltl Southern

ly intimate that two weeks’ vacation was did before the era of transatlantic'
hardly long enough, hoping to reap the ben- cables.
efit of the suggestion. “Two weeks,” he
The first installment of a brilliant
said, “gives a man just sufficient .time to three-part story called “The Prodigal,”
learn how to loaf.” “I’ve noticed it,” reHallock Foote, appears in the
plied his employer curtly, and all the rest by Mary
of the afternoon the young man devoted September Atlantic. The hero is said
himself to the most realistic imitation of to be a fascinating young scapegrace
work that he had given since he got back whose singular adventures on the waterfrom his outing. [Chicago Evening Post.
front of San Francisco are depicted
with a vigor, color, and dramatic force
Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend that
place the story among the author’s
to business during the day or sleep during
best
romances.
the night. Itching piles, horrible plague.

Infallible signs.
Mammy Blaekoy
“Wliad rneks you link Mi stall Moke am
at
to
last?”
gwin
Daughter
propose
“Rase 1 kin tell from his hungry looks an’
de seediness ob his clothes dat he ain’t
gwine to be able to suppo’t liisse’f much
longer.” [Harper’s Bazar.

40s

an

Professor Trent, giving curious glimpses of Southern society before the Civil
War.
A little life may be sacrificed to a sudden
Writing on “The Press and Foreign
attack of croup if you don’t have Dr. News” in the September Atlantic, Hollo
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil on hand for the- Ogden maintains the apparent paradox
emergency.
that the American Press does not pre-

According to experience. Farmer B—
“This ’ere paper says they ain’t nothin’ f’r
an appetite like a long tramp.”
His w ife—
“Land!
They don’t know' wliat they’re
talking about. A short one c'n eat just ez
much."
Philadelphia Telegraph.
When you need medicine you should get
the best that money can buy, and experience
proves this to be flood's Sarsaparilla.

following types:

from

Among the Sheaves.

Newspaper,” in the September Atlantic,

Don't delay a minute. Cholera infantum,
dysentery, diarrlnea come suddenly. Only
safe plan is to have Dr. Fow ler’s Extract of
Wild Strawberry always on hand.

AV asm :\<;ton, .Skiti:mi! 1:1: l.-Complete official returns for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1000, show that i,44tl
vessels of 003,108 gross tons were built
and documented in the United states.
Since 1850 this record has been exceeded
only twice, in ism, when 415,740 gross
tons were built and in 1874 when432,725
gross tons were built. The construction may be classed according to the

In Binn*.
me captured Spanish
cnisei lie'ina Mt-rccdes, in tow of the
tugs
Potomac and X’ezin....it
sv*t
-nivcb at Portsmouth, X. IP.
Aas. j: c
inn
Ninfolk navy yard, and
camin anchorage in the lower liarhoi.
e will he laid itj
at the purtsnu u:ii nv, y yard.T! ,■ Pnited states
1-sen-- ei ilm lirst e| the great
powers
to demonstrate its good faith in
carryle |min sinus -11 flit
treaty of
The Hague in..king to the universal arbitral!-hi nf international differences.
1 nder this treat! -ach of ti e nation’s
puny tn it was authorized to appoint
foui members ol an international board
-;
-i' a inn.
of
ruder this authority
Pin -eient McKinley has requested forme; P rsiiients Hamsun and Cleveland
t
a. ei p’ a point lneutson the board...The
M :ii Mar Pine's giant ocean grevh";i;'d. i,ie (Iceanic, commanded by!
Capi. Cameron, has just eonpleted a
vo. tge which bleaks her best previous
we-iward record ot h days, go hours and
4g iiiiniih-s, made in .1 une. 1:>'>0,
by i
hour and in minutes. The time of passage of tii,. iiceanic's
trip is
days, lh
hours and gh minutes....The steam yacht
Ly-i.-trat. built for .1 unes Cordon'lien- i
"ath! hy M
Ileuny A Bros, from designs
furnished by Mr. (ieorge P. Matson,
was launched Aug. gsth at 1 itimhartnn.
Motiaini she is the largest yacht built
on tin- i > * le*.
is designed to steam
eighteen knots an hour and lias the
novel feature of a straight stem.Seventy missionaries from China arrived at
Vann liver, B. C.. Aug.
by the Km-1
press of i iiina.
Many had wonderful
Circumstances
the lives
saved
escapes.
of many...! >>11 is P. Huntington’s estate
is tabled at sii-.t.ohu.uoo. H. p. Huntington wiil get sgii.imiit.ihin_Many of the
ago Christian Pndeavorers who reached
New York Aug. ghtli from Kurope on
the North Herman Lloyd steamer .Viler
are unable to proceed to their homes
l’> reason of lack of funds. Neither
had any of the 4g0 any baggage when
they arrived, lacking even a change in
linen. They tell harrowing stories of
their experience abroad.
They report
the continent of Kurope to be dotted
with ill-used Christian Endeavor tourists....! idly 4,000 persons attended the
benefit for John L. Sullivan in Madison
Square garden. New York, Aug. until.
It is estimated that the benefit will net
the former champion slo.OOO.The recent storms at Cape Nome caused
large
loss of life.
Thirty-eight bodies have
kii far been recovered on the beach and
buried by tlie officials. Captain Richardson of the Sequoia says that lTdead
bodies have been found and buried between Topkuk and Holovin bay. and go
others between Topkuk and Port Safety. The majority of the drowned men
are supposed to he victims of the late
storms. Reports of drowning have also
been received from lip the coast.Reports come from Vermont that the apple crop will be enormous this year. In
many places the ground under the trees
is covered with early fruit, rotting fast.
The farmers say that it does not pay to
)iick them up for market and they cannot even give them
away. It is expected that winter apples can be bought at
from si to si.gr, per barrel....For the
first time American coal is to be shipped to Japan, the British steamship
Strathard having been chartered to
man ai .Newport .News lor
Nagasaki,
for which she will receive siu.:>o per
ton freight.Miss Frances Griscom of
flic Marion Cricket club of Philadelphia
won the woman's golf championship of
the i'nited States at Southampton, L.
I.. Sept. 1st. bvdefeating Miss Margaret
Curtis, of the Essex County club, Boston. by the score of six up, four to play.
.Governor Roosevelt lias granted
Mayor Van Wyck of Xew York city ir>
days additional in which to file liis answer to the charges made against him for
his connection with the American Ice
Company.The question of Li Hung’s
credentials is now said to be ancient
history. It is pointed out that all the
Governments involved are a unit in
their willingness to negotiate with the
Chinese Government as soon as some
responsible representatives of that
Government can be found.It is learned at Xew York on good authority that,
in addition to the purchase of a fleet of
2"i vessels in England recently the ElderUempster Co. lias made arrangements
to run a line of steamships from London to Jamaica. Three steamers of
000 tons displacement are being built on
the Clyde. Early next year five steamers will be built to replace the first three,
which, it is said, may be used for a line
to Bermuda, but nothing definite as to

gjlh

Kecorri of La«t Year lias Been
Twice K\n eded.

Bad blood and indigestion are deadly
enemies to good health. Burdock Blood
Bitters destroy them.

See Fac-Simile

Very small and
to take

as

as

sugar.

[CARTELS
■Kittle

flVER
PILLS.

j|

Price

125

Cents

easy

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

days,

wean

These wasted weeks of grieving,
Been spent in showing forth thy praise,
I had had corn for sheaving.
Not empt\ hand and empty land
Had been my harvest measure,
Nor sad and stricken should 1 stand,
A mark for thy displeasure.

Wrapper Below.

HEADACHE.

I

DIZZINESS.

I

1

Madame Yale’s

HAIR

Lo! yet there comes a thought to me;
I see the poor and lowly,
With bending head and bended knee

TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THF.COMPLEXION

Wouldst take such labor even now
My gleanings, o my Father .'
L E. F. Kitton.
The

| Purely Vegetable

—

Register of Deep Water Vessels.
SHIPS.

Children in Church.

j

MADAME YALE
189 Mu

Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, ai rived at
Port Blakely Aug 4 from Ilong Kong via
Innocent, grave and sweet—
Port Townsend.
They look in the congregation
A (4 Ropes, Chapman, sailed from HonoLike lilies among the wheat-;
lulu July 14 for New York.
And I think that the tender Master,
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
Whose mercies are ever new,
Seattle Aug 27 for San Francisco.
Has a special benediction
For those dear little heads in the pew.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
York April 20 for San Francisco: spoken
When
the\ hear, “The Lord is my shepherd,
00
W.
lat
Ion
50
S,
July 13,
< >r, “Sutler the babes to come,"
Bangalore, at Kahului Aug 10 for New
are
glad that the loving Father,"
They
York.
lias given the lambs a home—
K B Sutton, K L Carver, arrived at
A
of
their own, with his people;
place
Honolulu July 2S from Sail Francisco.
He cares for me and for you.
Emily E Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived But
close in his arms he gathers
at Honolulu Aug. f from San Francisco.
Those dear little heads in the pew.
Emily Read, arrived at San Francisco
20
from
Kahului.
Aug.
So I love, in the great assembly,
Gov Robie, F Colcord, sailed from Hong
On the Sabbath morn to see
The dear little children clustered
Kong Aug 2 for Port Townsend.
A
W
sailed
B
Blanchard,
Hyde,
Henry
And worshipping there with me,
from Honolulu July J for New York.
For I know that our heavenly Father,
Mary L Cushing! J N Pendleton, sailed
Whose mercies arc ever new,
from New York May 24 for Hong Kong.
Has a special benediction
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
For those little heads in the pew.
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R 1) Rice, C F Carver, sailed from Honolulu
Concerning Seattle. Puget Sound, WashMay 25 for Philadelphia.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M, Moore,
New castle, N s'W.
ltf
S I) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Port secretary.
Townsend Aug. 25 for Dutch Harbor, not
Honolulu.
st Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New York
Why try to stick
July 15 from 11 iogo.
things with someSt Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
thing that doesn’t
March 5 from Honolulu.
Stic k? R :y MAJOR'S
State of Maine, 1. A Colcord, sailed from
CEMENT: you know
New York May 51 for Hong Kong: spoken
it sticks.
Nothing
Julj 11, lat R S, Ion 2S W.
breaks wav ft n it.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived at
MAJOR'S
Stic!.
Philadelphia A tig. 25 from Honolulu.
Wm 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Sydney,
CEMENT. Buy once,
N. S. W. July 20 from Delagoa Bay.
v\i.!
buy tor.you
Wm II Conner, J T Eiskine, sailed from
There
is
ever.
j
Now
York:
25
for
passed
April
Singapore

w w—w w w-w w'-- e

~

from Port Townsend June 20 for Philadel-

phia.

nothing

HARKS.

Twuseparate

Alice l.’ood. Alan-on Ford, cleared from
Portland Jum* 1R lor Bahia Blanca.
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Aug is
from San Francisco.
Ethel, Hodgo, sailed from Portland .1 line
27 for Buenos Ayres.
Herbert Black, W 11 Blanchard, at Bear
River, N s, June 22 for Rio Janeiro, read}'.
Mabel I Meyer.-. C N Meyers, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Aug R from Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Aug 20
from Havana.
olive Tliurlow. J 0 Hayes, sailed from
Norfolk Aug 2 for Newport News.
Penobscot, sailed from Montevideo Sept 2
for New York.
Rebecca ( rowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Bath, Aug R. from Trapani.
Rose I unis Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Port Louis, Mauritius, Aug. lo from New
York via Reunion.

r

Sachem, Nichols,

at

Ilong Kong July

20

for New Yolk.
Thomas A Goddard, J 11 Park, sailed Horn
Boston Julv 50 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett. A C Colcord, arrived
at Barbados Aug is from New York.

a<

e

MAJOR

the best. ln-i~t
I'-'I'AHf-DHr.n

ivm.-er*

^

e°'
G°°

Kafr.
A1 wavs reliable
Eadle*
CHI (HESTER'S EX.EISII
(■old metallic boxes, sealed u
Take no other. Refutte dmu.*
lutlono »n<l Imifaliono. I'.
or send 4e. in stamps for l*artt
■noniaIs and •• Relief for l.aO:-by return .flail. 10.000 Testi
nrueeists
chichesteb t’irun
.lladlwon Square,

<>n

l.:i

tie

CEMENT'

CO.. NEW YORK

at

Our
those

For Women.
Monthly Regulator hasbrought
happiness to hundreds »t anxious women.
'Caere is positively no othe. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never hail a single
failure. The longest and mostobstinatoeases
are relieved in :> days w it bout fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work.

The

most

answered. Free confidential advice in ill
matters of a privateor delicate nature
Hear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill etfeets upon the In a *h. Hv
mail securely sealed. .<•_».(in Dr. K. M. TO!/VIAN CO., ITU Tretnout St.. Hoston, Mass.

SCUOON l-:us.

Me.

FARMERS !
AUK

YOU

INSURED?

July ami August are the great lightning mouths
More farm property is destroyed at this season
because of lightning than by all other sources. [
make a specialty <»t instiling farm property
against any loss (>i damage by lightning or tire.
Send me a postal and I will go to your plaer and
tell you all about it.
KKY. K. .11 l>SON It \T( II.
Outre Montville.
r-Wf

Thoroughbred
Saint Bernard I’nps for sale.
W. L. WEST, V. S.

RELIEF IN SIX HOLES.

Belfast, Me.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great
Son'll American

Kidney Ci rf..”

It is

a

great surprise on account of its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, in male or female.

Relieves retention of water almost immediately. If you want quick relief and cure
this is’ the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes A
lyin
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

J

Course

11

grapiiv

£

(hi.'

F. SHAW, Ft.

L.

Portland,
1

1
I

M

PROBATE NO!
_

.1 Probate < <*urt held at Bei
the County >1 Waldo, on ;h
1)1 1 Duo.
Pl;M-,sr (). PATTERSON ai,
I
soil, dev lses under the wiL
terson. late ol Belfast, m sain
deceased, having presented a
that said Ernest O P.rtersou
the will annexed of the estate
some other -uliable person, m
sell at public sale, eeriain real
said petition and distribute tin
the owners thereof

At

irust, A.

Ordered. That the sail! pet it
all persons interested by can-,
order to be published three wee.
the Republican Journal.a new.-;
Belfast, the tirst publication i<
tore the ‘Ath day --1 October. A.
may appear at a Probate Court
last, within and for said Count
of October. A. ]) l'Joo, ,,r ten
noon, and show cause, i! at
the prayer ol said petition*

granted*
A

true

opy.

CEO. E. J< it
Attest
Cnas P. Ha/.k;

\ DMINISTRATOR S NOTH !
.1
hereby drives notice that In
pointed administrate! «d the «•ELZINA M. CATES, late
in the County ol Waldo, de<
bonds as the law directs. All
mauds ai ainst the estate of sain
sired to present tlie same for
indebted thereto are request* '!
LCC!1>
immediately.
.Northport, August 14. l'Jco.
>•

DMlNhTUATHIVS NOTICE
hereby -rives notice that
appointed administratrix <>f the
JAMES 11 WEBBER, late
4

East Maine Conference Seminary.
Fall Term Opens Sept. 4
For information

or

REV. S

catalogue, address
A

ill 13(1

BENDER, President,
liuuksport Maine.

in the County <>f Waldo, debonds as the law directs. All |
mauds against the estate of s:usired to present the same tindebted thereto are request*-*!
EEC
immediately.
Monroe, August 14, 1 *.**»«>.

We win pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date Little
Liver Pill, when the directions are strictly com-

They

are

purely Vegetable, and

tail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes contain
100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c boxes

never

contain 15 Pills.

Beware of substitutions and
Sent by mail.
imitations.
Stamps taken.
Nervita Medical Co., Comer Clinton and Jackson

-•!

Write for ralaio-u.

$500 REWARD

plied with.

ypew

illation coiu-erniiejf «
Rem Sho I'v p- writer

Uiifi.ult

cases 8ueces>fully treated through correspondences ml the*most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. 1 relicvehundreds of laiiies ivhom 1 never see. Writi for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully

Georgia Gilkev, W K Gilkey, arrived at
Washington, lit', Sept 4 from Friendship,
llenry Clausen, Jr, sailed from IiatliSept
for Baltimore.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, sailed from New "i ork
Sept 3 for Brunswick.
John C Smith, Kneeland, cleared from
Brunswick, Ga, Sept 4 for New York,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Philadelphia. Sept 4 for Boston.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Port
Johnson Aug 31 for Belfast.
R W Hopkins, Hicliborn, arrived at Port
Morant, Ja. Aug 20 from Norfolk.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland
Aug. 30 from Newport News.
Sallie Foil, W 11 West, arrived at Boston
Aug. IT from Brunswick.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Jacksonville
Aug 25 from New York.
Willie L Newton, F. Coombs, arrived at
Philadelphia Sept 3 from Poston.

ness

Successful
lit) <*01111line the U

Most
\\

Sliorthanti

Dr. Tollman's

Bruns-

4

I

CITY.

liUIGS.

Leonora, .1 11 Monroe, arrived
wick, Ga, Aug 25from Gibraltar.

i

^

....

Streets, Chicago, III

I
I
*

I

good;

the
believe
d' n't
; stibstitliter.
MAJOR'S RUBBER 2nd MAJOR'S LEATHER.

|

COUPON.
Name of paper
Tliis coupon may he e'
of Madame Vales chealth, g-ace a id beauty
coupon and mail it :o Mad
request for a hook
Madame V.lie mav be
Ad
free of charge.
tions to her, iSq Michi.... u

>

Anjer May 17.
W .1 Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed

{

•*

In the morn of the holy Sabbath
I like in the church to see
The dear little children ohi>tered,
And worshipping there w ith me.
1 am sure that the gentle pastor,
Whose words are like summer dew,
Is cheered its he gazes over
Those dear little heads in the pew.
Faces earnest and thoughtful,

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

TON?!

Ladies and (if'ntlenit'n. !•
that Madame Vale’s Exceisiur
first ami only remedy know
found to he a genuine ha
affinity for the human hair ><•;
vigorating its entire struct-.!
character, as \vtII as stimn
the scalp and hair is ti.’v >.
as it has never been known i
fail to cure scalp diseases an
growth of healthy, heauti’
failing within twenty-four h<
the natural color to gra\ I
instance. Itisnotadve: it i
on the contrary it makes Me
beautiful ami glossy ; keeps i
feet hairdressing, and ean
gentlemen or children as n
Its influence is delightfu'!;, s..
Ail Dealers sell it. *i ;>-r
may be sent direct to the mu;.

gleaning, gleaning slowly.
They did not sow. tliej did not mow
Id opt ears is all they gather.
Go

BILIOUSNESS,

j

,,.

I
^

■

^

MATCH-MAKER.

'H OF A

Tfa

A shade crossed his face.

said,

I

III

forty years of

view er,

pleas-

!,■ brown eyes, a

heavy brown

bv a

..

#1

■

,r

whom

woman

in
\

man

ive

wife, I must

a

should abuse the

a

give her

i

I

and wee

hi tie

■

good mother

a

Agnes, thinking

papers quibs,and then
ed ot her tnvolty.

to

would ask her to

1

I

it It young children
them before hiin-

w

I

HON. W. 1*. SANFORD.

Dr. W Viliams' Pink Pills for Pale
are the only remedy that I
have ever found which permanently cured me. They enriched my
blood, and 1 feel a very different
man as compared with a year ago.
They are all that is claimed for
them.

People

ho would make a

«

pretty,
as she is pretty: of
tall, slender, graceluc eyes; is twenty-

.el

she is

er.

ell

jI

yet

she

>

Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills
for
Pale People

‘un-

an

Twenty live,

■S:'
ves

liave seen

her

goodness,

and

ev

are sold by all druggists, or direct
from the I*r. Williams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., postpaid
on receipt of price, 60c. per box,
six boxes, 82.60.

dor!"

■

I know her and

i.

works hard, and is
inner- lmt pretty

by Agnes is not
ids of creation' is
w

lias

■e

uo

home.

imsiness

think of

Tlie ‘Go

welcome.
■'Yes," said Agnes, i left home to
avoid meeting you.
I do not believe in
—in making business of -of—"
"Love"—finished he.
''Neither do 1

••mdeinic has carried
o|
the girls will
essedness’ unless
I want you to
a..
h
■

you and say
behalf."

oiim-e
r

■J have so little
not address her

o

is>

it

w

to her. ask to
of the date

e

a

she would

as

im*

loneliness of liis
that lie wrote to
pet mission

lie

mg.

lovliade

to cull
would

him.

The

thus
M

\gnes had
White also iit-

r

his

■■!

of

i-i

intended

the

Ames

day of
Agues

met

Mrs. Allies -would

evening,to

it

call,

■e]-." she said, “that
m
you last week at

told you then, he

!

told him you

uve

I

in.
i1

am

sure

you
htisbaitd than he

et

well educated.

good,

hi 1 itics and makes a
lit
has a pretty
:i,lleu

lovely."

are

i-mant.

"A

I

nee

was

coining
ii

have

unaware

to see me—

nothing

firing him!"
nsely angry.
hut mentally
when angry!

ei
■

of

man

M

to

rs.

said,
She

lea I to say to him
u. too.
I love a little

spite

of

it

to do

opposes me."
went wrong

■1

thing

working hours
hastily ate
watching the clock,
mm

mil home,
■

'iters

would

come,

d me." she
1

thought :
Jeanette, let us

e.

with Della.

I know

my spirits,
home. Dell will

so

.A

are

Della's home

Agnes

"that horrid match-

odious and presumhc

styled

Mrs. Ames

-ilit Mrs. Ames and
nted themselves at
ioor.
Mrs. Dunton
'■I
Ames’ inquiry for
her daughters had
ghton’s.
As Agnes
at Mrs. Ames would
not

11>.
iil
■

kept herdestina-

Dunton said,

in

“I

enjoy company.”
in a liurrv,—only

isiirs a moment.
I
eighton's.” At the
won Id not, enter but
should come to the
The servant gave the
who did not think
Hie one from whom
"Mrs. 1>. has sent
"tell me she couldn't
uiiiigs and that I need
morrow,” she said, as
ind friend.
led her with “(food
me
to present Mr.
ion."
Then to Mr.
said, ”1 have done
it is for
you to do
ug a lantern on the
mod in the darkness,
; don’t need the
lantern.

i

i

■

i

deep

\

voice

saying

Von did not forbid me
unsin said the reason
"ine was that,
knowing

id not make her
■

landing
probably supposed I
I came by train and

1 "iee
and the expression
moral in bis eyes sonie1
he wrath and the mors had
felt at Mrs. Ames'
"nls: and now that she
of his face she felt
1 han at first and a faint
di-ncp a„,j respect minresentment. Vet she an-

1

1

■'

it

sharply,

knew -I told her this
I should not be at home
d leave home to-night to

',!;'ll 1 go and leave you to
M friends'?
I could not

in

one

intruding

where

1

am

not

sense.

"It isn't love," said Agues hastily,
but she
made
a
motion to pick
up the lantern and as lie took it
from the steps, before she realized what
sliij was doing, she added. "We may as
well go home now. They think it is my
brother who has eome for me.
1 could
not very well explain
"That 1 am not. and would not for
the world be your brother." said lie.
"You said it was not love.
Mind the
step" -and he laid a helping hand upon
her a mi.
"It is not love,
II is nothing." said
Agnes. "And as for business, it is poor

business."

that

the

news-

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scranton,
AND LATriMER LEHIGH.

has

internally asham-

matters

«*• «™te.

5 85
5.60

the

above prices

Cumberland Coal. | Wood of all Kinds

WILLIS D. SANFORD,
Mayor of Batavia, N. Y.

very little—
mey. for she earns
mis."
on

of

■OF THK....

placed Washington in the lead in
relating to world events. On Delivered
8twe
and put in,
* Rood cook,” said
b,rrels,
a train the other day, in a smoking car,
lie,
smiling,
Imt 1 will agree not to
in Dump Carts,
compare your there was a general discussion of the
6.10
cooking w ith liers.”
when some man Prices at
Chinese
situation,
Agnes laughed outright."
1 don’t
Wharf.JS.SS
know much about
cooking. At least 1 broke loose in about this fashion:
Lehigh 25 cents per ton extra.
haven’t done much latelv.
Mother
“You can all say what you please
keeps house for us and Jeanette and 1 about this Chinese
A
and
what
discount
of
situation,
25 cents per ton will be made from
aie in the
shop so much we don’t have
time to cook much.
for CASH within ten days from
I can make good has been done, but 1 tell you right now
delivery oF Goal.
bread and eake and
pies, though, if I that the people that 1 have talked with
set out to do it.
are mighty well pleased with the way
.lust then tlie clock on the mantle
President McKinley has handled the
struck ten and Mr. White
rose, saying,
"I must not trespass
He has been right there at
situation.
upon your sleeping
hours tor I know you have to work to- home in Canton most of the time, handlguaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
"I"?*
special attention given to delivery outside city limits.
morrow.
If it were not for that I
these questions for himself.
lie
ing
should gladly stay another hour.
Will
shrewd Chinese move
has met

week’s

a

1 knew a

1f

oil.

■

f

asking
lo”e

is

mamma®

housekeeping, and
to mother’s, but 1
,is way.”
marry again?”

!•■

McKinley’s Diplomacy.

he

Washington, Sept. 10.
Everybody
talking about McKinley’s masterly
diplomacy. Of course here in Washington people have had an opportunity
to observe closely everything that is going on, and are perfectly aware that the
difficult Chinese problem has been
handled by the President in a most
skillful manner. Hut it is not only here
that this sort of talk is heard, for people all over the country are evidently
Tou by comparing
your
ways
gratified that our President has taken
with hers as they
say widowers are
wont to do
] should consider it a the lead in every diplomatic move relatmean thing to do.
ing to China and that he has met every
“Was your mother a
good cooky” problem in a most skillful manner, and
asked

\mes. of liis atixie“I
wo little ones.

■

i!-

ITe is tell-

chin.

inn

i.

are

I

Mayor of
£ata»ia

sTOItV.

“Ves

you
right. I loved
shall always love her. I my wife
hive her
children and mine.
I want n creed
mother for them. They
keep
me to ‘bring them a nice
pretty
I
011ngl't.
knew
how to
}
beore, yet you have made me love
von
too. Is there any reason
why I could
not love
you just as truly, just as hon
estly aim yet not torget her?”
"Xo,”said Agnes," I shouldn’t
want
>ou to forget her. If you couhl i
should know that you wou'ld
forget me
just as easily if 1 were to die
“I hope 1 should he man
enough not

_

every
with a counter reply that has received
the approval of every right-thinking
man in this country, and has started the
tongues of the diplomatic world wagging al nit his ability in a trying situaYou can all talk as much as you
tion.
please about tins man or that mail, but
everybody knows that McKinley lias
done" the right tiling, and that be "is the
light kind of a man to trust with any
diliieult situation that may come up. If
there was not aiiotlierthingtohiseredit,
the manner in which he lias handled
this Chinese problem ought to re-elect
him to the Presidency.”
1 found upon inquiry that this man
was not a politician at all. but a plain
business man, who looked at things
from a practical standpoint, and who
judged things oil their merits. Now
there are a great many men going about
the country talking in this sort of a
way, and they are not doing it as politicans. but as American citizens, with a
pride in their country. One good thing
about it is that such statements as these
cannot be denied. There were two or
three Democrats in the party, and they
could not gainsay a single utterance
that the gentleman made regarding the
splendid achievements of the McKinley
administration in this dealing with the
< liinesc problem.

you answer my letters if 1 write to von?
He reached out his hand and
clasped
hers as if in farewell.
"I don’t know- I—Yes 1 will. It can
do no harm to write.”
He leaned forward
suddenly, “Agnes,
lie whispered, "won’t you kiss me
good
night? Just one little kiss, dear, for
me to remember?”
Her cheeks Hushed, her eyes faltered
beneath his ardent gaze, lie drew her
nearer and nearer—
As lie took his hat from her hand
nearly an hour later, he said half laughing.” 1 guess we are about as good as
engaged ar’n’t we? 1 am, anyway. You
had better tell Jeanette so. Will you?
Three months later when Jeanette
stood beside her sister in the little
parlor and the minister pronounced the
words that made one of the twain, she
was still wondering how in the world
it happened that Agnes had been corresponding with Harold long enough to
become engaged to him before she,—
Jeanette—had ever seen him or heard
of him.
Mr. i\ 1 life’s belief, and Mrs. Ames’
also, that Agnes would make a good
wife and mother was fully justified.
There is no happier family in the State
than theirs,
for Mr. White is a good
husband, too. and often laughingly
asks his wife if she is tired of him yet.
As for the children, little Harold when
he first caught sight of Agnes’ fair,
siiiiiing face, cried out, “Oh, my
pretty new mamma” and Mollie said,
"she’s mine, too." The neighbors often
ask them who that lady at their house
is.
The answer always comes promptly. "That’s our pret tv new mamma."
K. .1. ( (MM,.

Some Democrats in their anxiety
to say something against the administration, have endeavored to criticise
the action of the President in sending
troops to rescue the American minister
and the American citizens imprisoned
in tlie Chinese capital as “imperialism."
Jiut such utterances have proven so unpopular that nearly every man that lias
said anything on that line lias laid to
explain. (ine of the most recent explanations of that kind came from
W. Ilabercrom. who evidently talked
too much at the recent Indianapolis
gathering. When he got hack to Washington Ilabercrom had to explain, anil
attempted to modify his statement.
The modification amounted to about
this: “It was right to send troops to
the rescue of the American citizens,
hut it was wrong for McKinley to do
it."
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Believing that every one of our readers should
nave at least one good
agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical aud
instructive journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ 1 on remarkably liberal terms
as £iven below.
Lack of space forbids bur a brief
;

Range. j
Pearl Range.
Alpine Range,

!

description

of the contents of Farm and Home
unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many department?.
may be
mentioned the Farm uni Garden, Market
Reports,
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The
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and woFarm and Home is published
man .should plunge headlong into dillisemimonthly,
| tlms
giving you > I numbers a year, the whole
j
culties* and ‘soul communions' and all
a
■>!
volume
over 50D pages, teeming with
j making
that sort of thing w ithout regard to any
all the latest ami most reliable information
that
knowledge of each other or of their join!
ami
science
experience
can supplv.
litness to link their lives together?”
■*>'
"No I -don't think any sueh thing. 1
arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal offer:
think they ought to know each otiiet
Biyau Still a Financial Menace.
Tv tit h 11 pay fir The. Republican Journal on
well and to- like each other well before
yi*;tr in advance, $2.00, Farm unil Home Hill be
they think of such a thing.”
Mr. llryan does not recommend with>cni fir one year tree. The regular
“We certainly cannot quarrel on that
subscription
for Farm ami Home Is 50 eenls a year.
point" said lie. “Now I know you pret- drawing at once, but in the Kansas City
ty well. I had what 1 believe 1o be a platform and in his speech definitely
A.hirers all orders to
candid report of your cluiracter and dis....WITH ALT.
THK KFFI KLII A> JOURNAL FTR
favors using the t'nited states army
CO.,
from
Mrs.
Ames.”
position
4ln3°
Kellast Sle.
“As she sees it” said Agnes.
“She and money to establish a "stable govhas told me something about you, too.” ernment'' in the Philippines. That is ex“And she doesn’t gain a thing by not
...THE...
exactly what the administrat ion is doing,
She is blunt, but so that if Mr.
telling the truth.
were elected there
llryan
MAXl'FAt TI REI) ISY
honest, I believe.”
would he no real change of policy.
In
*‘i»ut she doesn’t really know me—not the matter of
Cuba, the administration
There are a few chronic kickers who
as I know myself” said Agnes w ho was
is doing exactly what Mr. Bryan asks
insisted that before anything was done
fast losing her resentment.
The fog to have done,
namely, hurrying all the or before the troops were sent, or now
closed them around and it was as* if
for handing t uba over to
preparations
they two were alone in the world. She the Cubans. So that, on the score of that the troops are there, awaiting the
HANGOK, MAINE.
pacification of China, so that negotiar.mlO
had forgotten that she had left her sis- of
imperialism, iiis election would really tions can go forward for a settlement,
ter to come home w ithout her.
no
inaugurate
change.
JO HU Kits OK
that
should
he
called
into
Congress
"Nobody knows us as we know ourOn the
of money it would, session.
They want something of that
selves, yet it is surprising how much lie admits question
that he is as determined now sort to
better wo are known than we think we as he was in ism;
plunge the country into a state
to establish free coin- of
are.
Could we but see ourselves as
uncertainty and trepidation. Now
age at ni-to-1, if he has the power. The no one wants war with
others sec us,' we should often he surChina, and barplatform says that. He would also de-1
FEED,
prised at the correctness of their vision: price national banks of the right to j ring a very few persons, no one wants
in
session.
More
than that,
yet, as you estimate, we do not ‘wear issue paper money and have all our Congress
| the satisfaction with which
our hearts upon our sleeves for daws to
every act of
SEEDS and
paper currency issued as greenbacks by : the President is viewed is a
guarantee
peck at', and only to the nearest and the government.
that he lias taken the right course, and
dearest do w e show the “lady of holies”
I'n the matter of industrial policy, !
perhaps not to them. 1 think I know he is an out-and-out free trader, and it 1 that his position will lie endorsed, j his
talk about getting Congress in session
I want to lie had the
you better than you think.
power would repeal the Ding- in order to raise an
Impoftot-M ul 'Ault.
know you still better,
i want you to
army is one of the
law and give us a non-protective | most
ley
absurd propositions that the Demknow me.”
!
dealers
in :!.*• finest p a';tv of
tariff. These are matters upon which, ocrats have advanced. It would take
“And I want to know why you two lie is
bent, matters upon which, months to raise a volunteer
strongly
after
left
me
to
come-nil
w
have
this ay alone,” it
army
elected, he could make a radical : it was authorized
saida breathless voice.”
I have run all
by Congress, and
change, and the change lie would make I everything so far has'
shown that the
the way and I have a ‘want to know.’” would
create a money panic and chaos I
raising of such an army is absolutely
"Oh. .Jeanette!” cried Agnes, "I for- in our industries.
The assurance of I
One of the brightest
unnecessary.
got all about you. Mr. White, this is this,
as in iso-j, would give us a
just
in the history of this administramy sister .Jeanette,” in her confusion panic before Christmas and a first-class pages
ORDER* PROMPTLY PILLED
j
tion
will
lie
the
manner in which it lias
presenting .Jeanette to him.
industrial depression by inauguration j dealt with the difficult Chinese situaJeanette extended a friendly hand,
day.
Fr uit St., tt'lfur, w6
tion.
saying. “I beg your pardon, Mr. White,
l Hi,no,the money question is not dropI thought you were my brother.
With
TEI.BPH.Ojh E 4-2.
it is the knife up the sleeve. Mr.
rf
ped.
the lantern only legs are visible. I hate
The Fair an Object Lesson.
Bryan is talking imperialism because
the tilings, myself.”
lie thinks it makes a more plausable
Mr. AN bite replied pleasantly and
We do not believe it does any good to
appeal than Hi-to-1, but if elected, and scold
Jeanette with her ready tongue kept with
or to find fault, but it is a great
him a majority in congress, his tc>up the conversation with him until to-1 and free trade would at once become I temptation to do noth, when we see
reached
they
home,when, to her sur- paramount questions in administration. young men visit such a good exhibition
USEFUL IN EVERY OFFICE
prise. lie followed them in \vithout an Mr. Bryan’s election in 1000 would he of agricultural products as was seen
AND HOME.
It isn’t easy to fool a woman. Tell
invitation, and, as he was hanging his as dangerous to the credit and indus- in Lewiston last week and go home not
the facts and let her judge for herself.
Contains Full Statistics ot all Maine
coat up on the rack, coolly said, “Miss trial
one whit wiser as to how to conduct
stability of the nation as it would their
That’s our way. We say TANGIN is
Jeanette, please let me see your sister have been in isno.
Interests
operations in the year to come than
indeed, lie is a
a positive cure for all womanly ills
alone a few moments, I have business
were
when
came.
A
they
they
great
man and should he politically
dangerous
we
let
it.
Send
us
a
you
prove
postal
with her.”
eliminated as quickly as possible. [Gun- fair is intended to be. and should be, a
at once and we will send you a free
“.Now you have gotten me into a ton’s
school of instruction, a sort of public
Magazine for September.
sample bottle of TANGIN, together
nice scrape," said Agues, half laughinterchange of ideas concerning the
Business
a valuable medical treatise on the
with
conduct
of
ing, half angry, "What in the world am
agricultural operations
diseases of women. It’s the greatest
Short Lobsters.
1 to tell Jeanette when she asks me
all
lines.
We
met
Mr.
I).
of
along
Dyer
Di rectory
medicine on earth for all womanly
what the business is that is so imporWinterport at the liangor fair and he
troubles, and you’ll find it out—so
of tlie tj:> towns, go eitie-s and n-iirlv ton t»3;t!it;Ltant that you want to see me alone?"
told
us
of
his
in
success
of
something
lobsters
reminds
the
Speaking
we’re on the safe side anyway. Send
lions in Maim-.
“Tell her the truth—that I want you writer tlmt iie had a talk with an
old studying the habits of the grass plant,
the postal along.
N KW township map showing al ;•
for my wife and that I am going to fisherman the other
who rapped and all who have read any of Mr. Dyer’s
day
A. M. BIN1NGER & CO.’S Successors,
have you, too."
those men who sell short lobsters se- writings know that lie 'has been anyKDITION of l'.HN.-oi now ready.
New York.
4\v;.i
“You seem to feel pretty sure,” said
CLOTH, nearly IOini p.i-rs. pi
verely. said lit, “tliev will break the thing but a dull student in this line of
jj it ,j
Agnes, ironically, “It takes two to make law and sell short lobsters for three investigation. An hour of conversaa bargan.”
cents apiece wl en if they would only tion with such a man as Mr. Dyer to a
"1 am not sure at all— but 1 want take them to some shallow
cove and young man who has any thought of
you to make me so by promising to tell throw them overboard
would growing grass would be worth a trip to
they
Jeanette that it is true.”
390 Cougress St opp. City Hall,
While Mr. Dyer
remain in that vicinity and in a few anyone of our fairs.
“But it is not true," said Agues. “I
weeks would reach the legal length and is authority on grass crops, another vislOItTLAM),
haven’t the slightest intention of marryitor
can
MAINE.
tell
us
of
sheep, another of
bring 13 or 20 cents each instead of
ing a man that 1 have not known live three or four.” That the lobsters will swine, some one else in regard to orhours. That is too much to expect of stay in a cove he claims is
proved by charding, still another in regard to
any girl.”
the fact that Elhridge Wallace at one dairying, and so on through the whole
“A'es. 1 suppose it is,” said he. “Yet time had a car with about loo in it, the long list of special points in the agri1 would willingly marry you tonight. claws of all
Ail bills against tin- ,'ity uf Belfast for work
in
being plugged. A storm i cultural world. [Turf, Farm and Home.
■
any oi tlie eemeterie> should he left for approval
Honestly, now, would you'be afraid to came up and wrecked the car, spilling
at the oftlee of tile l»e]fa>l Livery ('". on or
before
trust me? Do you think I would ill all the lobsters into the
noon of the Saturday preeeding>he first
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sea, but for
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ot the month in whieh said bills are
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payable
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THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

Monroe. Mrs. D. A. Nye has returned I
from a week’s visit to her sister in Lewiston.
Ben Mudgett has left the store of the |
late E. II. Nealley and Percy Twombly takes
his place—Miss Augusta Nealley has returned from Camden, where she has had
employment this summer.John Twombly has returned from Bar Harbor, where he
has had employment all summer—Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Piper and her daughter, Miss
McNally, from Washington, D. C., are visiting his father, Barker Piper.

|

business

Miss Ellen Clary, who was born in this
town, is visiting friends here.

Mrs. Mary Ford Dakin of Boston is visiting friends in town.
Plain L. Gilkey arrived by train from
Rochester, N. 11., Saturday.
Ball'll Tup per of Biunswiek, Ga., is spending a short vacation in town.

l>r. Mathew Webber is visiting the family
of Koscoe E. Webber in West Brooks.

Capt. B. F. Colcord arrived overland
day from Port Blakely, Wash.

the time.

Tyler Crockett is in Boston
trip.

on a

Sun-

Miss Annie Nichols has returned from
her trip to the Paris Exposition.
Scott Blanchard is taking a course at
Shaw's Business college in Bangor.
Mrs. Erie C. Crowell and son Ralph returned to their home in Brockton Saturday.
E. A. Colcord, who is employed in the ship
yard in Camden, is at home for a few days.
Pr. Jerry Ferguson and family of New
A ink are the guests of A. B. Ferguson and
wife.
Everett,
Mis* Desire Nickels returned
Mas.-., last week to resume teaching in
to

that city.
( apt. W. 11. Blanchard and wife left by
steamer Penobscot Monday for a short visit
tn Boston.
Rebel t I1. Nichols returned to''Worcester,
Mas- Saturday, to resume Iris studies at
the Academy there.
M Curtis left by steamer Monday
f,\\. nv-.-ter, Mass., where he will attend

iitary academy.

a m

M,-S ''.lie- Nickels lef. by steamer Thursthe Bridgeday tn mend the fall t-rnt of
water Noi itiiii school.
Mi-s l.thel M. Nichols leaves Friday for
Boston, where she will take lessons in stenography doling the winter.
the OgonMiss Blanche Ross returned
as intz school Friday to resume her duties
to

physical

structs!! in

culture.

—

Royal Baking

Carrie Nickerson of Bangor has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Eliza Leathers.
Mrs. Mary Webber is still on the invalid
list, but able to be about the house part of
Frank B. Thompson is running a cart to
supply the meat trade of the village and
vicinity.
James M. Clary, the oldest man in Brooks,
was out election day.
lie is a Democrat,
and votes straight.

Powder

William Roberts, who some weeks ago
considered dangerously ill, is now able
to attend to his business on the farm.
w

as

Tuesday’s rain was much needed, as the
ground had become very dry and all vegetation was thoroughly parched and dried up.

The Food
More

Milton M. Leonard has had a painful time
of it for the past three weeks, with what
was feared w ould be an abcess in his throat.
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W. Iliehborn and daughter retlieir winter home in lloxbury,
1 airing tlieir absence
Ma>-.. Tuesday.
throng]; the wii ter E. A. >awyer will have
the '-are of their house here.
Mr-. <;.

•, : *•»•«?

App,n ation lias been sent to the Patent
i>\ r. 11. Monroe and others for a
o::;.
patent on n motor for carriages that if it
patentable will revolutionize the aupn
tnmobih* bu-iness, as this motor can be appi.o-,1 :<» an;, carriage with .-mail expense.

the York House.

and

of the Castine Normal School and Miss
Forbes is a student there.

ate

Miss Mattie Colson has taken a partner
for life in the person of Geo. Ausplaiid of
Searsport village. Her friends wish her
much joy.

Benjamin Merithew has returned from
M ill [Docket, where he has been employed
for the past live months. Owing to illness
he was called home.
The Murray family and Miss Mary Murphy and .James Cahill, who have been rusticating at Win. J. Mathews for several
weeks past, left by Monday’s boat for their
home in Boston.

Palermo.
A supper was given last
Thursday evening for the benefit of the
Smith Cemetery Improvement Society,
which netted $4.95. Those interested in the
improvement of this old burying yard met
last Thursday to make plans for improvements— Alice Spratt and Cora A. Goodwin
have spent a few days in Belfast with
friends... .Frank Chadwick of Augusta
visited John Black last week.... Frank
Wood of Northport was in town last week
buying hay....Horace Black shingled one
side of his house last week_Mrs. Eunice
Comstock of Charlestown, Mass., is visiting
her old home.

the

Royal

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

Prospect Ferry. Frank Lord ami wife
F. F. Perkins and wife
left Monday for their home in Birchville for of Providence, B. L, and o. W\ Lane and
the winter—Prof. \. S. French and family wife of Brooks visited Mr. and Mrs. \Y. I>.
have returned to Roxbury, Mass_A. (J.
Ilarriman last Sunday.Miss Josephine
Black cane* from Bosto;- Thursday and re- Lane of Brooks is visiting Miss Jennie
turned by boat Saturday, accompanied by Ilarriman.lames Ilarriman of Searsport
his family, who will make their home there, ! was in town last Friday on business.
having closed their house here.. .The Misses George C. Pierce returned to his home in
McKeag and friends have gone to their home Peabody, Mass., last Friday.Misses
Hannah Ileagan, Lizzie Wilson and Mrs.
m
New
lurk—Kev. K. is. .Merrill and
1'amii.N have closed their cottage here and Anna Ilarriman visited Mr. and Mrs. Win.
Smith in Stockton last Saturday...Miss Emigone to Brewer—Mrs. 11. 11. Morin and
son from Massachusetts are visiting friends
ly 11. Ginn returned to Auburndale, Mass.,
here—Morris Kalisky has returned to Bos- last Saturday. She will be greatly missed by her many friends_Kvander 11. Ginn
ton— Mrs. Elmer Littlefield and three children from Brew er visited Mrs. L. S. Perkins returned to his home in Worcester, Mass.,
Mrs. K. W. Grimlle entertained
last week
Mrs. Jennie lumbar and little last week.
the Ladies' Circle la^t Wednesday week....
son Karl from Penobscot are visiting Mrs.
Clara Erskine. Mrs. Annie Golf was called Mrs. Enmia Luke is visiting her brother, O.
by telegram to her home in New Hampshire M. Perkins, in Penobscot.Miss Orinna
last w eek by the illness of her husband.
Harding arrived home from Boston, Mass.,
Her sister, Miss Emma Black, accompanied last week and will spend several days with
her.Miss Alice Richards has returned her mother. She was accompanied by little
from Seal Harbor, where she lias been em- Miss Ruth Gould, who will spend the winter
ployed.... C. L. Staples of Augusta made a here with Mrs. Jessie Harding.
visit to his relatives here last week
The
Stockton Springs. Tuesday evening,
spring which supplied the water at the duck
4th, Miss Mary Hichborn entertained
farm is dry and the supply of water has to •Sept.
a small company of musical friends, includbe hauled from the brook at the foot of the
the artists who gave the musicale the
hill. Many of our families are hauling wa- ing
F. O. Hall, wife
ter for their use—Sch. Carrie E. Look is previous Friday—Rev.
and daughter and Mrs. (’has. Bagley left
discharging coal for Ross & Co., at their
Sept. 5th for their homes in Cambridge and
wharf here....The school in the Narrows
Boston
Our summer guests are fast leavdistrict began Sept, loth, Miss Etta Grant
The departures Thursday were
ing town.
teacher; that in the Roberts’ district began
John Mitchell and wife for their home in
the same day, Miss Violet Berry teacher—
Mauhasset, X. V.; Chas. Soden for XewtonFred Black went to Bar Harbor last week
ville. Mass.; Clifford, Harvard and Walter
to see the war ships.
Colcord for Brooklyn, X. Y.; Hr. and Mrs.
Wikterpokt. One of the most .‘•hocking Hooker and two children for
Arlington,
accidents which ever occurred in town hap- Mass. ;Mr.and Mrs. Wilbert
Staples,and their
last
afternoon.
Almon daughter, Mrs. Winship, and son for Portpened
Thursday
Colson of Woburn, Mass., fell from the roof land, Maine.
Miss Evelyn Colcord left the
of a building, breaking his neck and crush- same day to resume her studies at Westing live ribs. Mr. Colson,who was a former brook Seminary, Portland, and Miss Gerresident, was with his two daughters visit- trude Pendleton to visit in Waldoboro_
ing relatives in town, and on Thursday was, A large Democratic rally was held in Denswith a large family party, spending the day low hail, last week. The speaker was Rev.
at the home of his niece, Mrs. Edwin Flem1). 11. Bixby of Mass....The Misses Lamant.
Shortly after dinner as he was going bert of Bangor, who have been the guests
down street he saw an old friend on top of of their uncle, .1. G. Lambert, for several
the new house which Capt. John Philbrook days, leu for home Thursday_Mrs. Hatif: building, and went up to speak with him, tie M. Dickey of New York is
spending
and while there in some unaccountable way some time with her sister, Mrs. .S. H.
West,
and
fell
to
the
and
was
slipped
ground
and other relatives— Dr. Lin wood Dolliver
killed.
Mr.
Colson
was
a very
instantly
was the guest of ( apt. and Mrs. (/has. Park
tine man and was highly esteemed by all for a few days
recently—The Boston boat
who knew him.
lie leaves to mourn their carried from our village last
Saturday the
loss, a wife, two daughters, two sons, a following persons: Dr. and Mrs. Herman
brother, Mr. Winfield Colson, and two sis- G. Hichborn, son and daughter; Mrs. Westers, Mrs. Jacob Crockett and Mrs. Charles ton Doe and daughter and Master Merrill
Young. His age was 44 years and 8 months. Field to their homes in Massachusetts, and
The funeral services were held Saturday Miss Lillian Simmons to resume her duties
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Young, Rev. as teacher in the Boston schools.Arthur
J. W. Hatch officiating, and tire interment C'olcord and Harry Slinte came home Friday
was here at Oak Hill cemetery.
His wife night from Bueksport Seminary, where they
and sons, brother and family, and brother- are pupils, returning on tiie early boat Monin-law, arrived from Massachusetts and day— Rufus Mudgett came from Kingman
many other relatives and friends were in Saturday and returned Tuesday.Miss
attendance.
The Moral offerings were pro- Mattie Wescott of Castine w as the guest of
fuse and very beautiful.
Deep sympathy her uncle, Capt. L. M. Partridge, from
is expressed for the family in their sudden Saturday until Tuesday_Miss Leora
and terrible bereavement.A little daugh- Partridge is now visiting friends in Meter arrived at the home of Sirs. Lida Nason chanic Falls, having gone there from
Campbell Sept 4th.Miss Lizzie Swett of Milo.Mrs. Greenwood and son Osmond
Houlton was the guest of Mrs. James Free- of Somerville, Mass., are visiting her
man and of Sliss Slida Atwood last week....
brother, Edmund Shute.( apt. Melvin
Sliss Ada D. Littlefield left Thursday for C'olcord is repairing the home of his father,
Slontclair, N. J., to resume her duties as the late Capt. Josiah Colcord... A large
teacher—SI iss C lara Knowles arri ved f rom company drove to Maple Grove Sunday to
Brooklyn, N. Y., Thursday for a brief visit attend the Church of God campmeeting.
at home—Sliss Ada L. Walker returned .Fred Griffin and wife of Belfast were
to Portland Slonday after spending a month in town Saturday and Sunday calling on old
at her old home_Sirs. Sarah J. Chipman friends, who were glad to see them again...
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Crocker of Belfast,,
returns to Houlton this week_The fall
with son, spent Sunday with his niece, Mrs
term of the High school began Monday.
The new teacher, Mr. Palmer of Vermont, Harry Ilichboru.Rev. A. A. Smith
of Belfast delivered a most excellent serwill occupy A. W. Shaw’s residence—Sirs. mon last
Sunday in our pulpit, which he
A. E. Fernald has received during the last will occupy regularly each Sunday at 3
week three letters which had been written p. m. until further notice. A cordial invitation is extended to all—The schools in
by her son Roy, and will doubtless receive town began Monday. Miss Thomas of Bel6
weeks
to
about
mont
is teaching the Grammar school and
more, as it takes a letter
Miss ElvaRandell the Intermediate in the
come and he kept them on the way all the
time. Capt. Fernald is still at the hospital. village.Monday’s election called out a
_Quite serious forest fires are raging in full vote in town. Party lines were strictly
town.
W. B. Sprowl, F. W. Carleton and drawn and a good deal of quiet work was
others have lost quite a quantity of valua- done on both sides.
The result was a mable wood, which was cut and piled.
jority of eleven for the Republicans.
Sandy

T. A. Klliott was in town last Sunday,
lie is located for the present in the town of
Lincoln, where Loni> is attending srhool.
Mrs. Klliott, with her mother, Mrs. Houghton, is visiting friends in the western part

Tiiokndike.

A party of twenty from Goodwill Lodge,
K. of I\, of Kllingwood's Corner, visited
Golden Crown Lodge last Tuesday night
and were entertained with a banquet, afterwards enjoying themselves socially until a
late hour. There is generally a good time
when Kllingwood’s Corner and Brooks meettogether, and this was no exception to the
rule.
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Ranges cBk
Mitchell & Trussell, Belfast, Me.

N. A. Littlelield and fami-

ly have the sympathy of the entire community in the loss of the wife and mother,
who died Sunday morning, after a short illness.
Their bereavement is doubly sad at
this time as their son Herbert, a young man j
years of age, is very low with consunp-!
tion.
Jessie and Henry Littlelield arrived
from Massachusetts a few hours before
the death of their mother—Mr. Edminster,
who keeps the hotel in Freedom, was
brought before trial justice lleuj. Ames
•Saturday afternoon on charge of selling
liquor. The charge was sustained and Kdminster was bound over to the September
term of court.The body of Mrs. Emily
Young of .Searsport was brought here last
week and buried beside her husband in the
Centre Cemetery.Miss Jennie llich of
Bangor passed last week with iter grandmother, Mrs. Jane llich—Nathan Berry
and wife, accompanied by Ernest Berry
and wife of Bangor, passed last Sunday
with their parents in Stetson, Maine.II.
J. Stevens and daughter, who have been
passing a few days at the Mineral Springs
farm, returned to Bangor Monday.Mrs.
Alice Woodman of Bangor was the guest of
Mrs. Geo. Higgins a few days last week_
Joseph Higgins and J. II. Stevens and wife
attended the Free Baptist Quarterly meeting in Monroe Sept. 7-8-n_Mrs. Vesta
Thompson is the guest of Mrs. J. F. Heath.
Master Ralph Young of Waterville has
been visiting his uncle, B. A. Gowen....
Mr. Strout and w ife of East Belfast were
tlie guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Whitney a
few days last week
Miss Nina VauDeets
of Unity called on friends at the Station
Saturday.Mrs. James McKenney and
granddaughter of Clinton were the guests
Saturday and Sunday of Mrs. Joseph Gordon— .Joseph Farwell has returned to his
studies at Castine.Ross Higgins is having his house painted and making other improvements about his home.Mr. Smitliers of Jackson recently painted the building of A. S. Higgins, and “Bert now has
one of the finest looking homes in town_
Evelyn C. lliggins, who has been passing
the summer here, returned to .Massachusetts Sept. loth.
is

—

point.

|

of the State.

W. F. White have returned from Boston_
Mrs. S. II. Berry has gone to Knox to stay
for a time with Mr. and Mrs. Moses Clement.
—The annual reunion of the Bartlett
family was held Sept. 5th at the farm of S.
O. Bartlett. About thirty members were
present and a most enjoyable day was spent.
It was voted to meet at the same day and
place next year. Mr. S. O. Bartlett was
elected Pres., Mr. Wm. F. White, Vice
Pres., Mr. Jonathan Bartlett, Sec., Mr.
Janies 0. Bartlett, Treas., and Miss Mary
E. Bartlett, necrologist for the coming year.
_Mr. James Rollins of Unity is visiting
old friends and neighbors in town.Miss
Miriam Bartlett, who has been spending
the summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jas. O. Bartlett, returned by Friday’s boat
to Ilopedale, Mass., where she is employed
in the public schools—Mr. Mark Bartlett
left last week for Orrington, where he has a
position as principal of the High school_
Mr. Geo. Frye and family attended the Cross
family reunion in Morrill last week.

by

hot

East Skaksmont. Mrs. Wm. T. TIow- !
Liberty. Dr. G. R. Berry of Colgate
aid and Mrs. Frank P. Brewster of Belfast
University, Hamilton, X. V., occupied the
Dr. Berry left
Baptist pulpit last Sunday.
spent Sept. Pth with E. P. Mahoney and
wife—Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyman and lit- town with his family Monday—W. B.
tle daughter of Northport were in town Chase, who has acted as pastor of the
Sept. 2nd—II. M. Donnell and family church here during the vacation months, has
spent a day in Rockland last week.Mrs. returned to his work at the Newton TheologMark Mendall and Russell Mahoney of ical school— Harry A. Brown has returned
East Mortliport spent Sept. 2nd with their to his studies at Bates College.Mary
brother, Henry Mahoney.... Eddie Thomas Brown has gone to Bridgewater, Mass.,
has returned to Boston, where he has em- where she will enter the Normal school as a
Special student.
ployment.

BanF. (>.
done
Fred
with

Mrs. Sarah Sta-

delicious

Glenwood

—

—

M. .1 Bow lias been clearing up what was
a rough pasture next to the road
lie has hauled a
at his West Brooks farm,
large quantity of stones and will make a
nice field all ready for the mowing machine.

Centre Moktville.

raised

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

formerly

ples and daughter Sadie of West Auburn,
and Mrs. Tolman of Appleton were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. II. P. Barker recently_
James Clement of Lowell, Mass., has been
visiting Volney Thompson—Mr. and Mrs.

muffins, and the

hot-rolls

baking powders are low priced, as alum costs but
two cents a pound ; but alum is a corrosive poison and
it renders the baking powder dangerous to use in food.

lion. Herbert M. Heath of Augusta spoke
here lust Friday evening to a large and appreciative audience. The speaker is a
special favorite in Brooks and always sure
of a hearty welcome here.

Skaksmost. There will be preaching at
the church next Sunday by Rev. E. J.
Hatch.

hot-breads,

Alum

years he lived on the A. J. Roberts
place, but has since made his home in
Massachusetts.

CORRESPONDENCE.

inherent

own

Baking Powder are wholesome and
digestible, and may be eaten without
distress, even by persons of delicate
digestion.

some

COUNTY

the

griddle-cakes

••

Miss Edith McKeagof Somerville, Mass.,
arrived by Sunday's boat and will spend
two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Win. .1.
Mathews.

its

perfectly by

Thus

A. B. Pay son and Inez M. Forbes are
teaching in *Knox. Mr. Payson is a gradu-

It i.s expected that the Waldo Co. Teachers'
Association will meet here Sept, ustli, and
considerable interest has been aroused by
For many
the teachers in this vicinity.
years there has been an association of
La.-t
quite an excitement was the teachers of the county, but sometimes
the Church of Cod Cam]* (Hound for a long while it was practically dead. It
created
by a tire .-tailed ju.-t back of the seats in has, ho wove] been recently resurrected and
The dry leaves were like put upon an advanced plane of usefulness
the andiron tun.
t.i <ier. and bef-n e :lie audience were aware
and very much is now expected of it. In a
oi it a large pace in the rear was all ablaze.
general way the association cannot fail to
Man;, hands soon extinguished it, hut it rc- prove beneficial to the teachers who avail
themselves of this opportunity for mutual
n
re»i quick and vigorous work, for in live
n nme- more the lire would have been beinstruction and entertainment. It is usually
profitable, as well as pleasant, for people of
yond control.
the same avocation to meet in social assemM.pei intendeni < f linemen Thurston is
bly and general conventions. This is specialhere w t!i a crew putting in the telephone
ly true of those who act in the capacity
foi subscribers to the exchange to be estabof instructors of the people, and the school
lished here, seven subscribers have been
teachers of the county cannot afford to negreceived, with a good prospect of others lect this
opportunity for improvement.
The names of the subsoon to be added.
Without doubt also those interested in the
scribers arc 1a I;, s. >. Co. wharf, Pike
education of the young people of the comPro’s., I>r. F. W. Larrabee, Hr. F. S.
munity, ami in the general improvement of
Kvc.cth. Element a \dams, \V. E. Grinnell.
the literary standard, of the people, will find
The Marsport House will he the central
plenty of interest in the regular exercises
office.
of the association. Prominent and talented
people from abroad will be present at the
NORTH SEAKSrOItT ITEMS.
coming meeting, and it is expected that the
Samuel Nichols has returned to his home occasion w ill be made specially interesting.
< >ur able and energetic Superintendent of
ijj Philadelphia, Pa.
Quite a delegation from here are attend- Schools, Sir. A. H. Stantial, is taking great
interest in this matter and it is hoped the
ing the fair at Monroe.
Lew is Rosenbaum of Washington, ! >. C., citizens of Brooks will aid him and the few
teachers in this vicinity to the best of their
is visiting relatives at Dodge's Corner.
ability. Without doubt they will cheerfully
Miss Lettie NLkerson was at home from
do so, for that is characteristic of the peoWlnterport last Saturday and Sunday.
ple of this town.
Mrs. A. A. Colcord of Belfast was in
town last week visiting her mother, Mrs.
Stops the Cough
Callie Dow.
and. works off the Cold.
Mr. and Mrs. ’J. R. Hutchins of Lynn, Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Hutchins' father, 25 cents.
lyrafi
Mr. E. W. Seavey.

fitness, purity

power without changing or impairing
any of the elements of the flour.

The steel stove men, to the number of
some twenty, with live or six teams, are
making the headquarters with mine host of

dames F. dewell has returned from
gor. where lie lias been at work on the
bay tenement. After the plastering is
lie will return and put on the finish.
Kmmons and Stanley Roberts worked
him.

agents, which
arise from the supe-

ening

and healthfulness of its ingredients.
Royal Baking Powder leavens the

The schools are again in session. A. M.
Jones is at South Brooks, Mabel Rose has
the village primary, and Grace Dow is at
West Brooks.

Almon S. Forbes, our athletic octogenasiirgent has bought tile E. II.
has rian, is exercising his muscles and occupylfurginplace and Dr. F. W. Larrahee
ing his time in cutting bushes and otherbought the E. P. Nichols house.
wise improving his line farm.
the
contemplatThe rail. Tuesday spoiled
Geo. M. Card, formerly of Belfast but
ed t-lani hake at Mosman Park, arranged b.>
who for some years has lived in Brooks,
the residents of Bay View place.
has been in very poor health lately but now
Rosie
(/apt. J. 1> Miehols ami wife, Miss
gets out to walk every pleasant day.
are
Elizabeth
Paine,
C o- nt and Miss
Ransom Rich is visiting friends in town
spending the w^ek at swan Lake.
and looking after property interests here. For
who has had chaige
Miss .lennet 1>. .dice,
of the telegraph office in Squirrel Island,
ret'irued by train Tuesday evening.

liar qualities not
found in other leav-

rior

Berry Sargent has his cellar completed
and has begun work on the house he is to
build on the Will White lot in this village.

Povv

der possesses pecu-

Miss Lena Forbes is at home from Read-

ing, Massachusetts, where she was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred Richards.

s

George

Royai Baking

Makes

Halldale.
C. M. Clement returned to
his home in Lowell, Mass., Sept. 5th_Mrs.
Eliza Evans went to Thomaston last Tuesday to stop a few weeks—Elmer E. Hall
returned from Boston last Sunday_Fred
A. Myrick returned home from Cherrytield
last Saturday....Mrs. L. C. Jones and Miss
J. E. Caldwell of Boston are at J. E. Hall’s
for a few weeks.Mrs. Walker from
Island Falls visited her aunt, Mrs. Emma
J. W. Plummer of
Emery, last week
Massachusetts is visiting relatives here.

Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

WALDO COUNTY FAIR.
The Waltlo County Agricultural Society will hold its Forty-Ninth An;
Show, Fair and Races at the
TROTTING

Tuesday

and

BELFAST,

5ept.

Wednesday,

LIBERAL PURSES
the

PARK,

*

PREMIUMS OFFERED

BELFAST
WILL BE

IN

ia

ATTENDANCE BOTH

2BAND

AFTERNOONS.

The hall exhibits and decorations will be in
charge of committees representing
the Bellast Improvement Society, as follows:
Waldo On m v Aohh i.ti ral Sck ikty—F. A. Griffin and wife. H. Muridn
Cunningham ami wife, K. s. Pitcher and wife,
Bki.i- ast Improvement Society—Mrs. G. (). Bailey, Mrs. II. II.
Johnson, M:»

THE FEATURES OF THE FAIR INCLUDE
Fast Races, Pulling by Strong Horses and Oxen, Exhibition of Handsome
cam*
and JNoble Horses, Field Crops, Grain, Flowers, Fruit, Culinary

Articles

Preserves, Jellies, Etc., Fancy Work,

Articles of Home Manufacture f
arm,
ing Tools and Implements, Musical Instruments, Pictures, A Race i<>r i ajv
Drivers, A 4-<*linute Race, and Some Side Sports.

The Trustees
IN BELFAST.

are

making every possible effort to make this TH E BEST FAIR

i-. \

They fully appreciate the assistance rendered and the interest manifested by tli.
fast and vicinity thus far and intend to give an exhibition that will prove all that can
nstruction. amusement and entertainment.
All are cordially invited t<* send in exhibits and to encourage the enterprise
i»y an.
Entries for races close Sept. nth. at 11 i\ m. Tin* track is under National Assoei;,B. H, CON ANT,

i

DANIEL L. FITCH ER. I’resiileiH

Secretary, Belfast.

jw

,•

BPWINELL-WRICHT CO-P

WHITE HOUSE
MOCHA AND JAVA

iC°FFEE

has this suggestive design on the labels of its I and 2 lb.
air-tight tin cans. As the White House, at Washington,
so is the “White House" Cjffee- typical of the very
highest point of attainment.

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Sept. 1l’
I'mio:
PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS, BOSTON.
A. W. Fletcher, Burnham, to Frank 31.
Willey, do. : land and buildings in Burn ham.
11. A. Greer, Belmont, to Fred 11. Fowles,
iii-.i.i \> r
ri;k
< m;
do.; land and buildings in lit lmont. J. W. Bridgeport,
* ><1**11,
Norwich:
Charity,
Bean, Holbrook, 3Iass., to Nellie li. Fland- Frovineetow n ; Lillian, Cambridge ; l", ar,
(<>i recliMl \\"i*i■ k!v ;-i I1"
sells. Charlotte
Sibley, Philadelphia:
ers, Liberty ; land and build:ngs in Liberty,
rr<rl<n; .I/O,•/.,/.
/V#« S /•
Lizzie Williams. Belfast: 1", ar, sells. .Kina.
s j: > liu
A | *|1
,ii ll'>
s. S. Brown, Waterville, to John A. Roberts,
r
Perth Ambo\ : Carrie A. Bucknam, South
MM, i I Hidried. $ II
I
Reading, 31 ass.; land and buildings in Amboy: K. S. Wilson. Belfast.
Itealls. |m ;i.
J. HI 1.1mi' i
medium.
_'.40
Northport. Fannie A. 3ludgett, Stockton I Brunswick, (hi., Sept. 4. Ar, sell. \’iohi,
V. r rvr,in M .11"
>ch. Wm. K.
ar,
f
Leppard, Boston:
springs, to Lillian N. staples, do.; land and l>«»wnes. New York: s, eld. In ig Leonora, Latter C tt,.
M:,!s fc- i.
Lret
It,.
•„,!» I'ol.ft >.
|
in
G.
Stockton
Geo.
New
York
buihliiigs
Springs.
in, sld, sell. Laura M. I.unt, Larlev
4<ia i‘, Ih-iii .1 11
t> lai..
Rose, Northport, to II. L. Koeliersperger, Boston: cld. sell. Viola Leppard, Boston.
Clleese j;» It,.
1.1, "11 ;iw |.4. Ar, sell. Flora Logers,
Fernandia,
Sept.
(
lliels.
It,.
Tiirkri i'
V
Chicago; land and buildings in Northport. Williams, Lockland.
low
(‘.lit Skins.
.Min ', I
Fannie 31. Wadi in. Northport, to II. L.
!»ui-k
Port Leading, N. ,)., Sept. "». Cld, sell.
It.
11a’..,
Koeliersperger; land in Northport. Louisa Noiombega, Bangor : •», cld. sell. Hattie 11. K>\\ 1 t tt
Ilia 11; W. oil,
E. 3Iendall, Northport, to Emma F. Koclier- Barbour: s, ar, sell. Penobscot, New York: (iet‘Sf |,i tt,.
Woo.l.
14a
cld. Maggie Mulvey, Brewer.
a il /‘HeLet
in
II.
L.
land
sperger, Chicago;
Northport.
Newport News, Sept. ♦>. Ar, sell. DayLi'i-i. rorm ii.
tt s a in I-I111- I*
Koeliersperger to Emma F. Koeliersperger; light, New York.
>:it M.
Latter Salt. 14 !t>.
Marcus Hook, Pa., Sept. (». Passed down
land and buildings in Northport.
John F. ! sell.
( orn t* tan.
>IHO|l'. \
for
West.
Scotia, Philadelphia
Key
( raekeil Corn 1 > Ian.
a', >il. K••!**'
Marden, Pittsfield, to D. 31. Parks, do.;
Providence. Sept. 7. Ar, sell. Isaac (»i1h*-an .Meal t> tan,
l ollork I'
land in Burnham.
D. II. Smith, Islesboro. ton, Philadelphia: in, sld, sell. L. Bowers, Cheese
It,.
ll,«r. 1‘oi k i' II
to W. s. Pendleton, do.; land in Islesboro, Young, Tiverton (to load for
I*!.‘i ■'!i■ f
i.
Charleston, Cotton Seed ew
I Chas. F.
'.a
tt
Jennings, Everett, Mass., to Mar- s. C.»
Coiltish. dry.
i;>slmri {
guerite 31. Rose, Northport; land in NorthNew Haven, Sept. n. Sld, sell. Mary L. Cranberries |a «jt
Clover Seed.
I'lal4 "'ii—;i'* k' !'
port. J. 31. Durgin, et al., Westside, Cal., Crosby, Philadelphia.
',.noa
."•.Mi
■'ll!! I
Hour
bbl..
to 3Iary E. Sargent, Searsport; land and
Portsmouth, N. 1L, Sept. 7. Ar, sell. <i. II .Seed Clan.
I ..Mi <w.-l I IV.
buildings in Searsport. Annie II. Treat, Mar\ Farrow. New York.
a Wiir.it *'!
Lard
tt,.
West Washington, D. C., Sept. s. Cld,
Augusta, to Evelyn Treat Whiteliouse.-land and buildings in Frankfort. Geo. W. sells. D. H. Livers, Colcord, Baltimore:
BORIN.
Brown. Knox, to Oscar J. Farwell, Thorn- Young Brothers, snow, do.: in, ar, sell.
dike ; land in Knox.
Wesley M. Dler, Kennebec; cld, sch.Georgie
Kahhah. In Kazorville. Aug'
Gilkey, Norfolk.
Mrs. H. K. Farrar. a daughter.
George W. Norton, managing editor of
Perth Amboy, Sept. 10. Ar, sell. Maud
(II1AY. Ill lVnobseot. AllgU"l
the Evening Express, Portland, and wife, Snare, Frankfort.
Mrs. Sydney B. tiray. a m»i(.
were in town Monday. Owing to the intense
iiUA\. Iii stonington. Septem1
San Francisco, Sept. s.
Ar, ship May
heat they remained quietly at the hotel, Flint, Seattle (see
Mrs. Abner H Cray, a son.
miscellany.)
fillAY. Ill Krooksville. S- ptein
instead of calling on friends of our former
Mrs. <ieorge II. t;ray a daught' u
citizens, as the} otherwise would have done.
FOREIGN PORTS.
tikinnh i.!.. In St'arsport. s» pi
For a series of years 3Ir. Norton was prinand Mrs. William K. Crinuell, a
cipal of our Grammar school, and was,
Rio Janeiro, Sept. 2.
sld, bark Doris,
Hamiin. In Belfast. Septeml"
moreover, a prominent figure in social life.
Mrs. Herbert .1. Hamlin, a son.
Masterton, Baltimore.
About seventeen years ago he became prinRich \ki»s. In Washington. 11
Cape Town, Aug. s. In port, bark Fred
“‘.to Mr. and Mrs. Clift K Bichat
cipal of Bridge street Grammar school in 1‘. Litchfield, from Buenos Ayres.
Sa\ waku. In Union, Soptemn
Westbrook ; bv-and-by he drifted into .jourBlack River, Ja., Aug. 24. Sld, sell. s. G.
Mrs. vv ill Sayw ai d, a son.
nalism, at which he proved himself an Haskell, Pressey, Chester, Pa.
Yui’Mi. Iii West Brooksviiladept, and soon rose from reporter to the
Hong Kong, Aug. t>. In port, bark Sachem Mr. ami Mrs. Henry Young, a soi
editorial head of Portland's great evening for New York.
He has, too, attained political
paper.
Anjer, Sept. to. Passed previously, ships
MARRIKI).
honors, having been honored with the Mary L. Cushing, New York for Hong
of delegate at large to this year's Kong; State of Maine, do for do.
In Bel:
Ai.i.K.swooh-Bkown
epublican National Convention. | Bridgton
f>. by Ke' K. I Capen. I.e Fop
News.
M ARIN1: MISCK I.LA>' Y.
Belhiont and Miss Harriet F. Broe
In Sear'
Boothbay Harbor, Sept. 0. The Red Star herAt si*lani*-Coi.s.»\.
SHIP NEWS.
by lfev II. W. Norton. <h
Towing Co. of Boston have succeeded in and ri,Miss
Martha K. Colson, both
Moating the sch. Win. Churchill, before reH Kai.l> Ll. ten
In West Boek|
POET OF BELFAST.
ported ashore at the entrance of Damaris- Frank Clitford lleald of Islesb*
cotta River, Boothbay.
She is at Boothbay Louise Leach of West Koekporr.
HHOl>KS- I*« »TTKK. Ill South B
ARRIVED.
Harbor, where she will go on the railway.
r*. Wilnur M. liliode"
San Francisco, Cal.,
8, uhh). The j September
Miss Marion B. I’otter of South U
Sept. 3. Schs. P. M. lit limey, Burgess, American ship May FlintSept,
collided with the
Wool's Hopkins, in Buekspo
Vinalhaven; Lizzie Williams, Candage, bark Vidette to-night, in the bay, off the
Harvey ,L Woods of Bangoi :o
Rockland.
mail dock. Then she drifted against the Hopkins of Hueksport.
Sept. ti. Schs. K. S. Wilson, Rich, Rockland ; bows of the
\ oi’Mi-SiMoNton
In lJockla
Iowa,
battleship
open,
split
C. SI. Walton, Rice, Portland.
filled, and sunk. As far as known no lives d, L'r. Krnest B. Young of Bo"n
Sept. s. Sch. Leonora, Bonsey, Eddyville. were lost. The May Flint was a four-mast- daughter of Mr. and Mi ". F. > sip
Sept. 11. Sch. A. llayford, Ryan, Boston. ed iron ship of 8,577 tons, and was formerly
1)1 RI).
the Persian Monarch.
SAILED.
Portland, Me., Sept. 4 Schr. ( has. I..
Sept, 8. Schs. C. M. Walton, Rice, Cran- Davenport, recently damaged by tire on the
1H kua.m. In Malden, Ma"s.. S«-|
berry Isles ; E. S. Wilson, Rich, Bangor.
passage from Philadelphia to Bangor, is un- ,L B. lMirliam, aged 7.; years and
Mahtyn. In Castim Septemb*
Sept, 10. Schs. Lucia Porter, Farrow, dergoing thorough repairs at Tliomaston.
Bangor.
The burned section covered a space of *; of Thomas Martyn. aged 10 mo:;:
Mokkii.i
In Belmont, AllgU"!
Sept, 12. Sch. Leonora, Bonsey, Ells- feet or more fore ami aft, and lo feet in man
Morrill, infant son ot Mr. an
worth.
height on either side, leaving simply a shell K. Morrill, aged s weeks and a da
of woodwork, so thin that a stick thrust inI’Aiiivia:. In Buckspnrt Augii"!
AMERICAN PORTS.
to the charred portion of the woodwork
C. Barker, aged so years and to n
Simpson. In Monroe. \ugus|
New York, Sept. 4. Ar, sch. Senator passed clear through the hull. The repairs
Simpson, aged on years and lod.o
Sullivan, St. Marie; eld, sch. Edward 11. w'ill occupy fully a month.
ItoniiiNs. In Belfast. August
Blake, Fernandina; 3, sld, brig llavilali,
Boston, Sept. lo. There is no increase in of William J. and Annie Bobbin",
sch.
Jose
Charleston;
the
available
of
Olaverri,
sail tonnage and tin*
Savannah;
supply
(1, ar, sells. Lizzie Lane, Perth Amboy for business to all foreign ports is kept within
Bangor; Webster Barnard, New London; 7, narrow limits. There is steady inquiry for
ar, brig Ilarry Smith, Turk’s Island; 8, ar, long voyage tonnage, and also for lumber
sch. E\ C. Pendleton, Burgess, Baltimore carriers to South America and the West
who want an easy and quick
for Bangor; Annie Lord, Bangor; sld, ship Indies, but the latter orders are executed
daily question, “what shall "
St. Paul, llong Kong; sch. J. V. Welling- with
owners hesitating to accept
difficulty,
or for
or foi
dinner,
ton, Eastern port; 10, sld, sch. Sallie I’On, southern freights. Coastwise lumber ton- should take thesupper,
Boston I>ail>
Boston for Philadelphia; llumaroek, Balti- nage is in better request and rates are
Globe.
more.
growing stronger. Coal rates are growing
Kvery day The Globe publisl
Boston, Sept. 4. Ar, schs. Sadie Wilcutt, stronger, influenced by an improved de- inexpensive
and nice bill ot
Port Johnson; Wm. Butman, New Y'ork; 0, mand.
a dinner and a supi■breakfast,
ar, sch. Mary A. Hall, Philadelphia; 10, ar,
Bangor, Sept. 8. With the beginning of specially prepared by an experie
bark E. A. O’Brien, Manila.
September there has been an improvement and economical housekeeper.
Philadelphia, Sept. ti. Old, schs. S. M. in the condition of eastern shipping interIn addition, the choicest ret
Bird, Veazie, Bangor; Sarah L. Ilavis, ests, freights having advanced a little, while skilled
cooks of the homes ot N•
Pattershall, Hallowell; 7, eld, sch. Star of the volume of business is perhaps 25 per are printed
every day, and am
the Sea, Pettingill, Boston; 8, ar, sch. John cent, greater than during August. Lumber
cipes wanted by any women >
T. Williams, Pendleton, New Y’ork.
freights from Bangor to Yew York have ad- supplied.
Baltimore, Sept. 7. Sld, sch.Wm. Carnegie, vanced from $2 per thousand to #2.12, and
In fact, The Globe is a dail>
Portland; 10, ar, schs. D. H. Rivers and sound rates are from #1.75 to #1.87. Coal for the
housekeepers of Xew I*;«•
Y’oung Brothers, Washington, 1). C.
freights from Yew York to Maine ports,
The
Departin''
Portland, Sept. 8. Sld, schs. R. F. Petti- which were as low as 55 cents during the Globe Housekeepers’
every day tells you how ;
summer and never over 05, are now quoted
grew, Philadelphia; Grace Davis, do.
how to take care of pis
pests,
3.
Flora
Bangor, Sept.
Ar, sch,
Condon, steady at 05 and several vessels have lately and animals, how to do fanc\
Sellers, Port Johnson; sld, sch. Melissa been chartered at 70 cents, while the rate etc., etc. Order The Globe at m
Trask, Cobb, New Y’ork ; fi, ar, sch. Maggie from Philadelphia to ports east of Cape Cod newsdealer and try
it._ I"
S. Hart, Farrow, Baltimore; sld, sch. Post has advanced to #1 and #1.05 per ton. YearBoy, Bullock, New Y’ork; 7, sld, schs. Susie ly all the sawmills in Maine are now run- SUBSCRIBE
F. Oliver, Stamford, Conn.; Celia F., Lord, ning, and although there has been no adPhiladelphia; Nat Ayer, Atlantic City; vance in the price of lumber the demand
Josie Hook, Beverly; 8, sld, schs. Mary Ann has improved and more vessels will be
McCann, New York; Isaiah K. Stetson, needed from this time out.
were
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